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AOH Honors
Archbishop
NEWARK Archbishcty
Boland, national chaplain of
the Ancient Order of Hiber-
nians, will be honored by the
AOH at a banquet at the
Robert Treat Hotel here Sept. 12.
The banquet will be one of the
features of the two-day meeting
o' the national board of the Irish-
American group which opens on
Kept. 11.
The speaker at the dinner
will be James J. McMahon, pub-
lisher of the Hudson Dispatch,
Union City.
EARLIER that day. Archbishop
Boland will celebrate Mass for
those attending the meeting at
St. Patrick's Pro-Cathedral. Rev.
John T. Lawlor of Coytesville,
N J., deputy natiorffcl chaplain,
Will preach the sermon.
Father Lawlor will be honored
himself at a dance to be held
at the Hibernian Hall, Elizabeth,
or Sept. 11.
Jeremiah O'Callaghan of Jer-
*cy City, president of the AOH,
will preside at the business meet-
ings. He will also speak at the
closing banquet, as will the Arch-
bishop.
AT ROCKLEIGH: Enshrined statue of St. Joseph the
Worker at St. Joseph's Village will be dedicated by
Archbishop Boland on the eve of Labor Day, Sept. 6,
at 3 p.m. The village, a 17-buildinghome for depend-
ent children, was dedicated last October.
Charge Totalitarian Tactics
Used Against Haiti Church
PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti <NC)
•—Five priests here have accused
the Haitian government of using
"totalitarian" tactics in its con-
tinuing campaign against the
Church.
The five charged that Presi-
dent Francois Duvalicr’s regime
is trying to force the Church to
I
pledge "absolute obedience" to
it.
Writing in the Catholic daily
here, La Phalange, the nation's
largest newspaper, the priests de-
clared they refused to accept gov-
ernment accusations that some
priests and Archbishop Francois
Poirier of Port-au-Prince were
involved in anti-government ac-
tivities.
The Church-state conflict came
to a head here in late August
with the expulsion of two French
priests and the issuing of a war-
rant—since suspended—for the
Archbishop's arrest.
MEANWHILE, a government
source here said that the contro-
versy can be ended through me-
diation and that the Duvalicr re-
gime will not carry out its threat
to demand that the Holy See re-
move Archbishop Poirier from
his post for "sedition "
The source added that the
government wants the Arch-
bishop to Issue a statement say-
ing that his recent pastoral let-
ter, which criticized the regime
for expelling the two priests,
was "misinterpreted" as an ef-
fort to overthrow the President.
The government radio station,
however, has continued to attack
the clergy and the Archbishop,
and sought to persuade the peo-
ple that the regime is "not
against priests, only bad priests"
and diat it is protecting the "sov-
ereignity of the state."
IN NEW YORK, Mayor Antoine
Hcrard of Port-au-Prince claimed
that the root of the present con-
flict lies in the alleged "colonial-
ist attitude" of the large number
of French priests serving in
Haiti.
He charged that French
priests "refuse to accept the
fact that the country Is no long-
er a French colony. They want
to maintain the people in a sort
of ‘spiritual colonization’.")
The Church-state controversy
reached a climax when the gov-
ernment expelled two French
priests, Rev. Etienne Gricncn-
berger, C.S Sp., rector of St.
Martial College and superior of
the Holy Ghost Fathers in Haiti,
and Rev. Joseph Marrcc, pastor
of the parish of St. Marc, 45
miles from here.
Archbishop Poirier and the
Apostolic Nunciature asked the
government for a list of griev-
ances against the two priests but
the government refused to reveal
the charges.
Nuncio to Haiti
Plans Return
ROME (NC) The Apostolic
Nuncio to Haiti, Archbishop
Domenico Enrici, has left here
to return to his post in Port-au-
I'rince, now the scene of an open
rift between the Church and the
State.
The Papal diplomat, who was
named th* Holy Sec's equivalent
of ambassador to Haiti in Janu-
ary, 1958, is due to arrive In
New York on the Italian liner
Saturnia on Sept. 12, and to ar-
rive in Haiti by air two days
liter.
Archbishop Sheil
Honored by Jews
CHICAGO (RNS) Auxiliary
Archbishop Bernard J. Sheil of
Chtckgo was selected by
the city’* Jewish community as
its man of the year for 1959. The
sixth person to be so honored and
the first not of the Jewish faith,
he was cited for a lifetime of
leadership in humanitarian caus-
es
Representative* of the major
Jewish organization in Chicago
■elected the Archbishop. He will
be guest of honor at a civic din-
ner here on Nov. 7. Archbishop
Sheil is often called the “Apostle
of Youth" because of his work
on behalf of young people.
An outspoken foe against racial
•nd minority discrimination, he
holds the B'nai B’nth award for
■“Service to Humanity" of the
Jewish fraternal order s district
lodge No. 6 which embraces near-
ly 200 groups through the Mid-
west and Canada.
Bergen, Passaic Ask
Sunday Closing Vote
PATERSON Sufficient signatures have been ob-
tained to have the Sunday closing question placed on bal-
Jotf in Passaic and Bergen Counties, the Sunday Closing
League here has announced.
Petitions bearing 7,021 signatures had been received
In Passaic County and another
4.577 in Bergen County through
Aug. 28, according to J. Palmer
Murphy, league secretary. An
•ddiUona! 5.000 signatures have
been collected in Bergen County
but these have not as yet been
screened and verified, he said.
OF THE P t 111 lONS collected
In Passaic County, he noted,
4,800 were secured by the Pas-
saic County FederaUon of Holy
Name Societies. The Holy Name
drive was directed by Frank P.
Jannicelli of Clifton, federation
president. Petitions collected by
the Bergen Holy Name Federa-
tion ha so not yet been turned in.
AKboagh it was not neces-
airy to do so, all of the peti-
tion# being ased by the league
la Us to place the Sunday
voting q—Hi before the vot-
ers were witnessed by five
other persons.
The petitions will bn filed with
tbe Pnaaaic County Clerk at
10:90 a.m. an Sept IT and with
the Bergen clerk at 2:90 p.m.
Says Catholic Social Action
Ignores Too Many Evils
ST. LOUIS Catholic social action is not as effective
today as it should be because It is Ignoring too many con-
temporary problems. Rev. Thurston N. Davis, S.J., editor
of America magazine, charged here.
Father Davis spoke at the third annual meeting of the
National Catholic Social Action I
Conference and accused Catholic!
social action of "unduly restrict-
ing its area of concern." In
doing so. it "has failed to face
the full reality of our contempo-
rary problem."
IN THIS FULL reality, he sa'd,
he would include such "subtle
ailments" as the "beat" genera-
tion, the expansion of credit,
"togetherness," the uses of lei-
sure, "sick" jokes, the organiza-
tion man, the "sameness .of
10,000 suburbias," mental illness,
the aging population and the d“-
clinc of home life and parental
authority. /
"I refuse to believe,” Father
Davis said, "that these
... are
not problems with which we
should be wrestling with as
much energy and determina-
tion as we now devote to right-
to-work laws, the consumer
price index and the fine print
In (he Tart-Hartley (labor
law).”
Asking not to be misunder-
stood, he declared, "It ia indu-
bitably and forever to our credit
that when they were moat needed
there were Catholics who were
eager and able to stand up and
be counted on the side of organ-
ized labor.
"Strong, intelligent and Imag-
inative leadership in this and
allied fields has never been want-
ing
... What I am getting at is
that Catholic social action needs
to recognize that there is so
much more besides.
"WORKING WIVES and moth-
ers
... aren't getting the atten-
tion they deserve in the pattern
of social concern for our homes
and our future national stability.
Neither is advertising and its
Nullifying effect on our live*,"
he declared.
“Are we sufficiently bother-
ed by the alleged mechaniza-
tion and depersonalization of
life, especially In our Mg cities?
Ilow much positive thinking
and writing have we done abont
sez, momlim, homosexuality
and the shaken role of the
father as bead of the American
family?”
Apart from the failure to recog-
nize all the problems, Father
Davis saw another shortcoming
in Catholic social action in that
it has failed to train "a corps of
professional career men for stra-
tegic posts in top labor agencies,”
and has failed to gain the co-
operation of Catholic universities
in preparing social actionists.
OTHER PAPERS were pre-
sented by:
• George R. Donahue, exec-
tive director, Catholic Employ-
ers National Coordinating Com-
mittee, New York, who stressed
the need for more cooperation be-
tween labor, management and
government in solving common
proMems. Christian employers,
l.e added, must study the prin-
ciples of Christian social doctrine,
put them into practice in their
own businesses and spread them
throughout economic life.
• Rev. Edward Duff, S J., of
the Institute of Social Order here,
who called for greater collabo-
ration by Catholics with non-
Church social action groups.
• Gregory E. Shinert of Jef-
ferson City, Mo., executive direc-
tor, Missouri State Commission
of Human Rights, who said that
Catholics in a six-state south-cen-
tral area do not differ radically
from the general attitude toward
racial justice despite the leader-
ship of their Bishops. Prejudices
in the mid-South are still so
strong, he said, that even a pro-
nouncement from the Pope or the
local Bishop would not immedi-
ately overcome them.
• Rev. Raymond Bosler, edi-
tor of the Indiana Catholic and
Record, who said that segrega
lion is not restricted to the South.
In many areas, he said, an "un-
written law" prevents Negroes
from buying homes or holding
other than menial jobs.
Participants re-elected Donald
J. Thobman, managing editor of
Ave Marla magazine, as presi-
dent and chose Buffalo as the
site of their 1960 meeting. Msgr.
William F. Kelly, director of the
Brooklyn social action depart
mmt, was named vice president.
Warning
It is reported that members
ol the "Slaves of the Immacu-
late Heart of Mary” are again
in New Jersey, selling a book
entitled "Hail Mary, Full of
Grace.”
They have no Church appro-
val and Catholics are warned
against purchasing their books.
Before purchasing any reli-
gious books, Catholics should
look to see whether they carry
the imprimatur of a Bishop.
Fordham-Style Suit
Started in St. Louis
ST. LOUIS A suit has been filed in Circuit Court
here seeking to restrain St. Louis University from purchas-
ing land for expansion in the huge Mill Creek Redevelop-
ment Area in midtown St. Louis.
The suit is being brought by members of Protestants
and Other Americans United fori
Separation of Church and State
(POAU). Named as defendant:
are the university, the City of St.
Louis, the St. Louis Board uf
Aldermen and the St. Louis Land
Clearance Authority.
THE SUIT contends St. Louis
aldermen eliminated competitive
bidding on the land by approving
the university'a plan for the uk
of the six-block area. Attorneys
for the plaintiffs made it clear,
however, that the suit seeks a
fist bar on the sale of the land
to th# university, on tbs grounds
that the Jcsiut school is a sec-
tarian institution.
Irving Dagrn, attorney (or
the Land Clearance Authority,
said the agency had followed
all local, state and federal reg-
ulations In advertising for bida.
The university submitted the
only bid for that particular site,
he said.
Lait year the U. S. Supreme
Court upheld Fordham Unlver-
slty'i right to take part in a
similar urban renewal program
lu New York.
Anglican Given
Pope’s Breviary
SUFFOLK, England - An
Anglican clergyman here haa a
personal memento from Pope
John XXIII the Pope’s own
white breviary with the golden
coat of arms of the Cardinal-
Patriarch of Venice embossed
on the cover.
The clergyman is Canon Don-
ald Rea, Vicar of Eye. In a
recent audience with the Holy
Father. Canon Rea opened his
own breviary to ahow the Pope
the picture of the Holy Father
iphich he kept there.
Canon Rea said the Pope
noticed the worn look of the
breviary, apologized for the
fact that his own was none too
new but said he would like
Canon Rea to have it for his
use.
Padre Pio Cure
Not Miraculous
MANFREDONIA. Italy <NC)—
Reports that the stigmatic priest,
Padre Pio, has been cured mirac-
ulously of his serious illness
have been denied by Church
authorities here.
The Capuchin stigmatic, who is
72, had been suffering from pleu-
risy and pneumonia attacks for
several months. Aq illustrated
weekly magazine recently re-
ported that he was cured mirac-
ulously when a helicopter bear-
ing the pilgrim statue of Our
Lady of Fatima passed over the
monastery of San Giovanni
Rotondo, where Padre Pio lives.
Diocesan authorities have said
that Padre Pio's recovery can-
not be considered miraculous.
They said the improvement in
his health has-been slow and
natural in contrast to a miracu-
lous cure which they said must
be entirely beyond natural ex-
planation.
Labor, Management Told
Renew ‘Moral and Spiritual Values’
WASHINGTON The current crisis
in U. S. labor-management relations
threatens to “cancel out much of the
progress ... made in recent years,"
the Social Action Department, National
Catholic Welfare Conference, has warn-
ed.
In its 1859 Labor Day statement,
the department declared that the only
adequate solution is “a profound renew-
al of moral and spiritual values,” that
labor and management must recognize
their “moral responsibility to deal with
one another sincerely and generously in
a spirit of mutual respect for one
another's rights.” Msgr. George G.
Higgins is director of the Social Action
Department.
The statement also called on labor
and management to develop "a deep
sense of their joint responsibility for
safeguarding and promoting the public
interest."
The NCWC agency said the com-
ments on labor-management relations
made by Pope John XXin have been
characterized by a “note of cheerful
Christian optimism.”
IT IS PRECISELY this spirit, the
Social Action Department said, which is
“sadly lacking and badly needed at the
present time in the field of labor-man-
agement relations in the United States ”
“For lack of sock Christian opti-
Usnlfm,” the statement continued,
“we are In danger, it won Id seem,
of becoming cynical about the fu-
ture of labor-management relations
in this country.”
"There has recently been so much
bickering and controversy in the field
of collective bargaining, and we have
become so preoccupied with the seamy
side of labor-management relations, thst
we are beginning to question or doubt
‘the power proper to truth* and to sneer
at the many evidences of solid good-
ness and integrity which are all around
us.
"In more practical terms, this
means that labor and management, hav-
ing become unduly suspicious and dis-
trustful of one another's motives, are
being strongly tempted to rely on eco-
nomic force and political pressure and
on public relations strategems and
propaganda gimmicks as a substitute
for good-faith collective bargaining and
labor-management cooperation.”
The Social Action Department warn-
ed that “if any substantial number of
employers and labor leaders succumb
to this temptation and become cynical
or disillusioned, they will live to rue
the day."
THE STATEMENT predicted that a
continuing crisis in labor-management
relates would cause the government
“to discipline labor and management
more severely than ever before."
Excessive government intervention
in this field, it said, would result in
its assuming "too much responsibility
from the point of view of sound social
ethics.”
“This would be a calamity not
only for labor and management, but
for all the people of the United
States,” the Social Action Depart-
ment said.
ON THE POSITIVE side, there Is
“a growing tendency on the part of
many responsible labor leaders and
employers to put the practice of col-
lective bargaining on a higher moral
plane and, more specifically, to recog-
nize that it must somehow or other be
made to serve the public interest mom
effectively."
"This is at least the first step to-
ward the formulation of the right aa-
swers," the statement said.
The Social Action Department point-
ed out that its 1959 statement was in
contrast with those of preceding years
in being "a purely spiritual message,"
rather than a comment on some spe-
cific problem.
The department said this was
done "deliberately" in order to ‘‘un-
derline our conviction that, when all
is said and done, our principal labor-
management problems at the pres-
ent time are basically moral prob-1
lems."
"In summary," the statement con-
cluded, "the advice we would give to
labor and management as they jointly
observe this national holiday is very
simple.
"In the words of Pope John
XXIII, we would encourage them
‘to be faithful to God's law, in the
constant fulfillment of His holy will’
and ‘to be always apostles of good-
ness, of gladness, and of good will’/*
Sees Poland Failing
ToUndermineChurch
CZESTOCHOWA, Poland (RNS) Cardinal Wyszyn-
ski, Primate of Poland, declared here that the faith of
Polish Catholics is “superbly strong” and any “attempts
to undermine the Church” in this country would fail.
Addressing an estimated 100,000 faithful making their
annual pilgrimage to the shrine
of Our Lady of Czestochowa, th*
Cardinal warned that "certain
circles” In the country were en-
tertaining the hope that the Pol-
ish nation "would grow indiffer-
ent toward the faith and that the
people would gradually abandon
their priests and churches."
THE PRIMATE spoke before
an altar on a balcony of the Jas-
n» Gora monastery where the fa-
mous Marian shrine is located.
For three hours the worshippers
stood patiently during the cele-
bration of a special Mass and the
primate's sermon.
Jasna Gora has been a reli-
gions and patriotic symbol of
Polish Catholicism since 1654.
when King Jan Kailmlerz dedi-.
cated the country to Onr Lady
of Czestochowa.
Cardinal Wyszynski dealt at
length with the importance o( the
family and of Catholic adherence
to the teaching! of the Churcn.
"Government! come and go,” he
stressed, "but the family and the
Church remain.”
He also cautioned the faithful
against "undermining" attempt!
being made by the Poliih Na-
tional Catholic Church. "The Na-
tional Church i! not Christ’s
Church, but that of the usurper,"
he told the pilgrims.
(The Polish National Catholic
Church in Poland is a branch of
the Polish National Catholic
Church in the US. formed in
1904 at Scranton, Pa. The church,
which does not recognize the
Pope, has about 300,000 members
in the United States, Canada and
Poland.)
Name MotherM. Virginette
Superior of Province
LODI—The Fellcian Sisters of
the Immaculate Conception Prov-
ince received anew provincial
superior Aug. 29 by appointment
of Mother Alexander, Superior
General, now visiting from
Rome. Mother Mary Virginette
will head the 600-member prov
ince of the order formally titled
the Congregation of the Sisters
of St. Felix.
Mother Mary Antoinette, for-
provincial for the prescribed
six-year term, will go to the
motherhouse in Rome where she
will take up the post of con-
gregation receptionist.
OUier members of the "new
administration are: Sister Mary’
Alice, assistant; Sister Mary Jus-
tiUa, directress of studies; and
Sister Mary Hortulane, super-
visor of schools. Remaining in
admlnistraUve positions are: Sis-
ter Mary Raphael, secretary;
Sister Mary Columba, burser,
and Sister Mary Doloretta, mis-
tress of novices.
MOTHER Mary Virginette,
originally from Wilmington, Del , I
spent five years at the Jaegiel-
lonlan University, Poland, where
she received her master's degree
in philosophy in 1938. She at
tended the general chapters of
the congregation in Poland in
1946, in Ponca City, Okla., in
1953 and in Rome in 1958.
Mother Mary Virginette has
been a member of the provincial
council, secretary and vocation 1
promoter. She served as the prin-
cipal of Immaculate Conception
High School and directress of,
the aspirancy from 1939 to 1947.1
Besides administrative rcspon-|
sibilities the new provincial su j
, perior worked on vocation pro-
motion, giving talks and arrang-
ing weekend retreats for the
laity.
SISTER Aniela, former assis-
tant, will replace Sister Mary
Alice as superior and principal
at St. Hedwig'a, Trenton. Sister
Mary Justitia will retain her
position as principal of Immacu-
late Conception High School
while handling the studies post
which has been newly created.
Sister Mary Leontine, former
school supervisor, will be sta-
tioned at St Joseph's High
School, Camden. Sister Mary
Hortulane comes to her new
post from Immaculate Concep-
tion High School
Mother Alexander has been
visiting the U. S. to make ap-
Ipointments in the seven Felician
I provinces and to attend the
l World Sodality Congress. She will
'leave soon for Buffalo, returning
to Lodi in about a week.
Mother M. Virginette
Scholarship
Decision Due
TRENTON An an-
nouncement as to whether
any grants will be made un-
der the recently enacted col-
lege scholarship law to stu-
dents entering college this Fall
is expected on Sept. It when the
State Scholarship Commission
meets here.
Frederick M. Raublnger, state
education commissioner and
chairman of the commission ad
ministering the scholarship law.
said "there is a possibility" some
awards will be made. Some $5OO,
000 had been appropriated for
scholarships to be awarded under
the previous state program.
THE SCHOLARSHIP commls
sion is also expected to act on a
tentative budget request of $1.5
milUon for 1960 61 Of this. $1,222.
000 would be earmarked for
scholarships to an estimated 3,055
giaduates from next June's class
That number represents 5% of
the estimated 61,100 total of all
public and private school grad-
uates.
The estimates were made by
the Department of Education,
which also predicted that 3,123
would be eligible for state grants
the following year. It estimated
that by the end of 'four years
the program would cost $5.5 mil-
lion annually.
In This Corner
- Dan Herr
With this issue. The Advocate
Inaugurates anew column
"With Humble Pride” by
Dan Hrrr, witty and articulate
president of the Thomas More
Avs.velation of Chicago
In his column, Mr, Herr will
come to grips with the prob-
lems —some real, some im-
aginary. some important, some
unimportant —of contempo-
rary American life You'll find
his first offering "movies
are not getting better and bet-
ter, they are only getting
longer and longer" on page
P of this Issue
Cardinal Climbs
Alpine Peak
COURMAYKUR, Italy (NC)
In mid-August 46-year-old
Cardinal Doepfner of Berlin be-
came the first Cardinal to climb
15.000-foot Mont Blanc high-
est in Europe west of the Cau-
casas. He swore his compan-
ions to secrecy until after he
left Italy
Cardinal Doepfner was ac-
companied by three priests. The
local parish priest, also a
mountain-climbing enthusiast,
guessed the Cardinal's identi-
ty when he offered Mass at the
church, hut was asked to keep
the secret
The party of guides and
priests set out on Aug. 16 and
slept at a refuge on the moun-
tain's slope that night At dawn,
the party continued the climb
to the top, with nylon ropes
linking the Cardinal and his
eompanons.
Labor Day Mass on
Sept. 7 at 10 a.m.
NEWARK Sponsored by the Guild of St. Joseph
the Worker, the annual Labor Day Mass will be celebrated
at 10 am, Sept. 7, by Archbishop Boland in Sacred Heart
Cathedral. The preacher will be Auxiliary Bishop Curtis.
Cooperating in the day's observance at the Cathedral
will be the Newark Archdioce |
san branch of the National Coun
ell of Catholic Men and the af
filiated Holy Name Societies
According to Rev. Aloysius J
Welsh, the Mass will be offered
that
"God's graces may be given
In continued abundance to all
those engaged in work whether |
on the side of management or
labor;
"That labor and management 1
may strive successfully in the
coming year for positive coopera-
tion based on recognition of theilj
mutual rights and duties rather
than permit continuing conflict
or an uneasy, hostile peace;
"That management and labor
may consciously fulfill their com-
mon duties toward the welfare
of nation and community while
promoting their own causes
I with justice and charity."
Following the Mass there will
be a Communion breakfast at
'Thomm's, Park Ave. The princi-
pal speaker will be Louis F.
j Buckley, past president, National
I Catholic Social Action Conference.
BAKER’S DOZEN: Corcoran clan looks on happily as Msgr. James F. Kelley, their
pastor, baptizes 13th child, Susan Mary, in Mt. Carmel Church, Ridgewood. Godpar-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. James Maloney. First row of Corcorans are, from left: Greg-
ory, 12; Mark, 11; Brian, 7; Jeremiah, 5; Paul, 2, and Rose Anne, 9. Second row:
Mrs. Jack Donovan, 22; Mrs. Joseph Corcoran, the proud mother; Elaine, 13; Mr.
Corcoran; Kathleen, 17; Mary Ellen, 16; Maureen 19, and Joseph, 23.
People in the Week’s News
Dr. John J. O'Connor, profes-
*°r of history at Georgetown Un-
iveraity, will receive the 1959
Edith Stein award, for outstand-
ing contributions to better Jew-
ish-Christian relations.
Thomas J. McElroy, formerly
of Catholic Digest, has been
named vice president in charge
of promotion and advertising of;
Catholic Preview of Entertain-
ment.
Luke E. Hart, supreme knight
of the Knights of Columbus, has j
been chosen to receive the La-1
Salle College Alumni Associa-1
tion’s 1959 Signum Fidei Award!
for his contributions to advance-!
ment of Christian principles.
Hey. James McMahon of In-
dianapolis has been named Vi-
car General and Chief of Chap-
lains of the U. S. Army of Eu-
rope. effective Oct. 5.
Martin B. McKeneally, 43, of
Newburgh, N.Y., a lawyer and a
Catholic, has been elected nation-
,ai commander of the American
Legion.
Bishop Antoine 'Abed of Trip-
oli, Lebanon, a Maronite Rite
prelate, has been awarded the
Grand Cross of Merit by Ger-
many.
Archbishop Martin Lucas,
S.V.D., new Apostolic Visitor for
Scandinavian countries, has es-
tablished his residence in Stock-
holm.
Rev. Mark G. McGrath, C.S.C.,
an American, has been named
dean of the school of sacred theol-
ogy. Pontifical Catholic Universi-
ty of Chile.
Bfthop Harold Henry, 8.5. C..
Minneapolis-born Vicar Apostol
ic of Kwangju, Korea, has left
Korea for a six-month speaking
tour of the US.
Bishops . . .
Bishop-elect Charles A. Bus-
well will be consecrated as Bish-
op of Pueblo, Colo., In the Okla-
homa City Cathedral Sept. 30 and
will be enthroned in Pueblo Oct
6. .
Died
. . .
Bishop Joseph J. Annabring of
Superior, Wis., 59.
Separated Churches Welcome
To Attend Council, Pope Says
CASTELGANDOLFO
- Pope
John XXIII said here that if non-
Catholics want to participate in
the forthcoming ecumenical coun-
cil, they will be given an op-
portunity to be heard.
Addressing a group of pilgrims
at his summer residence, the
Pontiff said that if the “separated
brethren" want to come, “we will
welcome them.”
“The Catholic Church Is al-
ways their house, from which
they withdrew," he said, "in
historical incidents which occur
in every family."
LATER, AT A private audience
with Msgr. Edward E. Swan-
strom of New York, executive di-
rector of Catholic Relief Serv-
ices-NCWC, and Mgr. Andrew P.
I.andi, CRS mission director in
Rome, the Pontiff praised the
U. S. for giving aid to needy
countries since the end of World
War 11.
He also commended the “strong
sUte of American Catholics,"
adding that they "make good use
vof their charity dollars and
cents."
DURING THE week the Holy
Father aurprued the residents of
the hilt area aurrounding his
lummer home by taking a spur-
of-the-moment tour. He decided
on the tour while discussing near-
ly Marian shrines with his con-
fessor, Msgr. Alfredo Cavagna,
after having made his weekly
confession.
Msgr. Cavagna and Rev.
Thomas Ryan, Irish priest who
has been teaching English to
the Pope, were among those
who accompanied him.
He made one stop at the Shrine
of Our Lady of Good Counsel at
Gennuzzano and when a crowd
gathered he asked all to join him
in three Hail Marys for the spe-
cial protection of children, whom
he called “the hope of the Church
and of society.''
Taking note of a visit there by
I Pope Pius IX, he invited prayers
for the speedy beatification and
canonization of his predecessor.
I The Pope particularly enjoyed
the final visit to the convent
where Msgr. Cavagna lives
while the Pope is at Castel-
gandolfo. The Sisters in the con-
vent are from the Pope's home-
town of Bergamo. He talked with
them in the Bergamo dialect and
jokingly advised them to take
good care of his confessor
This week the Pope also sent
a message to the Third World
Congress of the Deaf In Wies-
baden, Germny, telling them of
his devotion to them, and re-
ceived the crew of the U. S nu-
clear-powered sub Skipjack in
audience Crew members pre-
sented him with a bronze medal
bearing the Image of the Skip-
Jack.
ONE OF THE Pope's recent
visitors was Melkite Rite Bishop
Georges Hakim of Akka who on
his return to Jerusalem said the
Pope had expressed the hope
that relations between the Vat-
ican and Israel would improve.
The Pope Is "very sympathe-
tic toward Israel and all that '
la being done here,” the Blsh- I
op said.
He added that he himself has
the feeling “that some matters
still need clarification before Is-
reali-Vatican* relations will im
prove.” One of the “serious prob-
lems that are still outstanding,"
he said, is status of Maronites
evacuated from Ikrit and Biram
in Galilee when those villages
were demolished during the Arab
Israeli war.
During his audience with the
Pope, the Bishop said, he had
presented to him an appeal from
| those communities asking the
Pope's help in returning to their
former homes.
On the other hand, the Bishop
said, he was able to report to
the Pope on "excellent relations
with the Religious Affairs Minis-
try and the solution of the prob-
lems concerning Church property
in Israel.”
ASKED ABOUT the possibility
of Arab-Israeli peace, the Bish-
op replied that it will have to
be achieved gradually and sug-
gested that a start be made to-
ward the solution of the Arab
refugee problem.
lie advocated the resettle-
ment of all refugees who would
agree to it in their present place
of residence.
'The Israeli government
should offer individual compensa-
tion for property to everyone
ready to accept It in return for
foregoing all claims on Israel I
believe at least 10 to*<’o% would
accept such compensation and
thus greatly reduce the problem.
"I am sure that if Israel made
the offer, ways would be found,
perhaps through the United Na-
tions, to transfer the money.” ~
Use Modern Secular Media,
Catholic Publicity Advised
NEW YORK Make use of modern secular communi-i
cations media, those responsible for public relations for'
Catholic institutions were advised at the first national
Catholic communications seminar here.
Bishop Lawrence J. Shehan of Bridgeport, Conn., said
thl« mil** lu A _this must be done to get the
Church’s message across to the
general public. He said that
criticism leveled* at Catholics for
neglecting public relations “is
sometimes Justified."
Bishop Shehan is episcopal
moderator of the NCWC Bureau
of Information, which sponsored
the five-day seminar. Some 45
experts, many of them top pro-
fessionals from New York public
relations firms, conducted the
sessions attended by heads of
diocesan information bureaus and
institutional publicists.
THE WORLD outside the Cath-
olic Church, Bishop Shehan said,
“can be effectively reached only
through the secular press" and
other communications media.
He urged those who Jisve to deal
with secular media to maintain
"a spirit of friendliness" and to
"know how these media operate,
the channels through which they
can be reached, the kind of ma-
terial they can use and the form
in which it must be presented."
Participants were told by
Thomas J. Ross, senior partner
in a public relations firm, that
Pope John XXIII provides the
perfect example “of public re-
lations in its truest sense."
"The Holy Father," he said,
“is the most available prelate in
the world ... T»ke especial note
of the significant fact that (his)
statements
... are never person-
al except to praise."
SEMINAR workshops included
practice in newswriting, case his-
tories of successful public rela-
tions projects, planning and con-
ducting of public relations insti-
tutes on a diocesan level, public
relations for schools, religious
communities and parishes, and
Church and local community re-
I lUions.
Professionals who partici-
pated in the seminar included
Bob Coashyne, newspaper col-
umnist and well-known Catho-
lic author; 'fteorge W. Cornell,
religion writer for Associated
Press; Arthur Hull Hayes, pres-
ident of CBS radio; and
Jerome Kovalcik, public rela-
tion* director for New York
City’s Board of Education.
Setonia Offering
Oriental Studies
NEWARK Scion Hall Uni-
versity's Institute of Ear Eastern
Studies will offer a large number
of courses In the Chinese and
Japanese languages on the grad-
uate and undergraduate level
this Fall. Registration for classes
opens at University College here
cn Sept 8 and will continue
throughout the week with classes
opening on the 15th.
Courses in the Chinese lan-
guage will Include elementary
Chinese, Intermediate Chlneae,
Intensive Chinese, conversation-
al Chinese, Chinese grammar
and composition, and reading in
Chinese. The Japanose-language
courses will be similar.
The languages will be taught
by leading Chinese and Japanese
linguists who will have at their
disposal the facilities of a mod-
em language laboratory.
Seton Hall University is the
only New Jersey lnsttution and
the only Catholic Institution in
the US. that has been granted
fellowships to teach Chinese and
Japanese under the National De-
fense Education Act.
Thousands Come
For Byzantine
Pilgrimage
UNIONTOWN, Pa. (NC) - The
vanguard of thousands of Byzan-
tine Rite Catholics began hock-
ing here for the 25th annual pil-
grimage to the Shrine of Our
Lady of Perpetual Help at Mount
St. Macrina.
Before the pilgrimage ends on
Labor Day, the pilgrims are ex
pccted to total 100,000. Many will
have spent the 12-day pilgrimage
period at the shrine, and as an
act of sacrifice will have slept
outdoors on the grounds.
The pilgrimage Is the largest
ot its type in the U. S , and Is
rivaled in North America only
by the feast day pilgrimage to
Ste. Anne de Beaupre in Quebec.
The Apostolic Delegate to the
U S., Archbishop Egidio Vagnor-
xi. will preach at the Divine Lit-
urgy (Mass) scheduled for Labor
Day morning, and will preside at
the Eucharistic procession clos-
ing the pilgrimage later than day.
The pilgrimage theme la: “Mary,
Our Hope for Church Unity."
Stress Training
For Missioners
LOUVAIN. Belgium (RNS)
Cardinal Van Roey, Primate of
Belgium, stressed the need for
training missionaries in modern
means of communication In a
message to the 29th Internation-
al Mission Week Congress held
here.
He also asserted that in all
mission territories a lay aposto-
late must be developed to pro-
mote Christianity under guidance
of priest missionaries.
He told the delegates that (he
Church must adapt to traditional
native cultures, ideals and cus-
toms, “transforming Christianity
to suit local needs while main-
taining its full spiritual impact."
Attended by missionary priests
from various religious orders, the
congress was presided over by
Archbishop George de Jonghe
d’Ardoye, Papal Interauncio to
Egypt until his retirement In 1957
for health reasons.
Cure of Ars Play
On TV Sunday
NEW YORK The story of
the Cure of Ars, St. John Vlan-
ney, will be presented on “l.ook
Up and Live" on Channel 2 Sept,
f, at 10 30 a m. This la the cen-
tenary of the Cure of Ars who
has been patron sakit of parish
priests since 1859.
The program is the first of
four to dramatize the lives of
great Catholics of the 19th cen-
tury. The series is being pro-
duced in cooperation with the
National Council of Catholic
Men.
Notre Dame Decree
Is ‘Popular Passport ’
NOTRE DAME (NC) - A dr
gree .from the University of
Notre -Dame is "a kind of popu-
lar passport throughout the
U. 5.,” Cardinal Lercaro of Bo-
logna declared as he accepted
an honorary doctor of laws de-
gree.
He called attention to "the
unique reputation of this univer-
sity In the American world, due
to its noble tradition of hard
studies and sport competitions
that is to say, for the wonder-
fully complete formation, both of
the body and of the mind, hu-
man education and Christian as
well."
Mexico In Casting
Guadalupe Medal
MEXICO CITY (RNS1—Mexico
h»a begun casting gold and sil-
ver medals of Our Lady of Guad-
alupe of the Sea to commemorate
the sinking of a huge bronze
image of Our Lady into the
waters of Acapulco as patroness
I o' skin divers and all persons
who work under water.
It is the first new medal to
be cast and offered to the public
in Mexico in more than 20 years.
Places in the News
A I)ouse of studies for the Third I
Order Regular of St. Frsncis will
he’'dedicated in Washington Sept.
Si* parishes in the Philadel-
phia suburbs have banded to !
gcther to purchase 17 school
buses to transport their pupils, j
The Evangelical United Breth- \
rcn Church meeting in Indianap-
i oils opposed election of a Catho-
!lie to the Presidency.
Police officials in Philadelphia
have announced a program of
"total enforcement" of the new
state Sunday closing laws.
The first listing of all U. S
Catholic elementary schools has
been published by National Cath
olic Educational Association.
Washington.
Cardinal Gracias has urged
Indian Catholics to participate
more fully in the country's na-
tional life.
An outdoor shrine with a whito
marble statue of Our Lady of Fa
itima has neen dedicated at the
U S naval station on Midway
Island.
I An Italian educational export
,has predicted that within a dec-
ade of the population of
Italy will shift from rural areas
to the city.
The government of Costa Rica
has agreed to accept strict limita-
tions of its right to inspect Catho-
lic schools.
Catholics in Queensland, Aus-
tralia, are observing the 100th
anniversary of the establishment
of the Church there
The second National Congress
of Sacred Music in Mexico will
be held Oct 20-29
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GOT THOSE
NEW-CAR BLUES?
Pick your car: come to ut: get the cash.
We’ll finance your purchase with a low-cost
Auto Loan, whether the car you choose is
new or used. Your dealer gets cash and
you gel the bargain! Rates are so low—-
monthly payments are easy. You need not
be a depositor.
THE TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW JERSEY
Jersey City • Hoboken • West New York
Weehowken • Union City • Secoucus
rwml Dtp*Ml Iwrmi Ca»po.*lun>
New Highc
Dividend Rate
S-.T
r
Compounded Quarterly
PER ANNUM
Where you save does make a difference. Car-
teret provides the security, services and con-
venience savers want. That's why more people
save at Carteret than at any other association in
New Jersey. Starting July Ist, 1959, Carteret
savers began earning the HIGHERDIVIDEND
OF 3Vii% per annum. Dividends are earned
from day of deposit and are compounded quart-
erly. Each account is insured up to $10,000.00.
Carteret savings « Lm
largest In New Jersey
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
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NEW JERSEY'S FINEST
FOR RELIGIOUS AND THE LAITY
IMPORTED and DOMESTIC GIFTS
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IF YOU are in
NEED of MONEY
why not got In touch with on* of our V convenient
offices?
We moke PERSONAL LOANS to residents of Hud-
son County up t* $7,500 (and up to 2 years) at
LOW BANK RATES.
You may be surprised to find how little It costs to
borrow money at a bank Ilk* COMMERCIAL TRUST
COMPANY. Just look at the following tablet
other amounts up to $2500.00 in proportion
and up to 24 months.
All personal loans are covered by life Iniurance at no
cost to you, and you need not be a depositor of the
bank to borrow.
Coma In. writ* *p pkon*
Nin* Convenient Offices
COMMERCIALTRUST CO.
of New Jersey
6 Jersey City Office*
Main: It ladianf a Plata 71 1 lar ( aa Ava .at Talrmawn) An.
440 Nawark Ava„ at Five Cintin 114 Newark Ava near Jersey Av*
Mi Orava fl. aaar Nawark Ava. lIS Jacktan Ava.. at Waadla-n Ava.
3 Bayonne Offices
lit Broadway, at ttH Sfroot
SAA Braadway at IStK Itraat ITS Sraadway. at Alt! Itraal
ALL Branch Offices Open Monday Evenings
from 7 to 8
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Expert Praises Mt Carmel's
Work for Retarded Children
NEWARK An International
**P*rt on the problem* and ed-
ucation of retarded children re-
cently inspected facilities of the
Mt. Carmel Guild Apostolate for
the Retarded and rated them
•mong the finest he has seen.
Rev. Henry Bissonier, general
secretary of the Medico-Psycho-
logical and Psycho-Social Com-
mission of the International Cath-
olic Child Bureau, commended
Archbishop Boland for his en-l
couragement of the catechetical
program for the retarded, which
he termed a suitable and en-
couraging model for other dio-
ceses throughout the world.
Father Bissonier is also sec-
retary of the department for ex-
ceptional children in the French
National Commission of Religious
Education. In addition, he is a
professor at the Catholic Univer-
sity in Paris.
He revealed tentative plant
for an international meeting of
of leaders In religions education
of the exceptional child.
Father Bissonier was escorted
on Die tour of catechetical cen-
ters for the retarded by Rev.
Francis R. Loßianco, director of
the Apostolate for the- Mentally
Retarded.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY. SEPT. 6
3 p.m.. Blessing of statue of
St. Joseph the Worher, St. Jo-
seph's Village, Rockleigh.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 11
12:30 p.m.. National board
meeting of Ancient Order of
Hibernians, address of wel-
come, Robert Treat Hotel,
Newark.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 12
*:3O a.m., Low Pontifical
Mass, Ancient Order of Hiber-
nians, St. Patrick's Pro-Ca-
thedral, Newark.
7:3# p.m.. Banquet, Ancient
Order of Hibernians, Robert
Treat Hotel, Newark.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 13
4 p.m. Graduation esercises,
St. Vincent's Hospital School of
Nursing, Montclair.
‘Sunday Closing’
Posters Distributed
NEWARK The Essex County
Citizens Committee for Sunday
Closing is distributing store-win-
dow posters encouraging a "yes”
*ote in November on the ques-
tion of Sunday closing.
The posters are available at
committee headquarters. 81 Mt.
Vernon Place here, to those re-
questing them.
St. Benedict's Alumni
To Meet on Sept. 8
NEWARK The regular meet
ing of St. Benedict’s Prep Alumni
will be held at the school on
Tuesday, Sept. 8
STAMPS HONOR CARDINAL: A series of six postage
stamps bearing various likenesses of Cardinal Spell-
man of New York appear on a new postal issue by
Nicaragua. One depicts the Cardinal, who is a noted
stamp collector, wearing the Ruben Dario decoration
awarded him by President Somoza last year and anoth-
er shows his coat-of-arms.
10 From Archdiocese Entering
Christian Brothers of Ireland
WEST PARK, N Y - Ten]
members of the Newark Arch-j
diocese will he given the habit
of the Christian Brothers of Ire I
land and will be received into the
! society's novitiate at outdoor,
ceremonies here Sept. 5
' Seven of the 10 attended Bor
'gen Catholic High School, Ora
!dell, conducted by the Brothers
I Included is John P Mostyn, who
’created a national sensation last
Spring when he was credited with.
tving the world's record for the
100-yard dash.
MORE THAN 1,000 priests,
Brothers. Sisters, parents and
fr.ends of those taking part are
expected to attend the two-hour
ceremony at which Brother Har-
old A. Kielhno, F.S.C.H , Ameri-
can assistant to the Superior
General, conducts the interroga
tion of postulants. The habits will
be presented to the novices by
Brothers J. A Heeran, F.S.C.H.,
and F. V Chapman, F.S C.H.
The novices will spend the
coming year at Santa Maria
Novitiate here and then will take
their religious and teacher train
ing at St. Gabriel’s Junior Col
lege, Lakewood, N J , and later
lona College, Rochelle, N. Y.
THOSE 1 ROM the Newark
Archdiocese who will receive the
habit include
Brother Peter Damian Carney, (
ron of Mr. and Mrs. Peter J.|
Carney Sr., 436 Palmer Avc. Tea
neck A member of Si Joseph's
parish, he is a graduate of Ma
donna Grammar School and All
Hallows High School, New York
He attended Fairlcigh Dickinson
University for 11 2 years Be
fore entering the Brotherhood, he <
was employed in the accounting
department of the Automobile
Club of New York.
Brother John Brendan Clear,
son of Mr and Mrs John A
Clear, 122 Hirliman Rd , Teaneck.
A member of St Antastasia's
parish, he is a graduate of Wash
ington Irving School and Bergen
(atholic High. Before entering
the Brotherhood, he was em
ployed by the Bergen Evening |
Record.
Ily. son of Mr. and Mrs. John A.
I Donnelly, 137 Willow Ave , Hack-
ersack A member of Holy Trini-
ty parish, he is a graduate of
,Holy Trinity School He attended
(Bergen Catholic before entering
I St. Gabriel’s Juniorate
Brother Patrick Sean Moffett,
son of Mr and Mrs. Joseph P
Moffett, 306 Idaho St., Paramus.
A member of .Our Lady of the
Visitation parish, he graduated
fiom St Joseph's School and Ber
gen Catholic, the latter with sec
ond honors.
Brother John Paul Mostyn, son |
of Martin Mostyn and the late
'Mrs. Grace Mostyn and ward of
Mr. and Mrs Oscar Wutzdorff,
345 Elm St , Oradell. A member
of St. Joseph's parish._he is a
graduate of St. Joseph's Grammar
School and Bergen Catholic High
School.
Brother Philip Eugene Schaef
fer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
W. Schaeffer, 5 Monmouth Rd.,
t.len Rock. A member of St
Catharine's parish, he is a grad-
'uatc of St Catharine's Gramma-r
| School and Bergen Catholic
Brother Sylvester Bosco Tuohy,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester A.
Tuohy, 748 Midland Rd , Oradell.
A member of St Joseph s parish,
he is a graduate of St. Joseph's
Grammar School and Bergen
Catholic.
Brother Gerard Anthony von
Koolbcrgcn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James J ian Koolbcrgcn, 184
1.1 l Rd , Hillsdale. A member of
St John the Baptist parish, he
is a graduate of St. Andrew's
Grammar School and Bergen
C athnlic. He is the brother of
Brother James A van Koolber
gen, F.S.C.H
, who is studying at
lona College.
Brother Norman Joseph Wat
kins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nor
man Watkins, 78 Oak St., Jersey
City A member of Christ the
King parish, he is a graduate of
St Patrick's Grammar School
and attended Power Memorial
Academy, New York before en
itenng the Juniorate.
Jesuit Missionary
To Mark Jubilee
PASSAIC Rev. George P. McGowan, SJ, Jesuit
missionary from Passaic, will return to his home town Sept
13 to commemorate the 25th anniversary of his ordination
with a Solemn High Mass at noon in St. Nicholas Church.
For the last 12 years Father McGowan has been serv-
ing in the Pacific after having
been assistant rector and presi-
dent of the Jesuit novitiate at
St. Andrew's-on-Hudson, N. Y.
Father McGowan will return to
his mission post in the Caroline 1
Islands late In September.
A GRADUATE of St. Peter’s
Prep, he entered the Society of I
Jesus at St Andrew's in 1921. He
took his religious vows two years
later and was ordained in 1934
at Woodstock, Md., after studying
at Weston College aiid Boston Col-
lege
Hr taught physics for three
years at Georgetown and later
served at SI. Peter's College
and Fordham University before
i returning to St. Andrew's.
A dinner and rercption for the
jubilarian will be held in the low
er auditorium at St. Nicholas aft
cr the jubilee Mass.
Council Plans
5th Holy Hour
NEWARK The Newark Arch-
diocesan Council of Catholic Men
will hold its fifth annual Holy
Hour at Sacred Heart Cathedral
on Sept. 20 at 8 p m. Archbishop
Boland will give the sermon.
Among those attending will be
uniformed members of the New-
ark Police and Eire Departments
and the Fourth Degree, Knights
of Columbus Members of the
Holy Name Society, Knights of
Columbus, Serra Club, Ancient,
O’-dcr of Hibernians. Catholic
Mar Veterans and First Friday
Club will participate.
Arrangements for the Holy
Hour are being made by Msgr
Cornelius J Boyle, council mod-
erator, M’tlliam J Griffin, presi-
dent. and presidents of the coun-
ty councila.
Mauriac Play
For Blackfriars
NEW YORK The Ulackfnars'
Guild, New York’* oldest Catholic
theater, will open its 19lh season
in mid October with an original
play by Krancois Mauriac.
Entitled "The Egoists," the
p'*y tells the story of a selfish
father who manipulates the mar-
riage of his two daughters with
almost disastrous effects. Trans-
ited from the French by Ursule
Molinaro, the piay has a cast of
five and will be directed by Den-
nis Gurney and Marcella Pam-
brun.
Actors will be interviewed at!
the Blackfriars' theater, 316 W.
57th St , on Sept. 8, 9 and 10
from 2 to 5 p.m.
CCD Sets Year’s Program
In Archdiocese ofNewark
NEWARK With publicationof the 1959-60 calendar
of the Confraternity of Christian Doctrine this week, an
eight-month program of religious education of children
and adults is ready to go into motion
Over 100.000 children who attend public or non-Catho-
lic private school* will be taugh:
Christian doctrine in CCD schools'
in every parish of the Arrhdic,
cese. In addition. Catholic and
non-Catholic adults will learn
more about the Church in inquiry
classes established in more than
70 parishes
Behind the actual classroom
scene of the Confraternity is a
system of organizaUon and train-
ing that involves priests, reli
gious and lay people in every
parish in meetings and activities
on the archdiocesan level Yet
the operation of the Confrater-
nity rests in the parish.
"The purpose of the archdwv
cesan office,'' says Rev Roger
A. Reynolds, executive secretary,
"is to be ot assistance to the par
ish in providing religious instruc
tion to public school children.
Catholic and non-Catholic adults,
and parents. The Confraternity
of Christian Doctrine is essential
!>• a parish organization."
Father Reynolds noted that
Confraternity classes for grade
and high school students can re
sume any time between the week
of Sept 13 and the week of Oct
<: parish inquiry classes begin
their 12-week course Sept 20. and
parish discussion clubs begin an
eight week program Oct. 4.
the FIRST archdiocesan CCD
invent of major importance this
y ear will be the meeting of priest
directors Sept 14 in the Chan
eery Office auditorium Bishop
Curtis, archdiocesan CCD direc
tor, will .preside at the meeting,
which will keynote the CCD year
inasmuch as the parish orgamia
tion rests in the hands of the
priest-director.
Next will come the CCD pnno
pals' meeting Sept IS, under
the auspices of the Archdiocesan
Sisters and Brothers Committee
The committee assists officials
°f parish CCD schools to improve
organization techniques The
ASBC plan for Confraternity
school administration calls for a
principal, graded classes, report
cards, pupil records, and com
menccmrnls.
THE ENTIRE Archdiocese will!
he.invited to take an interested
look at the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine on Confrater- j
nits Sunday. Sept 27. That day
sermons will concern themselves!
with work of the Confraternity,!
the obligation parents have to 1
provide a religious education for
their children, the need for lay
people to do CCD work In many
parishes CCD worker* will hold
meetings that day.
Arcbdiocesan training courses
lor lay people who teach CCD
classes will begin Oct. 1 in four
different centers.
The first of two archdiocesan
events for lay CCD workers
among whom are administrative
assistants as well as teachers)
Will be the Institute for the Laity
Oct. 10 at Seton Hall University
The institute consists of talks,
demonstrations, and presentation
of awards for service to the Con-
fraternity.
The second event for ihe laity
wvll be the day of recollection
Mar 27 at Sacred Heart Cathe
dral.
ADULTS WHO have prepared
for reception of Confirmation in
CCD classes may receive the sac-
rament in either of two ceremon-
ies at Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Jan 10 and May 8, or in their
own parishes
Thr remainder of the planned
Confraternity activities concern
school ace youth The week of
Jan 24 is designated on the cal-
endar as high school retreat
.week, Apr 30 is the day of ad-
ministration of the Archdiocesan
Christian Doctrine competition for
the Archbishop Boland medal for
excellence in religion; the week
of May 22 closes the school of <r#-
ligion term with graduation ex-
ercises and awards; and July S
begins the fourweek religious va-
cation school (there were 33 thl*
year)
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SPEECH
DEFECTS
ST. ANNE’S
SPEECH CORRECTION CENTER
in Fair Lawn, N. J,
will register children afflicted with stuttering,
baby talk, lisping, nasality, ‘fast speech, high
pitch, low volume, cleft palate and so forth on
September 14th from 1 to 6 P.M. The five affili-
ated Speech Centers in Manhattan, Brooklyn,
Queens and Nassau will also register during the
week of Sept. 1 4th.
Twelfth Year Over 4,600 Student*
READ CAREFULLY:
Children and parents are trained together in
the correction process. Parents' daily practise erf
home with the child insures correction in the short-
est possible time. Recordings are made at the
beginning and end of instruction to measure im-
provement. All instruction is done by a therapist
who has worked on thousands of cases and who
holds two degrees in Speech from Catholic Uni-
versities.
TUITION: $42.00 per course of 12 sessions. Each
student spends about an hour every Monday at
the Speech Center.
For further information call the
Director, A. Edmund Turner
in New York City at HOIIis 4-0081
from 10 A.M. to Noon beginning September 14th.
Mater, requieicat in pace.
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Seton Hall University
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES
REMEDIAL SERVICES FOR CHILDREN
READING ARITHMETIC SPEECH
FALL SEMESTER, 1959
Sfton Hall University is offering three Saturday programs In
remedial services at University College. 31 Clinton Street.
Newark, N. J. In:
READING • ARITHMETIC • SPEECH•
There services are provided for children between the ages
of eight and aixtren years.
Children will be interviewed and tested and will then be
assigned to small group classes taught .by remedial
specialists.
Interviews will be held during the week of September Bth
and September Mth. Classes will begin on Saturday, Septem-
ber 26th AND will continue for fifteen sessions.
For application and further Information, contact:
Mr. Anthony Suraci,
Director of Remedial Services. School of Education
Seton Hall UniversUy, 31 Clinton St., Newark. N. J.
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S. Marsh & Sons
PERFECTION
is an
important
word
To meet our standard of ptrfrchtm, a diamond omul
kt a gem . . . perfect in clarity, cut and color. It hat been our
policy dner our founding to *dl onlyftrjactdiamond!.
At our half-centurymark, we are aril! grateful that our founder
established the practice of combining perfection wtOi mJut.
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emsotneri out of their friends.
We invite you to inspect these gems in a superb collection
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Protestants Ready Drive
On Film Sex, Violence
By William H. Mooring
The Protestants are planning a
“firm stand" against sex and vi-
olence dragged into movies and
TV for salacious and sensational
effect.
A "moratori-
um,"' equal in
effect to a boy-
cott of shows,
may shortly in-
volve anything
from 30 to 60
million Prot-
estants. Add
these to the
39 million Cath-
olics already
influenced in
their choice of entertainment by
the National Legion of Decency
and the prospect of united Chris-
tian action, dreaded for years by
show business, becomes a fear-
fill reality for Hollywood.
First signs of panic among the
movie men is abandonment of a
deal between the Mirisch Com-
pany and the James S. Harris-
Stanley Kubrick team, to film
Nabokov's nasty novel, "Lolita.”
This describes an immoral affair
between a 12-year-old girl and a
40-year-old man.
AT ONE TIME Protestant ob-
jections seemed to apply only to
such incidentals as taking a nip
from the bottle, puffing clouds of
the weed or dancing with over-
evident togetherness. Guzzling
and smoking often are slipped in-
to a script to give otherwise
wooden actors something to do
with their hands. What happened
to their moral lives often seemed!
less important It is not this way I
any longer.
THE NATIONAL Council of the 1
Churches of Christ (Protestant)!
maintains here in Hollywood the'
West Coast Broadcasting and |
Film Commission. It is under the
vigorous direction of George A.
Heimrich, a man of high integri-
ty, calm judgment and practical,
theatrical know-how.
The NCCC does not and most!
likely will not classify movies as!
the Legion of Decency does. It
will not condemn specific "bad
ones."
Instead, if Helmrlch's recom-
mendations are followed, there
will result a Protestant "stay-
away - altogether" campaign"
which can hurt movies and TV
much more. In spite of the
Protestant sects Involved, this
kind of action, once regarded
as Impossible, now becomes
practicable.
Protestant leaders base their
present stand upon the “let-
down” of voluntary movie and
TV codes. They may not approve
the excessive drinking and smok
ing for that matter many Cath-
lolics do not either —but they
disapprove even more vigorously
recent raw movie exposures of
intimacies between husbands and
wives. They are "hep" to sly
code evasions such as recently
enabled Judge Voclkcr and Otto
Preminger to get away with emo-
tional dynamite in "Anatomy of
a Murder,” which, in the guise
of legitimate court evidence,
dragged in details of rape which
the code otherwise excludes.
If, as many people seem to
think, the National Legion of De-
cency, anxious to shift from neg-
ative to positive "play,” has re-
cently fumbled the ball, the Prot-
estants appear to be ready, at
last, to pick it up.
New Catholic
Books Published
Following If a list of naw Catholic
books compiled by the Catholic Uni-
varsity of America library. Washington.
An Hevr With Jesus, by Gaston Cour-
ts* i*- The third aeries of meditations
for religious. (Newman. S3V
Teaching the Catholic Catechism With
the Religion Workbook, by Joseph
Goldbrunner. The firot volume deals
with God and redemption. (Herder A
Herder. SI 65. paper).
The Mast Through the Year, by Sister
Aemiliana Loehr A second volume
of meditations, from Holy Week to
Uet Sunday after Pentecost. (New-
man M 30>
The Maryknell Reek of Peoples. by
I Rev Albert J Nevins. M M Popular,
highly Illustrated esaays on the earth
I and Its human family. (Crawley.
1 »4
Films on TV
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FOR THE FAMILY
Area and EllhU
Rarfcg round lo
Danger
Rrlmatone
Buffalo Bill
Kiln Aialn
Captain Kidd
Caribbean Wyalery
ChnHln Chan
In Honolulu
Cloud* Over
Europe
Connueet of
Everett
Daughter of
Jungle
Dark Command
Dud* Gone Weet
G!Jane
flMal lUeerva
loady In Moriua
Mikado
Pack up Your
Troubles
Rawhide Ranter*
Bed Desert
Scotch
on Rerke
Smash Ina the
Spy Rina
Spitfire
Trouble in Gion
Under Tonto Rim
FOR ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Barrlcari*
B*U* St*rr«
Dauf ht*r
MU of San
Fernando
Call ft a Day
Captain Black'*
Jack
Captive City
Colonel Elfin*.
ham'a Raid
Doublecroaa
Great
Impersonation
Gun* Ho
llltler’a Children
Honeymoon
Honeymoon
Deferred
Hound of
Raakervillea «
I Married a
| Doctor .
Intermezzo
I Wake up
Screamina
Kisa of Death
Ladies Couraaeoua
Lady Luck
Lady Taken
a Chance
Lisbon Story
Man Hunt
Maak of Dragon
Men
Motor Patrol
Plainsman and
Lady
Quiet Man
Rtnaiide
Sherlock Holmes 4
Secret Weapon
Smart Blonde
Son of Dracula
Stars Down
Stormy Waters
T ender Comrade
Tlaht Little Island
Tornado
OBJECTIONABLE
Fsce Behind Maak
1-onf Walt
Min With My race
Pier 23
Second Fare
Sian of Ram
Up In Mabel's
Hungarian Pilgrims
VIENNA (NC)—The Hungarian
communist news agency report-
ed "hundreds of thousands” of
Catholics took part in pilgrimages
to Marian shrines in Hungary on
the Feast of the Assumption.-
Sunday Novena
Petitions Peace
LOS ANGELES A novena of
Sundays if being held la all
churchea of this arcbdioccaa to
petition divine guidance for the
nation'! leaden in their aearcta
for a just peace.
The novena, which opened Aug.
30 and will cloie Oct. 23, will
span the critical period of Presi-
dent Eisenhower's visit to west-
ern Europe and the U. S. visit
of Soviet Premier Khruthchev. It
was requested by Cardinal Mc-
Intyre.
The Cardinal asked that the
Our Father and Hail Mary be
recited three times after all
Masses and that Catholics re-
ceive the sacraments frequently
during the novena. He also asked
that other devotions during the
period be offered for the time
intention.
Papal Rooms
Yield Frescoes
VATICAN CITY (RNS) - Vat-
ican experts are busy examining
a series of frescoes, about 350
years old, found during repair
work in the Papal apartments.
Discovered on a wall between
the Pope's personal library and
the Clementine chamber, the
frescoes are believed to include
the coat of arms of Pope Paul
V (1605-21).
Repairs lo the Vatican apart-
ments are being speeded up so
they will be completed before
Pope John XXIII returns from
jCastelgandolfo around the middle
of September.
Television
sum day, ssrr. a
•JO ■« te-e-Lon Talk About
God." Mar?knoll Mon.
1030 oja <l> -'Look Vo nod Live."
Slow of Car* of An
1030 m O)—Chrlrtonhvr Pnrim.
"Tho Rolo of Blaslo Woman.** Ruth
Honor. Aalto CoJbr.
1130 in (111 Chrlatophecv "Par-
Helot to la Local Affaire ."
9:30 ».m. (SI CalboUo Hour
TUISDAV, SIPT. *
0 o at. <l3l Blahop Shovn
Radio
SUNDAY, S«PT. 4
•:1S lOL WNKW Sacred Roarl.
7:13 a m. WBCA—Hour of SI. Francia
7:30 a.m. WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour
7:30 a m.
WOR Marian iDitlr
•30 a.m. WMCA Avo Marla Hour.
N. Y. Foundllna Horpiul
• 15 a.m. WMTR—Hour of Sc Franclo
1030 ana. WABC—Chrl«Uan In Action.
Rev. Anaelm Burke O i arm.
1130 a.m. WOB Marian rheater
130 a.m. WRCA Catholic Hour.
Bev. Robed tv Gleaaon. **Tlia 4
La at Thing a.”
MONDAY, SiPT. 7
a PJb WSOU ino _ aacred Hoad
PregTam
TUIIDAY, SiPT I
S pm. WSOU CTMS - Sacred Ha art
Pramat
WIONIIDAY, SIPT. *
S p.m. WSOU <FM> Sacred Heert
330 p.m. WBNX St. Stephen‘o
Church. Novtna
THURSDAY, SSPT. 10
1 p.m. WSOU (TMS Sacred Heart
Program.
•30 pm. WSOU <TM> Ave Marla
Hour.
PRIDAY, SIPT. It
1 P.m. WSOU no Sacred Heart
frogram.
3:15 p m. WSOU <TM> Hour of St.
Francia
330 p.m. WBNX Perpetual Help
Novena.
0:30 p m. WSOU (7MI
Hour of tho
Crucified. Rev. Kill an McGowan. CT*
"How to Underntond Your Wlfo.**
SATURDAY, SIPT. 11
7 05 p.m. WOR Family Thaater.
APOSTOLIC Administrators
are usually Bishops appointed by
the Holy See to govern a certain
•res temporarily.
MOVIES ■rStgJw CaiVeCtTTiiumoae!
Tot (Mmf Information ralli HA 1-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Big Cirrus
Bur Fisherman
Cosmic Man
Darby (TGIII and
Little
Diary of Anna
Frank
Cm hauled Heav-
Fart of rire
Five Pennies
For the Ist Tims
Green Mansions
Good Day for a
Dancing
Have Rocket. WUI
Travel
Hercules
Hej| Boy, Hey
Horse Soldiers
Hfturilnl
Inn of the tth
Happiness
Isle ef l ost
Women
John Paul Jones
It Happened to
Jane
Rina of Wild
Stallions
little Savage
My I'ncle
Mystertana
Outlaw Stallion
Pork Cho* Hill
Rohe
Sad Horse
Migfr Deg
Silent Enemy
Bleeping Beauty
Temp eel
10 Command*
menta
10 Days to
Tulara
Tonka
Watuai
Westbound
Yellowstone Kelly
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Arson for Him
Brain Caters «
Cry From the
Streets
Demetrius U
Gladiator*
Devi] Strikes
at Night
Devil’s Disciple
enchanted Island
Feirmakers
First Man lnte
Space
Floods of Fear
Glfsntus. the rire
Monster
Gunfight at
Dodge City
Giant Behemoth
Hangman
Hole in the Head
Holiday for Lovers
Hound of Baskcr-
villei
Last Blitxkrelg
Last Train From
Gun Hill
Legend of Tom
Dooley
Man in the Set
Nun's Story
Portv and Beta
Bestlesa Years
Hodan
800 l
Ray One for Me
Scapegoat
.Senior Prom
Shake Hands With
Devil
Sheriff of
Fractured Jew
Spider
Tartan's Creates*
Adventure
Thunder in Sue
Trap
Warlock
Wild and the
Innocent
Woman Eater
Woman Obsessed
World. Flesh and
the Devil
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
A1 Capone
Ask Any Girl
Blue Denim
Count Your
Blessings •
Crime Jt Punish-
ment. USA
Cry Terror
Damn Yankees
Defiant Ones
Diary of Hi*h
School Bride
Don’t Give Up
Ship
G id get
Gtgi
He Who Must Die
Horee'a Mouth
Imitation of Life
Inspector Malgret
In Love and War
laonelv Hearts
Journey
Machete
Man Inalda
Man Who Could
Cheat Death
Mating Game
Murder by Con-
tract
Naked MaJa
No Name on the
Bullet
North by North-
weet
Notorious Mr.
Monks
Of Life snd I-ore
Operation Damea
Reform School
Girl
Remarkable Mf,
Pennypacker
Rio Brave
Separate Tabled
7 Guns to Mesa
Sound B Fury
These Thousand
Hills
This Earth to
Mine
Wild Strawberries
Young Phila-
delphians
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Alaska Passat*
All King's Man
Attack o! 90 Foot
Woman
Beat Generation
Born Reckless
Draff Strip Girl
Eighth Day of the
Week
Forbidden Fmit
Girl In Bikini
Guns. Girls and
Gangster*
H Man
Headless Ghost
Horrors of Black
kfuseum
1. Mobster
It Started With a
Kiss
Last Mile
T~»st Paradise
Love in City
Middle of the
Night
Missile to the
Moon
Nlxht of the
Quarter Moon
Pal Joey
Perfect Furlough
Rally 'Round the
Flag. Boy*
Bint in Juvenile
Prison
Hoad Bacere
Room at the To#
Some Came huz
ning
Rome Like It Ho#
White Cargo
Separate Classification
Ur
Tl ?# r,lln ‘r *l •nalyat. with which the auhiect mat-
<lLlh!« "*{" r,p ?) *• *o explicitly and frankly detailed. •• iudffed lo exceed
Ulnment
nd * ° f mor* » and propriety m a mass medium of enter*
Condemned
And God Created
Woman
Lady Chatterlsy'a
Lover
Bed
Love Is Mr
Profession
Mademoiselle
Striptease
Third Sex
Current Plays in Brief
By Joan Theltusson Nourse, Ph.D.
The Billy Barns Revue -Quite a few
off-color items do nothin* for other
vrie* Just passable sonff -and * sketch
show from the West Coast
Destry Rides Aeein Some dandy
alnffln' and stepptn' as wicked Old West
town of Bottleneck ffets Itself morally
scrubbed by a Jaunty nogun lawman.
Fun for adults.
Blower Drum tone—Gay. exotlcally
flavored new Rodffers and Hammersteln
musical, set In San Francisco's China-
town. Values ffenerally good, dcipits
one brief auffffcstive comic scene.
Oypty—The sorry spectacle of flrat-
rate stage talent watted on the neg-
ligible memoirs of a burlesque queen.
Some highly suggestive numbers.
* Powerful yet unorthodox
modernization of the Book of Job. Ex-
alts man’s nobility In submitting to dic-
tates of a cold, unresponsive, arbitrary
Power. ,
La Plume de Ms Tante Fast-moving
French rsvue with a high proportion of
risque, suggestive numbers.
A Malerity of One— Heart-warm-
ing family comedy, full of East-Wist
good will, with Gertrude Berg as a
Brooklyn widow wooed by a Tokyo
tycoon.
The Marrlaee-Oe Round Crudely
■uggestlve scenei play havoc with what
might have been s civilized domeatie
comedy.
The Muile Men—Trash, exhilarating
new musical romance of 1011 lowa set
to a snappy Souza march beat. Fine
for the family.
My Pair Lady Brilliant melodle
adaptation of Shaw'a comedy about the
Cockney flower-girl transformed by the
proud professor of speech. Some low.
broad humor In scenes featuring her
raffish father.
Once Upon a Mattress Merry must-
cal frolic built around the fairy tale of
the princess and the pea More slap,
stick than sophistication.
The Pleasure of Hit Company
Zestful, civilized comedy in which e
world-traveled celebrity returning home
to visit his re-married wife disrupt*
their daughter's wedding. Without
ex-
plicitly condemning divorce, points up
Its til effects
A Raisin In the tun—Caustic, vital
problem drama of an aspiring Negro
family in present-day Chicago.
Redhead Snappy musical blend of
romance and mayhem In a quaint wax
museum of old London. Some profanity
but otherwise enjoyable.
tweet Bird of Youth Tennessee
Williams' La teat expose of Deep South
vtclousnees. ablate with slckenlngly can-
did atudlea In degeneracy.
Two for the Seesaw Clever, two-
character comedy condoning Illicit love
and relying heavily for humor upon
suggestive lines and situation*.
World of luxle Won# Painfully
sentimental hokum glamorizing * Hong
Kong harlot. Incidental humor meetly
leerlah.
New Boohs
Evaluated
ThU classification la prepared hr Beit
Sellers. University of Scranton. CUni-
fications: L General reading; 11. Adults
only because of (a) advanced content
and style; <b> Immoral Unyuase nr in-
cidents; 111. Permissible for discrimin-
ating adults; VI. Not reoommenua* to
any class of reader.
Cautionary Verses and), by Hilaire Bel-
loc
Collected Poems di. by John BeCJeman
A Sour Apple Tree dlbi, by John
Blackburn
Nephew te the Imperor (lla), by
Jacques Brenner
Knock Three-Ono Two (lib). by Fredri*
Ilrown
Just Murder, Darllno (lib), by James A.
Brusecl
Scandal at Hl*h Chimneys (lie), by
John Dickson Cost
Union Street dial, by Charles ('aualey
Modern Verse in Inpllshi 1900 19SS
dial, by ('soil and Tate
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Another New in Newark...
•or new main office at Broad and
Bank Streets, justa few steps from the
t
Few Corners. Functionally designed,
tasAefuly furnished,efficiently staffed
**d equipped tomakeyourbanking a pleasure,
©ome band see us. Welts'
Fwtaaouwl FIDELITY UNION
TRWT COMPANY
Hailed Throughout the world
•• tho most gripping and
dramatic story of this dccadcl
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In technicolor
mo this magnificent motion
picture of tho followlno
Thootros.
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Parish Dinner to Honor
Two Paterson Seminarians
PATERSON Two Paterson
young men, about to leave (or
the University of Louvain, Bel-
gium, to complete their theologi-
cal studies, will be honored at
a testimonial supper by parish-
ioners of St. George here
The affair will be held Sept
• in the parish hall. To be honor-
ed are Leo Gellene and John
Kamphauscn, who have heen
studying for the priesthood at
Immaculate Conception Semin
ary, and have been selected by
Bishop McNulty to complete their
education abroad.
Mr. Gellene is the son of Mr
*nd Mrs. Alfred Gellene, 70 But
falo Ave , Paterson. He was grad 1
ated from St. George's Gram
mar School. St. Peter's Prep and
Seton Hall University
Mr. Kamphausen is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. John Kamphausen,
10 Edward Court, Cliftrn He was
graduated from St. George's
I Grammar School, St. John's
Cathedral High School, and Se-
ton Hall University.
Principal speakers at the testi-
monial will be Rev. Francis Shal-
loe, S.J., guidance director at
St. Peter's Prep, and Rev. Thom-
as J. Boyle, pastor. Our Lady of
Victories, Paterson.
Msgr. Joseph R. Brestel, Rev.
James J. Donnelly and Rev.
George Dudak are honorary
chairmen General chairmen are
Loo Costello and John White.
Public Health Grants
Given to Marquette
MILWAUKEE (NC) - Two
Public Health Service grants of
more than *300,000 have been
awarded to Marquette University
dental school for continuing re-
search in dental materials and
for anew faculty training pro-
gram.
ELIZABETH PILGRIMS: Members of the 12th annual August pilgrimage from St.
Patrick’s parish, Elizabeth, are shown at the Shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre, Que-
bec, with their pastor, Rev. Edward J. Stanley (second from left, front row) and
the pilgrimage organizers at his left, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Byrnes.
Bergen Holy Name
To Meet Sept. 21
FAIR LAWN The quarterly convention of the Ber-
gen County Federation of Holy Name Societies will be
held Sept. 21 at St. Anne's here, starting at 8 30 p m.
Principal speaker will be Rev. Anthony J. Driscoll,
0.F.M., Vicar of St. Bonaventure's Monastery, Paterson,
and director of St. Bonaventure's j
Retreat House
| The convention will mark re
sumption of the normal schedule
of events under direction of John 1
J. Mahady, president, and Msgr
John J. Clark, spiritual director. I
An executive board meeting is
scheduled for Sept. 11 in St Mat
thew’s Church hall. Ridgefield
Other events scheduled after the
convention are the annual spirit
ual directors' dinner on Sept 28
at Casa Mana. Teaneek, and the
rally in Hackensack, Oct. 11.
Passaic County Federation
Ellis F. Schweitzer, former man-
aging editor of the Blue Army
publication, "Soul," will speak at
the 23rd annual convention on
Sept. 15 at St. Anthony's School
auditorium, Hawthorne
Schweitzer is past president of
the Holy Name Society at St.
Mary's, Dover, and former secre-
tary and treasurer of the Morris
County Federation. He will dis-
cuss the use of audio-visual tools
by Catholics.
Rt. Margaret's. Morristown
The annual breakfast will be held
in the parish halt Sept 13 after
8 a m. Mass. Chairman is Vito
Villano.
St. Mary’s, Passaic, will re
sume its regular meetings Sept.
9 at 8 p.m. Guest speaker will be
John J. Daly of the Paterson
diocesan speakers bureau Rev.'
Francis J Bischoff, spiritual di-
rector, will install new officers:
Andrew Ashcnbrcnner, president,
Paul Dolack, F.arl W. Meyers,
A1 Skorupka and John Ferment.
Scion Hall Sets
Registration Dates
NEWARK Seton Hall Uni-
versity Colleges at Newark, Jer-
sey City and Paterson have set
their registration schedules for
the Fall semester, it was an-
nounced this week, by Rev. Ed-
ward J. Fleming, dean of New-
ark and Jersey City, and Msgr
Thomas J. Gillhooly, dean of
Paterson.
All units will accept registra
tions for both new and returning
students Sept. 8 to 11, 4 30 to 8
p.m : Sept. 12, 9 a m. to noon;
and Sept. 14, 4 30 to 8 pm.
Sr. Miriam Teresa
Speakers Available
CONVENT STATION The
Sister Miriam Teresa League ol
Prayer this week announced the
opening of the 13th season of its
speakers bureau. Speakers on
the life, work and beatification
cause of the Bayonne-born Sis-
ter of Charity arc available for
meetings and Communion break
fasts, a spokesman said.
September Intentions
The Holy Father * general in-
tention for September is:
Family apostleship.
The mission Intention suggest-
ed for the Apostleship of Pray-
er by the Pope is:
That the racial problem In
South Africa be solved in a
truly Christian manner
Publication Ended
By Catholic Worker
LONDON (RNS) - The Catho-
lic Worker, monthly English la
bor paper founded 24 years ago
and patterned after its American
counterpart, ended publication
with its September Issue because
of sales losses
"The simple fart is that sales
have fallen to too low a level to
enable us to continue," wrote
Robert P. Walsh, editor and co-
lounder. "Perhaps we shall be
succeeded by a different paper
one day ... If that happens, our
prayer is that the Catholic body
gives it stronger support than it
gave to us."
K. of C.
Elisabeth Cornell The annual
Fall golf tournament and dinner
will be held at the Lakewood
Country Club, Lakewood, Oct. 11
Guests of council members may
also take part. Committeemen in-
clude James Williams, Leo Eil-
bacher, Joseph Belon and Thomas
Gartland.
Benedict XV Council, Cliffside
Park An open house will be
held Sept. 18 with films on ac-
tivities of the K. of C. and speak-
ers from the State Council. The
council hopes to qualify for the
century club by having 100 new
members during 1959-60. Mem-
bers received Holy Communion
in a body Aug. 30 at Sacred
Heart Church, Hudson Heights.
Bloomfield Council District
Deputy Charles Doyle presided
at the installation of Grand
Knight John Kinder and other
new officers Aug 27. More than
160 families attended the coun-
cil's annual picnic at the Elks
Club Grove, Union, on the 30th.
Moslem Group Prays
At Lourdes Shrine
LOURDES, France (RNS)
Moslem war veterans recited
prayers for peace at the Shrine
of Our Lady of Ixiurdes here It
was believed to be the first time
that prayers of another faith
were said publicly at the world-
famous Marian grotto.
The Moslem ex servicemen
were among some 10,000 veter-
ans from many countries who
participated in a week-long in-
ternational veterans pilgrimage
here
Chinese Student Unit
To Meet at Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE A group composed of Chinese
students and alumni will hold its fourth annual convention
at Seton Hall University Sept. 11-13.
Sponsored by the Chinese Catholic Students and
Alumni Society in America, the meeting will have as its
theme: “The Prospects of Chinese
Students in America.”
SPEAKERS WILL include
Archbishop Paul Yu Pin, exiled
Archbishop of Nankins, China,
and Gerald Mische of the Asso-
jciation for International Develop
ment, a lay mission-sending
group which has headquarters m
Paterson.
Archbishop Yu Pin has re-
cenUy returned from an extend-
ed trip to the Far East and
Europe, lie will discuss career
opportunities for Chinese stu-
dents in the U.S. and other
areas of the free world. Mische
will speak on the lay aposto-
j late responsibilities of the over-
, seas Chinese.
Group discussions will follow
all lectures Mass will be offered
daily and there will bo recreation
periods for sports, variety shows
and dancing Reservations may
be made at the alumni society’*
headquarters, Rfi Riverside Drive,
New York (OXford 7-0140) or by
calling Frances Lo (LEhigh V
8754).
Mental Health Talk
NEW YORK The League of
St. Dymphna will sponsor a con-
ference on its work for mentally
efflicted and nervous persons
Sept. 13 at 204 Ave A
Speaker will be Rev Thomas
Byrne, SJ His talk will be giv-
en at 7 30 p m , after a buffet
supper at 5 43 p m An open for-
um will follow
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IRELAND
Tor your crossing to Ireland. Cunard to Cobh is your
ticket! Two transatlantic favorites, the Mauretania
and Britannic, sail from New York direct to Cobh 8
times from Auk. 15 to Oct. 30. Full facilities aboard
for Holy Mass.
THIS FALL
The best month* arc ahead for visiting the Emerald Isle
••' Autumn s your chance to enjoy enthrallinßevents.
Dublin a Masters’ Golf Tournament, the Cesarewitch
Handicap at Curragh. And festival*! Cork for films,
music at Wexford. Galway. A sparkling calendar, too,
In Scotland, England and everywhere you go on theContinent 1
CUNARD
Famous food, service, shipboard fun ...all in your
ticket! Cunnrd's fleet, headed by the Queen Elizabeth
and Queen Mary, offers an average of 3 sailings
weekly to nil Europe, from Aug. 23 you can take ad-
yantage of lower Thrift Season rates. Tourist Class
from *174, Cabin Class from $212, First Class from
$267. See your travel agent now... ask him also about
Cunard s Prepaid Service . . . the carefree, convenient
way to bring loved ones to America.
CUNARD
77wui <4
ftinsrd Lins. 25 B’wsr. N.Y. 4 BO 9 5300 . 441 Park Ave . N.Y. 22. PL WJOO
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Use a Ist Notional Chexcsl Chocking Account. You »avo
time bocauso there s no more running around to pay bills.
You pay them ot home with your pertonal checks, Im-
printed with your name. It ii Inexpensive, and your
Itotemenli give you o record of income tax deductions.
Leave as little money os you wish in your account.
Open a Ist National Chexcel Checking Account today.
It takes only a minute at our nearest handy office.
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MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK FOR YOU
Invest it wisely through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT.
1
and you will receive
a aoo4 raft of Iwfartaf om J An att—d dtpandtbla mum
ym bwßMtfc | M long at yo« I hr*.
A ramambranca in tha prayara and Maasaa of our
S.V.D. mlwionaria* in Japan and tha Philippine.
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Attend a FREE
DEMONSTRATION
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DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE
NEWARK
Thurt. Sept. 10 8:00 P..V.
Tue*. Sept. 15 8:00 P.M
ESSEX HOUSE
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LEADERSHIP l SALES
TIAININC INSTITUTE OF N.J
Morristown JE 8*6651
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/or /Zip lassies
.. .
Dr**»o* Colleni, corduroyi and wools
in hundred* of itylei, colon and
pattern!.
Siiei 1-14
Teem 6 14
Chubbie! B’vld’t
Skirts Colloni, corduroyi, flanneli,
wooli, orloni in popular plaidi, print!
and lolidi. Toddler! through Teem 1-14
from 2.98
Chubbie» BVl4'i f ro m 5.98
Blouiei A voriely of delightful itylei
in all fabric! - perfect for clan or party.
Toddler! through Teem, 1-14 from 1.91
Chubbiei B'vW'i
_____
from 2.91
Sweater! - Wooli, Orloni, blendi -
every fabric or yarn; every color, every
ltyle you could want. Toddleri through
Teem, 1-14 1.98106.98
Raincoat! Cotton poplini and vinyli.
Si«» 4-14 from 2.98
Teem, 8-14 from 4 9|
n
Uu our
Charg-lt
payment plan
-2 .98 to 3.91
5.9a to 13.91
5.98 to 13.91
for the laddies
...
Shirt! Brooddothi, woih 'n weon all
itylei In white, blue, tan. Sizei 414
from 1.98
Slack! Wooli, blendi, waih 'n wear!
lixei 414 from 2.98
Prepi ond Huikiei from 5.98
Sweater! All itylei and colori-iizei 4 16,
from 2.98
Sport Jacketi Wooli, corduroyi - in
itripei, checki and lolidi Sizei 4-14,
from 5.98
%
OI«L»- RIGULAT lON PAROCHIAL
SCHOOL UNIFORMS
Mnvy, Green, Maroon, come In all
accepted regulation itylei
Size! 4-M. SA.9B
KntkUmi
free
Sold nationally at 8.25 i 10 25
PIIATID STYIID PRICID ACCOIOINO TO 1171
SCHOOt BLOUSES
IN REGULATION STYLES
Short or long ileeved, Peter Pan,
or Pointed Collar, White or Tan.
$O.OO
Size! 4-20 #
NO-IRON Dacron & Cotton Sizei 4-20 $3
BOYS' REGULATION
SCHOOL SHIRTS
White. Tan & Blue. All Sizei. Value 2.79
SCHOOL SLACKS
IN REGULATION COLORS
i.OO
Slims. t#gulor». on 4
Mutkiot our Sp#oalty
Navy, Green, Brown, Maroon.
Junior Sixes 6-1 2.
Preps 26w 32w 3.98
Sihaal Ja<kot« • ScKml Jwtoitn - School Tibs
Imhloms Supplied free
$4
Parochial
uniforma at
apodal savings
YOUTH CENTER
* Borgon Mall, Paramut
• 160 Main St., Hackontack
Elmwood Shopping Cantor, East Pateuon
• Borganlina Avo., at 59th St.
Wut Now York
• S Park Pl.-Morrtttown
'■ ■
-
Youth and Law
New York haa in larger measure the prob-
lem of delinquency that every large city with a
mixed and changing population haa U> a smaller
degree. To our neighbor state we extend our
aympathy because their problems are more diffi-
cult and more frequent by reason of the sire of
the population.
Whether here or across the river, the first
step in any solution to delinquency among ju-
veniles, as among their elders, is a strict en-
forcement of the law of the land and the swift
punishment of wrongdoers. The state carries the
sword (translate: club, handcuff. Jail, guns) to
control wrongdoers for the sake of the good. Only
if punishment is sure and consistent will the idea
seep into minds not bothered by other considera-
tions that crime does not pay.
We have no complaint against long-range
programs that seek to reach and then to change
the gangs that infest some areas of all large
cities. We have no objection so long as this is
a part of the program and not the entire pro-
gram. Immediate enforcement of law is the only
environment in which long-range programs can
be perfected. Our law enforcement authorities
should be expected, and permitted, to enforce
the law; and to use whatever force is needed to
achieve this goal
. Sympathy we have for youths living in what
some call a jungle. Extenuating causes are pres-
ent to explain some of their violent deeds. When
a youth booked for homicide needs an inter-
preter so that he may understand the judge,
we can appreciate that he is under a handicap
that can lead the weak of will to crime. Poor
housing and the like add their measure of mitiga-
tion of personal guilt.
All this however has nothing to do with the
immediate enforcement of law. All these can be
considered when the rehabilitating character of
punishment is measured. They may not be al-
lowed to interfere with the punitive measures
required to punish the crime in this culprit and
prevent its easy performance in the future.
I.aw enforcement, even in the case of the
young, is not mere rehabilitation. It is punish-
ment of wrong-doing, according to existing laws
correctly understood. Only such punishment will
deter others from a 'ife of crime.
New York's crimes get more publicity be-
cause of its greater newspaper circulation Fortu-
nately without that notoriety, city problems on
this side of the river require the same consistent
punishment for law breaking until the ides gets
across that the law must be kept. In the jungle
superior force gains control. In civiliied jungles
that superior force must be the law enforcement
Jodies of the communities.
In the Sweat of Thy Brow
In the Garden of Eden Almighty God paused
thi* sentence upon Adam after original *in had
baen committed: "In the sweat of thy brow
•halt thou eat bread, until thou return to the
earth out of which thou wast taken,"
There are a few minority groups who seem to
have exempted themselves from this proclama-
tion. Among these we find the sons of the idle
rich, who are millionaires from the day that
they draw their first breath. They have every-
thing that money can buy. and most of them
have more than is good for them. Asa result
work is something upon which they look with
no small amount of indifference They can take
it or leave it, and a lot of them leave it. They
spend most of their hours and days in various
time-consuming pastimes and amusements
many of them on the dangerous side. A few of
them, fired by the ambition to do something
worthwhile for themselves and the rest of the
world, will engage in some kind of useful activ-
ity. But if the task becomes burdensome and
unpleasant, they know that they can quit any
time they choose, without suffering any hard-
ship
Another group that excuses itself from the
common heritage of work ia composed of the
men (and women), who seek to live off the
generosity, good will, and sympathy of their
fellow men We have some very uncomplimen-
tary names for them.
A priest, walking in the area of Times
Square, can hardly progress more than a block
or two before he is approached by one of these
knights of the public streets, who is looking for
a dime or quarter to buy a cup of coffee, a
sandwich—or a drink They all have a sad story
that nobody in his right mind would believe.
Most of them have never done an honest day's
work In their lives. They are the real parasites,
who live off the work and the sacrifice of others.
They reap where they have not sown.
But for the rest of the human race the rule
is work—if they wish to live and eat. It may
be manual labor, or it may be clerical work, it
may be dedication to scientific or cultural proj-
ects for which they have an aptitude.
A few years ago the Holy See instituted and
decreed anew feast dedicated to St. Joseph
the Worker Its purpose is to focus attention
upon the working man, and gain for him the
respect that he deserves. This feast might be
called a spiritual parallel to our Labor Day, and
it is so celebrated in our liturgy.
The clash between management and labor is
one of the unpleasant features of our present
economy. (In this connection, note the news
story on page 1 about the 1959 Labor Day state-
ment of the NCWC Social Action Department.)
A generation ago men worked long hours
for low wages In the course of time this
brought on a justified revolt. The unions be-
gan to show their strength and power, and to-
day. largely through their efforts, we have min-
imum wage laws and various benefits to protect
them against sickness, accidents and unemploy-
ment Today the unions are a real jjower in
our country. There are many Americans who
call James Iloffa a Dositive threat to the unions
because of the powerful influence that he wields,
and the tactics that he uses to maintain his
position. The various labor reform bills we-e
still in Congress as this was written, and the
proponents of the various bills have promised
that the law which will eventually be enacted,
will check or eliminate the major abuses, and
establish justice between management and la-
bor. There are a lot of sensible people on both
sides of the controversy, and all good Ameri-
cans hope that their voice will be heard and set
the pattern.
And it would help immeasurably, if we all
prayed a little more to St. Joseph the Worker.
Ecumenism at Rhodes
Rhodes It a Greek island in the Aegean Sea.
It hat teen much history from Old Testament
dayt through the medieval crusades to modem
times. Last week it witnessed tome contempor-
ary religious history. The 10th annual meeting
of the Central Committee of the World Council
of Churches took place there The tile is signif-
icant. It it the first time that Ihit meeting has
been held in the territory of the Eastern
Orthodox Church.
Ecumenism It the technical term referring to
movements for unity among the Christian
churches It is derived from an old Greek word
that means universal, the whole world. The ad-
jective "ecumenical'' it used by historians to
describe the councils of the universal Catholic
Church, of which there have been 20 This his-
torical use of the term mutt be distinguished
from the contemporary technical use. This has
broader connotations, referring at it does to ef
forts at unity among Protestant and Orthodox
Churches
About I" • rii» ago the Protestant churches
formed the World Council of Churches to pursue
the goal of a united Christian church. The meet-
ing at Rhodes was the 10th annual meeting of the
Central Committee, which is to be distinguished
from the general meeting of the Assembly. There
have been two of these, the first at Amsterdam
In 1944, the second at Evanston in 1954. It was
announced at Rhodes 'hat the third one will be at
New Delhi in 1961. These notes may serve to
clarify the background of the news from Rhodes
last week
The World Council has definite aims regard-
ing the Eastern Orthodox Church. The selection
of Rhodes, an Orthodox area, for the meeting is
a sign of these aims. The appointment of Arch-
bishop lakovos. head of the Greek Orthodox Arch-
diocese of North and South America, is another
indication At the close of the meeting it was
announced by the Protestant leaders that they
had reached areas of understanding with the
Eastern Orthodox representatives.
The abiding fear of the World Council seems
lo be that the Orthodox Churches will reunite
with Rome. This was dramatically brought out
by the excitement stirred up by the presence of
two Catholic priests engaging in "friendly talks"
with Orthodox theologians Because of the furor
caused by these contacts Orthodox Church lead-
ers decided to discontinue them at Rhodes In
Rome, Cardinal Tisserant stated that the priests
were there “merely as observers"
What road the Orthodox will take from
Rhodes only time can tell. By traditions and
doctrines they are much closer to Rome than to
Protestantism. Among these is their devotion lo
Mary. Let us double our prayers to her that the
road from Rhodes may lead them home to Rome
School Days
Most Catholic parents send their children to
parochial school because they want one commodi-
ty - religious training. Religion means something
to our people —and the proof lies in the fact
that they make such willing sacrifices to insure
its continuance To these parents, religion means
not only education in the Catechism, but also in
habits of right living, inythe love of God as well
as knowledge of Him, it means the discipline of
the Sister and Brother, as well as their guidance
and understanding.
Parents expect a lot from the parish school,
and the school has been doing its level best to
fill the bill —but perhaps, 100 much is expected,
perhaps the whole Job of child formation is placed
on the school doorstep Else, why do so many
knock on the kindergarten door long before their
offspring are of age? They confuse the school
system with • diocesan-wide baby sitting service.
The purpose of the parish school is to supple-
ment not supplant the work of Ihr parent In
child education There is ample evidence that
many parents have been derelict in their duties;
many newcomers to the classroom have not been
properly prepared for this new adventure in their
young lives. Some children start school with com-
pletely blank minds, the world of reading has
never been opened to them; they have never been
introduced to God through prayer; authority is
something to be questioned, rather than obeyed.
All too often this initial lack of home co-
operation continues through the grades; home-
work is neglected, report cards ignored, discipline
undermined It's puzzling why some parents even
bother sending their children lo the parish school
since it is the target of their constant criticism.
Teachers are regarded as dictators rather than
dedicated men and women; TV and movies
supersede home study; open antagonism greets
school fund raising drives If the school is not
backed up by the parent the effect on the child
la obvious The school is another parent for a
few hours a day, if the real father and mother
are always at loggerheads with it, their boy or
girl will suffer intellectually and morally.
It is a curious phenomenon that all too often
the child associates religious practices with
school; once he has left the sharp eye of the
Sister or Brother, he is inclined to forget what
they have so carefully drilled into him. And once
he has left school altogether, Mass and the Sacra
ments may very well fall into disuse. In these
instances, the only preventative is the daily ex
ample and directive of the parents. How else can
they protect and nurse the spiritual welfare of
their children? When school is out, there may be
no carry-over of training to the world of play
and study and home unless mother and father
reinforce the work of the school.
School bells will ring shortly to start anew
year; it will be a successful year if God and
morality are mpressed not only on the child's
mind and memory, but ingrained, so that they
become a part of his very life.
What Will He See?
Khrushchev’s 'Democracy
’
Bloodies Southeast Asia
By Louis Francis Budenz
It I* easy to understand why
tlu communists are expressing
strong resentment against the
American labor movement, led
by President George Meany. The
AFL-CIO flat rejection o( the in
sitation to meet with Khrushchev-
tarnished his crown as ‘ leader,
teacher, and guide of the prole-
tariat of the world
"
Nevertheless, from the fruits
of appeasement
that will grow
out of Khru-
shchev s visit
are considered
such staggering
blows to the
US that com-
rades every-
where, in the
words of The
Worker, salute
‘this event it “the single, all-
embracing issue that can evoke
huzzas from most of humanity.”
THE REDS II Ml. this visit
as "epochal”, and conclude that
Khrushchev's bait of trade ' will
catch American big business and
hia promise of "peace'' will cause
us to disarm unilaterally.
They look forward confidently
to the expansion of the si.in or
sive and appeasement ramp in
this country, the so called "peace
force
”
But above all, the Khrush-
chev visit it regarded as a
line cover for the "liberation"
of all Southeast Asia, begin-
ning with the present bloody
creation of anew Hungary in
Laos.
The use of this rover is recom-
mended to the comrades in tr.e
August Political Affairs in a di
rective article on "Marxism and
Freedom
”
The article expends
10 pages o( small type in prov-
ing" that Khrushchev Is the rep
resontative of the highest degree
of freedom the world has ever
seen.
The whole argument, which
concealed communists will smug-
gle Into areas of American think
Ing, is that freedom in the U S.
is merely negative," based on
"an absence of restraint.” But
under the glory of the Soviet
dictatorship, the reader is gilvis-
ed, "Marxist theory" views free-
dom "positively." in that it de
velops the ability of men and
women to get rid of the fears
based on the "property relation
ship."
WIIAT IS OK more impor
lance, the Soviet dictatorship is
I opening the way for the coming
I earthly paradise We read that
jwhen the dictatorship i* attain-
ed: "This in turn, producing
'for the first time a society on
earth in which.the vast majority
are literate, secure, healthy, and
fraternal, will make possible
such a renaissance of culture
and such a growth of human
capacity as has never yet even
1been dreamed ”
It Is regrettable that Amer-
ican leaders did not familiar-
ize themselves with this arti-
cle before the Khrushchev visit
was announced. If this form
of thought gets out to any de-
gree la American circles, it will
tend to withhold our hand from
I halting communism In South-
east Asia, In Europe, or any-
I where else.
The "benefits" to come later
from Soviet rule will seem to
justify the barbarities continual-
ly being perpetrated by that
regime. Incidentally, this whole
Red argument would reveal up-
on study that the expressed hope
given the American people that
the Soviet leader would amend
his ways when coming into con
tert with American democracy
nas nothing but wishful think
ing From the communist view
point, Khrushchev represents his
own higher form of "de
niocracy!"
WE MIST BE forwarned that
the blood letting in Laos, which
Kremlin propaganda represents
the U S. as agreeing to through
fear of Soviet might,” Is only
the beginning of the full dress
Red conquest of Asia. The Peking
Review of July 28 declares that
all of V’ietnam must submit to
Soviet rule. We read
Last week the people in
many countries, in response to
the call of the Afro-Asian Peo-
ples' Solidarity Council, obsrrv
! ed July JO as a day of soli-
darity with the Vietnamese
people. They demanded that the
U.S. forces ol aggression get
cut of snath Vietnam . . . and
that Vietnam be peacefully ,
united.”
A month earlier the same pub
1 1. ration cheered on in a great
article the holding of Korea
Pay” in Red China. Speaking of
| the Peking rally on that day. it
declared: "It was an emotion-
charged rally Speaker after
speaker demanded US. insadert.
get out of south Korea' Korea
must be peacefully reunited'"
Asa result of Khrushchev's
ivisit the communists expert all
Asia to fall into their hands ulti
mately, with the US. supinely j
accepting the belittling of our'
nation which accompanies this
process
The Faith in Focus
Kinds of Contrition
By Msgr. George W. Shea,S.T.D.
C.od stands ready to forgive all
sinners. But He will actually
liostow pardon only on those who
are truly sorry that they have of
fended Him Previous articles
emphasized this, and the qualities
that true sorrow for sin. true
contrition, must have. Now it is
tune to explain that there are
two kinds of true contrition
perfect contrition, and imperfect
contrition, also called attrition
Contrition is perfect when we
are sorry of our sins because sin
offends Cod. whom we love
above all things (nr Ills own
sake, because He is the Supreme
Good Such contrition is called
perfect because it proceeds from
the noblest motive love of
Cod, and because It takes away
sin even before one actually re
reives the Sacrament of Pen
ance (one must, of course, have
the intention of subsequently con
fessing at least his mortal sins)
It is not difficult to make an
act of perfect contrition No spe
rial fervor or intensity is re
quired, and the contrition does
not necessarily have to extend to
venial sins.
Contrition is imperfect when
we are sorry for our sins be
cause they are hateful in them
selves or because we fear God's
punishment So. then, sorrow
motivated by fear of God's pun
Ishment is only one type of at
trilion For we can also detest
sin from other motives provided
by faith for example, because
sin is an act of ingratitude to-
ward God, or a violation of His
rights as our Creator
A person can have both per-
fect and imperfect contrition at
the same time. The "Act of Con
trition'’ in the Revised Baltimore
Catechism contains both types
That is to say. it includes motives
both for imperfect contrition
(". . . I detest all my sins, be
cause of Thy Just punishments' l
and for perfect contrition chut
most of all because they offend
Thee, my God. who art all good
and deserving of all my love")
"Because of Thy just punish
menu” refers not only to the
loss of heaven and the pains of
hell, with which God punishes
mortal sin, but also to the tern
poral punishments of this life and
of Purgatory, with which God
punishes venial sin. Thus the
i new wording of the Act of Con
|trition, unlike the old (which
spoke only of "the loss of heaven
and the pains of hell"), enables
the motivation for imperfect con
trition to extend to venial sins
as well.
Although we should always try
to have perfect contrition in the
Sacrament of Penance, because
it is more pleasing to God, nev
crtheless imperfect contrition
suffices for receiving the Sacra
mem worthily It is very consol
mg to know this, for it puts to
rest the anxieties of people who
fear they may not have perfect
contrition
Imperfect contrition cannot ob-
tain pardon of sin apart from
the Sacrament But perfect con
trition can. as we have already-
noted A person in mortal sin
can obtain Its forgiveness and the
state of grace before receiving
the Sacrament of Penance if he
makes an act of perfect contri
lion with the sincere intention of
going to confession the next time
he is obliged to. Perfert contri-
tion enables one to rrgain the
state of grace at any time, not
Just when he is in danger of
death or is unable to go to con
fession To those who are al
ready in the state of grace per
feet contrition brings an increase
of grace.
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Q How r«n I judge whether I
should continue to retd a novel
which contain* one or two inci-
dent* that are morally objection
able?
A The adult who reads con-
siderably usually just disregards
tl ese incidents if they are but
f'-w Therefore, if you are an
adult, you may safely follow the
same procedure and in case of
any continuing anxiety you may
consult your confessor.
All readers who notice that
these incidents appear in the
story with frequency ought to
discontinue the reading entirely.
Q. Is It permissible to re-
ceive Communion at a funeral
Mass?
A This is done in some par
ishes; and of course it is quite
permissible. If your parish does
not have the custom it would be
well to ask about it before com-
ing to receive at the funeral The
new fasting rules make Com
munion easier at these later
Masses and it may well be that
Communion will become the
usual practice in most churches,
Q. How can I obtain a first
class relic?
■V Wc are asked this question
frequently. Unfortunately we do
not know how this pious wish of
so many can be satisfied Most
people who have obtained such
relics have done so either by visit-
ing the shrine where the saint Is
buried; or from some other per-
son who has made such a visit
I am afraid that I have no better
suggestion than this.
Q. Can you tell me where I
Can obtain a novena hooslet to
St. John Uhrysostonl. Are there
any good speech clinics at
which I can seek help for a
speech defect?
A You might inquire about
| * urh a booklet in a Catholic re
jhgious goods store. I suggest that
| you ask your doctor or your local
school authorities about speech
assistance that may be available
in your community.
Q. Hid Jesus Christ ever
mention the Rosary or did the
i Apostle* believe in It?
I A The Rosary is a form of
prayer and an act of devotion
I- is not a part of the teachings
of the Catholic Church that came
from t hrist. Just like form* of
devotion that may be developei
esen today, the Rosary was a
Uter form of Catholic piety. As
a powerful devotion it did receive
the approval of the Blessed Moth
tr herself in a vision to St.
Dominic. For this reason we
( atholics count the Rosary as
our favorite devotion to the Moth-
er of God
Q- (atholics believe that
appeared as a beautiful
ladv When did Christ make
any distinction between beauti-
ful ladies and others who are
not’
A I am sure that if the Mother
of God appeared to you you
would be »o enraptured that you
would consider her the most
beautiful lady you had ever seen.
It would be a spiritual beauty far
above that physical beauty which
is skin deep. So has she seemed
the most beautiful of women to
those who have seen her in vt-
s'ons, as did the children of Fa-
tima So she would also seem to
all who would see her; whether
in France, In Mexico or else-
where Natural heauty varies
from country to country; hut the
beauty of Mary would not be a
mcrrlv natural beauty.
Q. I noticed In a program
about the life of the Holy Father
that he says his Office dally.
Are these prayers the same
each day?
A The Divine Office is a col-
lection of psalms, hymns, read-
ings and other prayers so divided
that some are to be read accord-
ing to the day of the week, and
the time of the day. Thu* tho
Psalms are so divided that all
150 are recited by the priest in
the span of a week The other
prayers and readings usually
change each day of the year to
suit the feast or the sacred sea-
son
In reciting the Divine Office
the priest is serving as an of.
final representative of the
Church giving glory to God .r. 'he
name of the Church For this rra-
-1 son the Holy Father himself wi',l
say the Office each day
Q. l>o you think that the
Blessed Virgin would ask
I reavers hailing her as "Holy
Mary”
A Did she not predict in the
(tospel that henceforth all gen-
erations shall call me blessed”
(Luke 1 48 1’
Q. But did not Jrsus call her
| "Woman” and this sounds very
rough?
1 A The very fart that Jc-.n
used it in speaking to His mnlhrr
ought to show vnu that the wo and
is not rough. You would not speak
roughly to your mother Would
I Jesus do so’ As used in John 2 4
; the word "woman" was really a
respectful form of address, some-
what like our word "Madam”
hut a little less formal.
Q. May a Catholic prartire
| hypnotism for amateur and pro-
i fessional entertainment?
A Because of the physical con-
sequences attached to this prac-
tice it may not be used lor en-
tertainment Medically the hyp-
notic state is considered far dif-
ferent from the state of natural
sleep It ran have serious effects;
and the full understanding of its
impact upon the mind and body
are not yet known
Hypnotism does find increasing
use in medicine and in this area
; may be used when sound science
dictates.
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In Your Prayers
remember these, your de-
ceased priests:
Arehtliocene of \etcurk
Rt Rev. Msgr Felix M O’Neill,
Sept. 6, 1949
Rev. Joseph S Carroll, Sept
6. 1952
Rev. Wenceslaus Slawinskl,
Sept. 7, 1934
Rev. Gregor)' I) McVilgh
O S B . Sept. 7, 1953
Rev. Matthias J. McDonald,
Sept 8. 1914
Rev. MichacT J. McGlue. Sept.
8, 1937
ReV. Kevin Mahoney, OS B,
Sept. 9, 1952
Very Rev. Msgr Ignatius Slar-
kus, Sept. 10, 1958
Rev John B. Kayser, Sept. 11,
1903
Rev. Clarence A. Heavey, Sept
11, 1951
Diocete of Pnterum
Rev. William E. Thompson,
Sept. 10, 1951
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Rlehard A.
Mahoney, Sept. 10, 1954
AROUND THE PARISH
The student from Seton Hall Prep finds the St. Bene-
dict boy strangely unresponsive to his gentle recital of
Seton Hall's merits, athletically as well as scholasti-
cally.
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The City Skid Row
And the Alcoholic
Name and Address
Withheld.
Editor:
It is with great interest that I read in The Advocate
that the Catholic Total Abstinence Union of America wish-
es to eliminate the Skid Row areas in the cities; and I am
curious to know how they propose to go about this task,
since "Skid Row" is not really a
place; it is a state of mind.
Skid Row is not found so much
on a street, as it is found in the
mind, and heart and soul of a
human being
I know, because I am an al-
coholic, and I went to Skid Row,
but I never left the confines of
my own home. I didn't have to.
I brought Skid Row home with
me —and I was a wife and a
mother.
Skid Row is a state of hopeless-
ness and despair, in which a hu
man being has abandoned God,
the world, his fellow human be-
ings and himself. It is a kind of
moral suicide that a person com-
mits, and he is truly dead, and
life no longer has any meaning
for him. He no longer cares what
happens to him, and his only
concern is to be relieved of what-
ever momentary discomfort* he
may have.
However, his abandoning of the
world and Its people may not be
*o stupid as it seems, on the
surface, and perhaps his integrity
is greater than even he knows.
Perhaps he has abandoned the
world because he has seen it for
what it really is —and at its
worst He has lived in it and
groveled in it, and found it filthy
and cruel, obscene and vile. H;
found that the "world" was not
kind to him. and so he left it.
And when he turned to his fel-
lows for understanding and love,
he found none of these How well
the alcoholic knows the cruelty
of man's inhumanity to man, so
he left them, too.
The "good" people who tried
tc help him seemed more intent
on "reforming” him, than "help-
ing" him —and when he tried
to "reform" and could not, he
had to accept himself as some \
sort of hopeless ease "I am what!
I am, and 1 cannot be what I
want to be. 1 try —and I fail |
and I don't know why" —and
so he abandons himself.
All the while, he was looking
for God. He looked (or Him in
the world and in hit fellowman
fnd in himself, but he did noti
ace Him. He looked for Him
where He is not, and when he did
Set a glimpse of Him, he did not!
know Him —and so he aban-J
doned God. too
This is the Skid Row pattern,
•nd most of those whp fall ifito
it never come back, and none
can judge, except the merciful
God Who alone can ace their soul
Speaking for myaclf, I would
never go back to the world that
I abandoned a long time ago
God does not want us there at
all, and what 1 did then, was not
of itself a wrong thing. I simply
Went about it in the wrong way.
The alcoholic is a human be
ing who was born to know and
love and serve God the same ns
anyone, and perhaps he falls so
miserably in his quest because
he aimed too high in the first
place.
The alcoholic gets lost in the
same way that all human beings
get lost. He simply gets losUin
his own peculiar way.
The strangest and most unrec-
ognized drive in human nature is
the compelling urge of the soul
to be reunited with its source,
the God from whence it came.
This is the urge that sends man-
kind out to the moon and the
planets. Man is driven to leave
the earth, because he was not
made for it.
t This is the urge which, proper-
ly understood or grossly misun-
derstood, makes a man what he
is.
It is the living soul that drives
one man to reach the stars, an-
other to the bottle, another to the
insane asylum and still another
to his palette or pen depending
on the direction of that soul.
As Our Lord said, it is the
things that are within us that
defile us —and Skid Row is
within us —and you cannot
clean a man's soul by washing
his body, and you cannot remove
human error by sweeping the
streets.
The man fs looking for God-
end the best that each of us can
do is to see that he finds Him—-
in us.
Pray During
Khrushchev Visit
H. E. Froelicher,
Ridgewood.
Editor:
Our American people are dis-
turbed. Khrushchev is coming! |
Can we, the common mass of the [
people, do anything about it?
Yes, we can we can storm !
heaven, asking God to guide and 1
strengthen our President in his I
dealings with this powerful and,
dangerous communist leader.
"Be not overcome by evil but'
overcome evil with good
"
For
this we must unite. In unity
is strength!
It is of vital importance to
'call upon the whole country to
[pi ay together on the Sundays
j Khrushchev will be in our coun-
| In' Sept 20 and 27 and also
ISept. 13 just before he comes.
Religious leaders could do
much to arouse and unite all
'Godfearing Americans so that
cur confused and worried coun-
! try may stand together in begging
I the blessings of the living God
for world peace in a critical mo-
I ment of history.
j It does not help to curse the
darkness but to light candles in
a dark world already in the midst
of a dangerous war of ideas and
J threatened by another terrible]
world war.
! This would be a positive and
constructive way to help our
j President and his government in
'their tremendous responsibilities.
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Sept. < _ St. Zachar-
las. Prophet. He lived in the
•ixth century, B C . and helped
apeed up work on the Second
Temple.
Monday. Sept. 7 St. Nemor-
lus and Companions, Martyrs.
(Also known as St. Memorlus or
St. Mesmin.) With five compan-
ions he went to Attila the Hun
to ask the barbarian leader to
be merciful. All six were behead-
ed by Attila, about 431.
Tuesday. Sept. 8 Nativity of
the Blessed Virgin. Commemo-
rates the birth of Mary, free
from original sin. Her parents
were SS. Joachim and Anne.
Wednesday, Bept. f— St. Peter
I Claver, Confessor. Bom in Spain,
1581, joined the Jesuits in 1809,
land for 40 years devoted him-
} self to missionary work among
[Negro slaves In Central America
Said to have baptized and cared
[for more than 300,000 of them.
Died 1654, canonized 1888, and
Inow patron of missions among
[Negroes.
Thursday, Sept, to _ St. Nicho-
las of Tolentino. Confessor. Bom
jin answer to the orayers of a
[holy mother who promised him
[to the service of God His auster-
ities were conspicuous even in the
[strict order of the Hermits of
jSt. Augustine. Died 1310.
Friday. Sept. 11 SS. Protus
and Hyacinth, Martyrs. Roman
[brothers and servants in the
house of St. Eugenia, they were
scourged and beheaded about
[257.
j Saturday. Sept. 12 _ Feast of
the Most Holy Name of Mary.
| Instituted In 1591 by order of
.Pope Innocent XI to commemo-
rate the victory of Christian
forces over the Turks at Vienna
[through the Intercession of Our
Lady.
God Love You
By Sacrifice
Gain Favor
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
We always knew, but never so
profoundly as now. that the way
to receive favors is not merely
to pray but to sacrifice. Have
you been making novenas, per-
petual and otherwise, and are
still without re-
sponse’ You
must do more
than beg.
Make a nove-
na of sacri-
fices. doing
without a des-
sert or a pack-
age of cigar-
ettes each day
for nine days
and send the equivalent to the
Holy Father's missions. Also
promise that when the favor is
granted you will make a more
substantial sacrifice.
MOST I'NHAPPINF.SS comes
from our sins; most hatred of
religion comes from an uneasy
conscience which would destroy
the institutions that uphold mo-
rality and decency. Persecutors
wrongly feel that if they could
destroy the Church, they could
then sin with impunity and never
again have a gnawing con-
science.
If yon have been away from
confession for a long time, pre-
pare for it by making a sacri-
fice for the Holy Father’s mis-
sions. Once yon empty yourself
to help give the faith to oth-
ers, Our dear Lord wUI fill up
that emptiness with His grace
of repentance.
Which kind of a giver do you
prefer? One who gives you Jioo.
but tells you to buy with it a
vacuum cleaner to be used in the
dining room only, or one who
gives you $lOO and tells you to
do with it whatever you please’
The Holy Father, too. prefers)
the second kind of giver. He|
knows best what to do with your
sacrifice; he alone can start a
new diocese in another part of
jthe world 1 Therefore, when you
jsacrifice for the missions; Give
|to the Holy Father through the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith.
| GOD LOVE YOU to K for $lO
"For all the graces I've received
in recent times."
... To R.L
for $l5. "On my vacation trip
I've bought souvenirs for friends
back home. Here is a souvenir,
for friends I've never met
" . . J
to "Little Girl" for $l. "My un-
cle gave it to me for ice cream.”
Nothing is treasured more j
than a gift of love. A God Love 1
You medal Is such a gift. For
what ran prove your love more 1
than your offering for the un-
known poor, homeless milliows,
hungry for physical and spir- j
itual food? At your request we !
will send you the medal of your
choice:
$2 small silver medal; $3 small
silver medal and chain, $4 small
10k gold-filled medal and chain; j
$5 large silver medal. $lO large
10k gold-filled medal.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J Sheen. National
Director, Society for the Propa
gation of the Faith, 366 Fifth
Ave , New York 1, or to your
d’oeesan director: Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark 2; Rt Rev. Msgr. Wil-
liam F. Louis, 24 DeGrassu St.,
Paterson.
STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-Knows Facts for Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY ok;kl;klGP
Recent Encyclical
Pope Urges Workers
To Keep Perspective
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director, Social Action Department, SCWC
1 Reliable statistics on the socio-
economic status of American
Catholics and percentage of
Catholics in the American labor
Imovement are difficult to secure.
I would guess, however, that
Vance Packard
is substantially
accurate when
he says in his
new book on
class behavior
in the US.,
"The Status
Seekers," that
of the
Catholics be-
long to the so-
* called “lower" class (I don't par-
ticularly care for the term) and
| that “Catholics have a higher
percentage of people in the trade
unions than any other religious
Ibody."
I Packard says that "explana-
tion for the predominantly work-
ing-class composition of the
Catholic Church is easy to find '
His own explanation is the famil-
iar one that the majority of
American Catholics are descend-
ants of immigrants.
I DOUBT the explanation Is
really that simple Surely the Im-
migration factor is not the only
reason Catholics make up such
a large percentage of the labor
movement. Another reason, I
should think, is that Catholic so-
cial teaching so strongly supports
the right of labor to organize and
that Catholic workers, to a great-
<r degree than many fellow-
tsorkers, have been encouraged
ty ihetr Church to exercise this
right.
The fact that Catholics are
more numerous in American
raioas than are members of
other religious groups means
they have a greater responsi-
bility for what goes on—and
what doesn't go on—in the la
bor movement. Thus It would
be Interesting to look at the
many good things and the less-
er number of bad things in the
labor movrmrnt at present.
But for the purposes of this
Labor Day column suppose we
limit ourselves to one thing in
particular—the failure of too
many trade unionists, Catholics
included, to look beyond the
present moment and to ask
themselves, preferably on their
knees, what the purpose of un-
ions really is or what the labor
movement Is all about.
POPE JOHN doesn't answer
this question explicitly in the la-
bor management section of his
recent encyclical on Christian
unity, but he docs provide us
with a helpful clue when he says
that “particular care . . . must
be taken that progress in the mo-
ral sphere docs not lag behind
jprogress in the economic field."
"The dignity of Christiana
and even of human beings,"
he reminds us. "demands this.
For what will It profit the
workers to gain a greater sup-
ply of goods and enjoy the
benefits of a more educated
life. If they have lost or over-
looked what concerns the im-
mortal soul?”
The Pope is not suggesting
here that the labor movement j
should rest on its laurels or thatl
its members should settle for
their present standard of living.
Nor is he recommending that
workers take the sow of poverty
or that the labor movement
transform itself into a religious
order. He is merely cautioning
us to keep things in proper spir-
itual perspective.
Pope John’s encyclical was di
rected to the entire world. But
surely its emphasis on the moral
purpose of economic progress
and prosperity is more applica-
ble to the U. S. than almost any
other country, for ours is hy far
the most affluent, most economi-
cally prosperous nation of all
Therefore, it is the one most In
danger of becoming spiritually
soft and flabby.
Quiz on Faith
By Brian Cronin
1 The normal population of the Vatican Is approximately:
(a) I,ooo’ (b) 10,0007 (c) (d) 1.000.000’
2 The last ecumenical council vfas convened by Pope Pius
IX and resulted in the def.nition of what dogma? (a) The
Immaculate Conception? (b) Papal Infallibility? (c) The
Assumption? (and) The Transubstantiation’ •
g The Sermon on the Mount was the occasion on. which
Christ introduced: (a) The Sacraments? (b) The Eight
Beatitudes’ (c) The Mass’ (and) The Our Father?
A Who is th'e patron saint of journalists’ (a) St. Matthew?
(b) St Mark’ (c) St. Luke’ (and) St. Francis de Sales’
? In the Credo of the Mass, the pnest says the: (a) Apostles'
Creed? (b) Nicene Creed? (c) Athanasian Creed?
Which Catholic country elected a Protestant as its first
president in the 19305? (a) Italy? (b) Spain? (c) Portu-
gal? (and) Ireland’
'J who - ln * ll slory. was compared to the lilies in the
field’ (a) Solomon’ <b) Moses? (c) David? (and)Jacob?
g In which of the Stations of the Cross does Veronica wipe
the face of Jesus? (a) Fifth? (b) Sixth’ (c) Seventh’ (and)
Eighth?
Give younrlf |0 mark I lor tstb lorrrd emi urr below.
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Mom Flips When 11-Year-Old
Asks 'Facts of Life ’ Question
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Profcnor of Sociology, Si. Louit I ntimity
Yesterday my 11-year-old daughter asked me about
adultery. That did it! I’ve no intention of telling her about
these things yet. Later 1 wish to explain sex In a wav that
isn’t disgusting and cheap. Isn’t she still too voting for
such questions?
You seem to have the Tight!
intentions but the wrong ap-
proach. Obviously, it is crude
and unwarranted to introduce
young girls to the negative as-
pects of sex or its various devia-
tions before
they are old
enough to have
acquired a pos-
itive under-
standing and
appreciation of
the facts and
values involved.
On the other
hand, I ant
puzzled by your
reference to ‘later.” Haven’t
you completely underestimated
the rate of your daughter's in-
tellectual and physical develop-
ment? If she is a normal girl,
she has probably been talking
about where babies come from
since she was six or seven and
it is likely that she will start
to menstruate within the coming
year.
°u still regard her as your
baby, but she's a growing girl,
following the normal pattern of
growth and intellectual develop-
ment of all little girls. When
questions arise, she looks for an-
swers, Sex is only one of the
areas about which she is cur-
ious, and she will show no un-
due interest in it, provided slit
is told what girls her age are
j expected to know.
| IT SEEMS TO ME that the
| first thing you should now do is
to find out wnat your daughter
J knows about sex and related
phenomena. If you have neglect-
led her education on such matters
'until the present, chances arc
[that she knows many things that
aren’t so, and you will have to
I start the process of reeducation
at once. There is nothing gained
by making a mystery out of the
biological facts of life. The phy-
sical process of human reproduc-
tion is neither mysterious, un-
thinkable or unmentionable.
This does not mean that yon
have to use charts and dia-
grams or give her a rapid res-
ume of the Kinsey reports!
Find out what her questions
are, correct whatever false in-
formation she may have pick-
ed up from classmates, and
then arrange your program of
education accordingly.'
Young girls differ a great deal
in the question* they ask and
most are satisfied with relative-
ly simple but correct answers
Unless their curiosity is unduly
stimulated by conversation with
others, there's no need to go into
details. However, if you discover
your daughter has been exposed
to wild stories and lurid details,
you should calmly explain wnat
ever facts are necessary so she
will feel confident that what you
tell her in all such matters is
reliable and trustworthy.
[ SINCE YOl'R DAUGHTER i.«
approaching puberty, you must
prepare her for the bodily
jchanges and new experiences she
i is about to face Help her to
regard these as both normal and
idesirable She is now entering
the final stage of physical de
velopment toward mature worn
anhood. Point out to her that
ithese changes indicate that she
| is coming into mature posses-
sion of a great privilege, the
power to procreate and bear new
life; that sex and everything re
lUted to it have a special dignity
jand sacredness precisely because
new life is Involved. You will
succeed here to the extent i v *t
you help your daughter feel
proud to have been born a wom-
an.
It is well to keep In mind
that the so-called facts of Hfe
have personal meaning and
significance, with the result
that one of the primary aims
of sex education must be the
development of balanced,
Christian attitudes toward
these farts.
It is not so much the fact as
the attitude toward the fact that
is important. Indeed, knowledge
l of the facts without correct at-
titudes, that is, without under-
standing their personal implica-
ions in terms of love, moral
standards, and the Creator’s
plan, can work great harm, as
modern experience shows all too
well.
TRIE SEX EDVCATION lm
plies the "fitting in,” the inte-
gration of the whole phenomenon
of sex—as it appears in oneself
and in others—into an adequate
Christian philosophy of life.
Sex is an essential part of
the human person, hence It
must be accepted, understood,
integrated and regulated in
terms of the development and
perfection of the total person.
It is consequently as harmful
to Ignore it as to exaggerate
its signifiranre; to postpone
factual instruction as to give
nothing further.
It is difficult to maintain a
balanced approach to sex under
present conditions, but if you
stress its positive aspects in
terms of creative privilege, new
life and the mature manifesta-
tion of human love, your daugh-
ter will grow up with the bal-
anced outlook you desire
Who else wants
To be happily
Married?
Are you looking for realistic, in-
formed guidance designed to
help you build a fuller, richer,
holier life for your family?
Thousands of married couples
are discovering just such ap-
proved guidance each month in
the pages of MARRIAGE,
America's unique new magazine
of Catholic family living.
The purpose, and the success,
of MARRIAGE is that it is de-
signed to help you solve the
vital family problems that con-
front you every day . . . prob-
lems that can mean the difference
between a happy and an un-
happy marriage.
Mill TR I A l OfFIt
If you, too, want to be hap-
pily married, you’ll welcome this
special introductory offer. We're
inviting you to try your first
three issues of MARRIAGE
entirely at our expense. By just
printing your name and address
below and mailing the coupon
today, you are entitled to a
3-month free trial subscription.
loin the thousands of other
Catholic couples who read MAR-
RIAGE. Write today for your
free trial subscription!
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EMIGRANT
TO PAY
MORE!
Interest Dividends
$ Par quarter btginning October let, baaed on tbe
of favorable earnings, a dividend of 3HI win be credited te
balances of IS or more on deposit at and of dividend period.
.. .
and enjoy the** otbar
Emigrant advantages !
Dividends from Day of Deposit
Extra Dividend Days Each Month
Dividends 4 Times A Year
EMIGRANT
Industrial SAVINGS BANK
51 ChißlMri Strait
OppotiU City Hall Park
Open Man. and Pri. to 6 P M.
5 East 42nd Stmt
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Converts Have Entered
Church ThroughSacrifices
Not long ago a woman visited
Uia national offices o{ the So-
ciety for the Propagation of the
Faith with hundred* of diraea she
had collected for the Holy Fa-
ther’s missions She explained
that her husband was an alco-
holic, and she was making this
sacrifice in the hope that her
charity would have its reward
—that her husband would be
cured of his bad habit.
Later she returned to the of-
fices with more sacrifices: her
husband had ceased to an an al-
coholic and had become a daily
communicant.
According to the society's re-
port, many converts have been
known to enter the Church after
such sacrifices as the foregoing.
It can only be guessed why God
should pour out His graces on
those who aid the society. It may
very well be that the sacrifices,
having made conversions possi-
ble in Africa, Asia and else-
where, hastened the conversions
of those for whom the offerings
were made.
Perhaps, too, it is because!
charity to the Society for the;
Propagation of the Faith is said
to exceed aU other charities.
Sacrifice for converts!
“We are three Fathers for al-
most 5,000 Catholics,” writes Fa-
ther Llleureux. “There are more
than 3,000 catechumens. We have
11 out-stations to visit regularly,
16 grade schools and 45 bush
schools in our vast parish. So
you see I have something else to
do besides writing letters on our
activities.
“It is incredible how fast this
area has developed. We have 11
major missions and 83 substa-
tions. Everything was sacrificed
to develop as fast as possible
l while it still could be done,
i “The debt is huge. I know the
Lord will provide somehow for
our needs here—the biggest but
also the poorest mission.”
Sister-Doctors Prove
Invaluableon Mission,
Among their 500 professed Sis-1
ters, the Medical Mission Sisters 1
have 30 medical doctors. Only
since 1936 have the Sisters been
allowed to practice medicine in
some areas and it takes 12 years
of post high school training to
become a Sister-doctor.
There are 170 registered nurs-
es in the community. The first
Sister-dentist completed her stud-
ies last year.
Medical Mission Sisters are in-
valuable in some mission coun-
tries where women are not per-
mitted the services of men doc-
tors.
Biggest Mission
But the Poorest
The Nkhamenya mission of
Nyasaland is the largest one in
the north of that area in Africa.
Largest only means more
w °rk for the missionaries, re-
ports Rev Peter O LHeureux.
White Father of the Lilongwe
Vicariate.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D., Pk.D., LLJ).
31 Mulberry St, Newark 2, N. J. Phone: MArket MM3
Hours: Daily, • a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 ajn. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.CJ).
24 Do Grasse St, Paterson 1, N. J. Phone: ARmory 4 0406.
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 6 a.m. to 12.
5,000 Baptisms
In Just One Year
In one year on Formosa there
were nearly 5,000 Baptisms. Xa-
verian missionaries report that
in 12 months Chinese and aborig-
ines receiving the saving waters
have brought the number of
Catholics to 21.000.
In the Prefecture of Taichung,
the center of Formosa's rice belt,
there are 2,000.000 souls in an
area one-fourth the size of Bel-
gium. This prefecture was erect-
ed seven years ago and number-
ed 3,000 Catholics at that time.
More than 80 priests labor there
now—not nearly enough for the
steadily increasing numbers of
converts.
New Principal
Is Named for
Morris Catholic
DENVILLE
- Sister M. Fran
cine, S.C.C., has been appointed
principal of Morris Catholic High
School to succeed Sister M Ar-
line, on leave of absence due to
illness.
The school will begin sessions
on Sept. 9, welcoming its third
class. Opened in 1957, Morris
Catholic is staffed hy Sisters of
Christian Charity, lay teachers
and by diocesan priests who
serve as instructors of religion.
Rev. Louis J. Gallo, school di-
rector, has announced that three
priests have been appointed to
assist him in teaching religion:
Rev. Charles Cassidy, St. Peter
the Apostle, Troy Hills: Rev.
Julian Varettoni, St. Mary’s,
Dover; and Rev. Theodore Kol-
lar, St. Cecilia's, Rockaway.
PILGRIMS IN CANADA: The 130 members of the Dominican pilgrimage areshown recently at St. Joseph’s Shrine, Montreal. With Rev Sylvester Livolsi of St.
Francis Xavier, Newark, as chaplain, the group also visited the shrines of Our
Lady of the Cape and St. Anne de Beaupre, where the Sisters were invited to lead
the candlelightprocession. The annual pilgrimage benefits the infirmary building
fun d at Caldwell; reservations are now being taken for next year's trip.
Educate Children in Politics,
Family Convention Advised
NOTRE DAME Don't neg-
Elect the political education of
your children, Sen. Eugene J.
McCarthy of Minnesota told the
Christian Family Movement con-
vention at Notre Dame Univer
aity here.
Parents, he said, “have asp»
cial responsibility ... to develop
in the young . . . right attitudes
toward democracy, government
and politics." Some 800 married
ccuples and 400 priest-chaplains
attended the convention.
SEN. MCCARTHY asked par
ents to lead youngsters away
from the idea "that all holders
ul public office are corrupt, and
that politics is a necessary evil
s' best, a field in which the or-
dinary standards of truth and
decency do not apply .”
But to prevent disillusion-
ment, hr said, young people
should also “learn that poli-
tics is nart of a real world
. . Political choices." he
said, “must be made in an ac-
tual historical situation (and
therefore) political officials oft-
en cannot make the ideal
choice, but must adjust deci-
sions to circumstances."
In another talk. Archbishop
Albert G Meyer of Chicago
pleaded for fortitude and pa-
t'cnce. on the part of Catholic
families to withstand the temp-
tations of “contemporary mater-
ialism and resurgent paganism
”
He noted that in our pluralistic
society there is little agreement
ca such questions as the origin,
nature and destiny of man. and
the nature and purpose of mar-
riage and sex. Hence, he said,
"there is little If any direct mo-
ral support for Catholic stand-
aids."
However, he said, “the life nf
the Christian has always been
characterized as service, as war-
fere, as carrying of the cross.
Christian life is not so much the
performance of a single deed, a
single virtuous act. but rather
the persevering practice of vir
tue at all times and under all
circumstances."
Elizabeth Doctor
Says Final Vows
NEW YORK Sister Mary
Juliana, the former Dorothy A
Bender, M.D., of Elizabeth, will
pronounce her perpetual vows as
a Helper of the Holy Souls here
Sept. 8. Sister Mary Juliana prac-
ticed pediatrics in Elizabeth for
14 years before entering religious
life eight years ago.
Msgr. John H. McManus, pas-
tor of St. Genevieve's parish,
Elizabeth, will celebrate the
Mass at which Sister Juliana will
make her final profession. Rev
E Paul Amy, S.J. will deliver
the sermon. The ceremony will
take place in the chapel of the
Helpers of the Holy Souls Con-
vent, 112 86th St. here.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred W. Bender of Elizabeth,
Sister Juliana is a graduate of
Bender Memorial Academy, New
Jersey State College, and Mar
quette University School of Medi-
cine. Bender Academy, staffed
by the Benedictine Sisters, was
founded by Sister Juliana’s un-
cle, the late Albert F. Bender,
in memory of her grandfather,
the late Frederick Bender. Anoth-
er uncle, the late Welcome W
Bender, gave Loyola Retreat
House, Morristown, to the Jes-
uits.
Sister Juliana interned in Min-
neapolis before setting up her
practice in Elizabeth.
Asa Helper of the Holy Souls
she made her movitiate in Chap
paqua, N Y . her tertianship at
the motherhouse in Paris, and
served for five years at the vi-
cariate house in Chicago. She is
presently supervisor of her or-
der’s work among the sick poor
here.
Golden Wedding
Mr. & Mrs. Steinhauser
BOONTON - Mr and Mrs.
George Steinhauser Sr. will ob-
*<rve their golden wedding an-
niveraary Sept. 12 with a Mass
of Thankagiving at 11 a m. in Our
L.dy of Mt. Carmel Church.
Mr. Steinhauser is a member
of Walter J Barrett Council,
Knlghta of Columbus, and a past
faithful navigator of Walter J
Barrett Assembly, fourth degree.
Good Counsel
Adds Masses
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP -
Starting Sept. 13, four Massrs
will be .said every Sunday at Our
I ady of Good Counsel Church
here in place of the two now
being said.
The new schedule will have
Masses at 8, 9:30, 11 and 12 noon.
The weekday schedule will be
unchanged, however, with a
Mass daily except Saturday at
7 a m. The Saturday Mass will
be at 8 30.
PARISHIONERS will continue
to attend Mass at the Washing
ton School until completion of
the church later this year. The
church is being constructed
around the walls of a former
dairy barn, with the greater por
tion of the work being done by
members of the young parish.
Our Lady of Good Counsel par-
ish was established this Spring
Its pastor is Rev. Eugene F. X
Sullivan, formerly of Holy Name,
East Orange.
Name Father Barry
Alumni Moderator
JERSEY CITY Rev. Richard Barry, S.J., prefect
of discipline at St. Peter’s Prep, has been given the added
responsibilities of alumni moderator by Very Rev. John B
Morris, S J., rector.
In his new role, Father Barry will continue the pioneer
work of Rev. Francis J. Shalloe,
S J. who has guided alumni ac-
tivities since his term as princi-
pal of the Jesuit prep school end-
ed in 1943. Father Shalloe will
now devote his full time to his
post as student counselor.
Other assignments announced
last week by Father Morris in-
clude the addition of two Jesuit
priests to the school's faculty
Rev. Eugene O'Brien, S J , will
teach sophomore Latin and Eng-
lish. while Rev. Robert O'Don-
nell. S.J., will teach senior classes
in the same subjects.
AS HEAD of the alumni, Father
Barry, a 1937 St Peter's gradu-
ate, will direct the activities of
the First Friday Club, a dinner-
meeting group which assembles
on the eve of First Friday each
month during the school year,
the annual Living Endowment
fund-raising campaign and sev-
eral proposed activities, including
suggested fifth, 10th, 23th and
30th anniversary reunions for
various classes.
A native of Bayonne, Father
Barry came to St. Peter's in 1939
from Canisius High School, Buf-
falo. He was active in athletics
and the Sodality as a student at
St. Peter's and entered the So-
ciety of Jesus in 1939, studying
at St. Andrew's-on-the-Hudson,
Poughkeepsie, and at Woodstock
College, Md . where he was or
darned in 1932.
Mother Seton
Advocate Dies
PHILADELPHIA Rev. Sal-
vator M. Burgio, CM., 64, vice
postulator of the canonization
cause of Mother Seton, died in
Fitzgerald Mercy Hospital here
Aug. 28 after a long illness.
Mother Seton founded the Sla-
ters of Charity in the U. S. Pope
John XXIII last December gave
his formal consent to proceed
with the beatification cause which
must precede canonization.
Father Burgio, a native of
Brooklyn, was ordained as a Vin-
centian in 1927.
He received his mandate as
vice postulator of Mother Seton'a
cause while in Rome with Car-
dinal Dougherty of Philadelphia
in 1939.
Little Ferry Plans
Annual Pienie
LITTLE FERRY - The third
annual picnic of St. Margaret's
parish will be held the afternoon
of Sept. 13 on the school grounds
It Is being sponsored by Holy
Name and Rosary Societies Pro-
ceeds will go toward the building
fund of the new school, which
will open kindergarten, first, sec-
ond, third, and fourth grades on
Sept. 9
Biblical Scholarship
Progress Is Noted
PURCHASE, N. Y. Progress has been made In
Biblical scholarship as a result of the willingness on th«
part of Catholic scholars to “consider seriously and objec-
tively’’ the work of non-Catholic scholars, the Catholic
Biblical Association was told here
That estimate was given by
Rev Brendan McGrath, 0.5.8.i
ot SC Procopius Abbey, Lisle,}
IU„ outgoing president of the as
sociation. More than 125 Biblical
scholars from 29 religious com
munilies and the secular clergy
attended the meeting at Manhat-
tanville College of the Sacred
Heart.
SIX NEW JERSEY members
took part in the meeting of the;
association which admits to mem
bership only those who have a
working knowledge of Greek. He
brew and Aramaic, the language
spoken by Christ.
The six were Msgr. John J.
Dougherty and Rev. James C.
Turro of Immaculate Concep-
tion Seminary, Darlington; Rev.
I>eonard Cassell, 0.5. R., and
Rev. William King of Morris-
town; Rev. John M. Oester-
relcher. director of Seton Hall’a
Institute of Judaeo-Christiau
Studies, and Rev. Aelred Laco-
mara. C P., of I'nion City.
Members elected Rev John J.
Collins. S J , of Weston (Mas* >
College as president Other offi-
cers are Msgr John F
Cleveland vice president, and
Rev Joseph E Fallon. O P ,
Washington, treasurer and acting
secretary for Rev. Louis F Hart-
mann. C SS R . of Washington,
now in Jerusalem for a year of
teaching at the American School
of Oriental Research
Theme of the meeting wai
"Literary Forms of the Bible ”
Auxiliary Bishop Philip J Fur-
long of New York opened lh«
three day session which was vis-
ited by Cardinal Spellman A
message of congratulations wai
received from Pope John XXlll.
Boston Priest Heads
Liturgical Conference
NOTRE DAME-Rev. Frcder
ick R McManus of Boston, a
member of the canon law faculty
a', the Catholic University of
America, was elected president
of the Liturgical Conference at
the conclusion of the North
American Liturgical Week her-
lie succeeds Rev. Shawn G
Sheehan of St John’s Seminary
Brighton, Mass
Re-elected vice president, sec
retary and treasurer, respec
lively, were Rev. Aloysius F
Wilmes of Elsberry, Mo , Rev
William J Leonard. S J of
Boston, and Rev. Norbcrt E
Randolph of Chicago.
1st Saturday Mass
NEWARK—The First Saturday
Uub will attend noon Mass at
Sacred Heart Cathedral Sept 5
and hold a breakfast at Thomm't.
The club was formed in conjunc-
tion with the recent pilgrimage
for the handicapped to the Shnne
<<t St Anne de Beaupre organ-
iied by Mrs. William Varick of
Jersey City, and many of it»
members are handicapped per-
sons.
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A. GROSS CANDLE CO., INC.
UNDEN. NEW JERSEY
C*ndle Makers for Orer “100” Years
Year* of experiment have developed improved method* and
formulae to give you better and finer burning candle*,
worthy of the purpose for which they are intended. Our
guarantee of quality is backed by the moral and financial
record of one of the world's oldest and largest manu
facturers of Church Candles.
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Obituary
It li a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they nay he looted from
their aiaa. We recommend to
the prayer* of our reader* the
repeat of the tools of the fol-
lowing who have recently de-
parted this life:
Margaret A. Fitzgerald
Lawrence J. Gadek
Dr. John W. Mooney
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EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
RESERVATIONS NOW OPEN KOR THE LABOR DAY WEEK-
END. VERY SPECIAL RATES AFTER LABOR DAY SEPT. 7TH.
Ideal vacation spot (or young A old. The beat in courtesy 6 hospi-
tality. Large airy rmi. Hot 6 told showers. 3 full home cooked
meals dally. Bar 6 Grill, TV. Music, dancing A entertainment night-
ly In the new ballroom 100 yds. from main house.
Enjoy our brand new swimming pool, lawn sports, and nearby are
horses, bicycles, golf course A churches. Open May 29th. For reser-
vations call or write Owen A Julia Lamb.
• Adults 140 per person 2 In rm. • 143, one person In rns.
• Children up to 5 yrs., $l5 per wk.; up to 12 yrs. s2i per wkj
over 12 full rate. CAIRO 9 952«
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MOHAWK Savings
and Loan Asiociation
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. • Phone. Mitchell J-0260
Doily. 9 te 4, Wtdnetdoyt to 8 p.m.
Mil PARKIN* AT KINNEY OARAOI ACROSS TNI STRUT
Apply Gospel and Church Teaching
To Social Problems, Workers Told
SCWC New, Strt ici
•'•"’Ution of mm mJJrt,, d,Ut,rti by Pof
llmlimm Ch~i T* r/ l’ 10 mtm bers of tht mtsocistiont of
CoZl ? Worker,. Tb. Pop. ,b. .pplicion ofGoip.l pnrnctpU, to tociml problem,.
On this bright day, one which the feast of St. Joseph’s
..
Universal Church has been given special
significance as the protection and example of all working
people, We delight in feeling that you are particularly near
o Our heart, beloved sons and daughters. The history of
your association is recent; yet
Jor the world of work the Church I
has always nurtured an srdcntl
feeling of charity, which with youi
now has taken a special form,
alongside df other manifestations
nf Mllwtlu .»oi collective ac-.
Uon, which are I
alio noble and
valuable.
You are dear
to Our heart
because We
have teen In
you the accom-
plishment of
ideals which
true forerun- |
ners of the present day social
renewal worked untiringly to
realize, and with whom We came
in cloie contact in the spring of
Our priesthood.
In beloved Bergamo, which was
one of the first Italian dioceses j
to work out a courageous social,
program, at the side of the great
shepherd of souls, the very be- j
loved Bishop Radini Tcdcschi, Wc^
learned how to take the fate of
the working people to heart.
From his decisions and from his
real We received the most elo-
quent proof of the maternal con-
cern of the Church for thqse sons
of hers.
WE HAVE ALWAYS followed
you with sympathy, although the
service of the Church may have
kept Us far from Italy And
when, with obedience, We accept-
ed government of Our Venice, We
were able to appreciate at close
quarters and with increasing es-
teem, the work done by yourj
Christian Associations of Italian 1
Workers, with foresight and with 1
fervor of intentions—a work, as
We wrote last year to Our faith
ful, that is a strong and “renew-
ed reminder for reflection, grati-
tude and imitation."
In you We see all the working
people of Italy and of the world
who, believers and faithful sons
of the Church like yourselves,
are today celebrating the
predawn aat sanctifying valna
of work.
We greet them on with fatherly
enthusiaim, whether they accom
plish their spiritual activity using
the talenta of intelligence and of
culture; whether they use the
strength of their armi in the
service of aociety; workers in the
fields and in the mines, in indus-
try and in crafts, in the factories
and in laboratories; those who
work in the home and in shops,
on rice plantations or in offices.
All are equally dear to Our
heart.
To the various branches of the
vast working world go the atten-
tion and solicitude of your well
deserving associations, which
strive with blessed and meritori-
ous effort to bring human labor
even more deeply under the influ-
ence of the teaching and love of
Christ.
IN THESE YEARS they have
made promising progress worthy
of encouragement and support,
dedicating themselves with a
generous spirit to the reblossom-
ing of the working class into ef-
fective and constructive coopera-
tion with employers in the recip-
rocal respect of mutual rights
and duties.
Miny were the activities un-
dertaken to favor the workers,
not by fomenting their discon-
tent with futile words, but by
helping them to solve their
problems in the light of the
Gospel, under the guidance of
the teaching authority of the
Church with her fundamental
documents and in the spirit of
Christianity which is firmness,
liberty, respect of man and at
the same time loyalty, charity,
gentleness and patience.
With those principles and inten-
tions your associations have pros
pered with the blessing of God
and in progressive development
which had its culmination on the
day of May 1, 1955, when Our
predecessor Pius XII, of venerat
ed memory, dedicated it to the
honor of Christian work, conse-
crating It to St. Joseph.
Feast of St. Joseph
Has Double Meaning
TODAY YOU, therefore, cele-
brate the elevating and sanctify-
ing nobility of work modeled
graciously on the example of
your heavenly patron. Thia feast
has for you a double character
of thanksgiving and propitiation.
Thanksgiving due to the Lord
for the help lie has given you
during the year, granting you en-
joyment of the precious gifts of
existence and of the family, pro-
tecting you against the dangers
of the soul and of the body, turn
ing to your spiritual advantage
even the Inevitable trials and
bitternesses of life.
M »y roor thanksgivings then
be raised to Him became, ac-
«■**!■* to Ue first words of to-
d*y’» Mass of St. Joseph. He
“readered to the just the wages
•f tbelr labors aad conducted
them la a wonderful way and
was to them a cloud by day and
the light of the stars by night”
Wisdom It, 17).
To these sentiments of grati-
tude are added an act of propi-
tiation for what may be waiting
you in the future, whereby you
•*k of Him the gift of His con-
tinued heavenly protection and
mercy, well aware that "unless
the Lord build the bouse, they
labor In vain who build it"
(Psalm 126, 1).
In the strength of this convic-
tion, you must abandon your-
aelves with full trust to Him, be-
loved sons and daughters. You
know that man's true happiness,
that happiness which endures in
the midst of the painful trials of
life, lies in never losing sight of
the supreme goal.
And while working with zeal to
raise the standards of one's life
to that level which befits the dig
nity of free sons of God. it is
necessary constantly to raise
one's soul to God and "to the
heavenly longings."
May the words of the Apostle
Paul read In this morning's Mass
find an effective echo in each one
o( you: "And may the peace of
Christ reign in your hearts. . .
Whatever you do in word or in
work, do all In the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ, giving thanks
to God the Father through Him.
Whatever you do, work toward
Him from the heart, as for the
Lord and not for men, knowing
that from the Lord you will re-
ceive the inheritance as your re-
ward” (Colossians 3, 15, 17 23-
24).
Courage then, beloved sons and
daughters! The Lord is with you!
In the same way as He has
blessed your associations in the
past, so He will know how to
carry you forward ‘'with a strong
hand and with an extended arm”
(Deut. S, 15).
KNOW THEN THAT the Pope,
is with you. Echoing the en
couraging words of Pius XII, of
venerated memory, spoken in
the audience granted to you on
May 1, 1956, We say to You:
"Muster solidly around your
peaceful flags, for which there
already seems to be smiling, rich
with well founded promise, a
splendid future. The Christian
Associations of Workers carry
within themselves a living and
intrinsic force which, fully oc-:
ployed, will contribute effective-
ly toward hastening the hoped-
for event of real social peace.
"The Christian workrrs,
moved by the eternal principles
and drawing from faith and
from grace the gentle strength
to overcome obstacles, are
probably not far from the day
when they will be able to act
in the nature of guides In the
midst of the world of labor”
(A. A. S. 23 (1956) p. 290).
All Not Working
To Help Others
This day must come about with
the almighty help of the Lord,
and with your generous collabor-
ation. Be convinced of it, be-
loved sons and daughlers. Much,
very much depends on you
In the application of the Gospel
and of the social teaching of the
Church, there la contained the
force that can alone build. In
truth and in charity, the world
of Christian work
UNFORTUNATELY, not all
Catholic workers are convinced
of this divine force that they have
on their side, and because of
their lukewarmness and timidity
they do not work for the salva-
tion of so many of their broth-
ers
Unfortunately, on the part of
some there is a sad misunder-
standing, as We wrote to Our
sons in Venire In August, 1956,
"and therefore the danger that
there penetrate Into peoples’
minds the specious axiom that in
order to bring about social jus-
tice; to aid the needy of all kinds
and to Impose respect for the
tributary laws, it is absolutely
necessary to associate with those
who deny God, and with the op-
pressors of human freedom and
even bow to their whim. This is
false in premise and disastrous
in application " (Cfr. Reminders
and Encouragements to the Vene
tian clergy and laity pp. 7 8)
Do not fear then, beloved
sons and daughters! Your mis-
sion Is great and beneficial.
Therefore, ply the talents with
which God has entrusted you
so that you may hasten the full
noon, already preannounced by
your bright and promising
dawn. In which Jesus will mark
by His gentle active presence
the reality of the social world.
With the power proper of truth,
go out to all wherever there arc
intelligence to be enlighted, will*
to be itrengthened. energies to
be channeled toward good;
wherever there are tear* to be
dried, uncertaintie* to be over-
come, solitude* to be enlivened.
With gentleness, meekness and
patience approach the distant
brothers who probably conceal a
wounded heart behind their nega-
tion, which is in need of love and
of understanding. Make them
understand that it la not in hate
that the aolutlon of their prob-
lema Is to be found, that the
secret of the renewal of the
world is not to he found in the
triumph of the anti Christian
ideologies, hut in the voluntary,
coherent and derisive practice of
the Holy Gospel, lived by all
even with personal sacrifice.
THERE IS still a lot to be done
V\c know it well, because there
reaches Us daily the painful cry
of so many of Our sons, who
ask for bread for themselves and
for their dear ones, who seek
work, who ask for definite se-
curity.
Our thoughts. Our affection go
out first to those men embittered
by unemployment and insuffi-
cient work. Therefore, to them
must go the common solicitude
And We trust that with opportune
provisions and prompt care the
difficulties may he solved, pro-
viding them with the due and
necessary source of mainton
ance and of family peace.
For them, as well as for all
the workers of Italy and the
world especially for those who
endure the heaviest kind of work
We invoke the help and the
consolation of God, the gifts of
material prosperity and of spir-
itual peace, through the Interces-
sion of your patron saint.
I Special Prayer
To St. Joae l»h
I O. glorious Joseph! who con
ccaled your incomparable and
regal dignity of custodian of Jes-
us and of the Virgin Mary under
the humble appearance of a
ciaftsman and provided for
them with your work, protect
with loving power your sons, es-
pecially entrusted to you.
YOU KNOW their anxieties
and their suffering, because you
yourself experienced them at the
I side of Jesus and of His mother.
Do not allow that they, op-
pressed by so many worries, for-
get the purpose for which they
were created by God Do not
allow the seeds of distrust to
take hold of their immortal souls.
Remind all the workers that in
] the fields. In the factories, in the
mines, and In the scientific la-
boratories, they are not working,
rejoicing or suffering alone, but
that at their side there is Jesus,
with Mary, His mother and ours,
to sustain them, to dry the sweat
of their brow, giving value to
their toil. Teach them to turn
work Into a very high instrument
of sanctification as you did.
TRUSTING that Our words may
find In your heart a generous
response of affection and of holy
resolutions. We strengthen Our
fervent wishes with Our pastoral
apostolic benediction, which We
impart with all Our heart to you,
to your families, and together
with a special tender thought, to
your children, to the places sanc-
tified by your work, to your col-
leagues, to the very worthy Bish-
ops, Our venerable brothers of
the episcopate who have accom-
panied you today and who follow
you with their pastoral solici-
tude, and to the deserving direc-
tors and zealous assistants of the
Christian Associations of Italian
Workers.
ST. PETER CLAVER:
This statue of Peter
Claver, patron of Catholic
missions among the Ne-
groes, was carved from
mahogany by Alvin T.
Marriott of Kingston, Ja-
maica. A Jesuit, St. Peter
Claver spent 40 years
working among Negro
slaves in Central America.
With Humble Pride
Let’s Outlaw Long Movies
By Dan Herr
Legislation is the only answer
I am not a man who believes
the state can solve everything
on the contrary —but despera-
tion has forced me to conclude
that only the government can
solve the critical problem of
over-long movies.
Movies are not getting better
and better,
they are only
getting longer
and longer, t
hear travel bu-
reaus are now
pushing anew
kind of week-
end tour con-
sisting of three
super - movies,
three meats
and four bags of popcorn. A Hol-
lywood oroducer who comes up
with anything less than a two-
hour bore is considered a failure.
Rumor also has it that the forth- 1
coming "Ben Hur" (no relation,
as I have sadly pointed out to
several thousand misguided wags I
through the years) will run or
probably, to he more precise,
drag just slightly under four
hours.
While there is still a little
light left something should be
done about it. The solution: a
nice quiet law prohibiting under
penalty of banishment to Arkan-
sas you can substitute your
own least favorite state any
movie longer than 90 minutes.
MY FEELINGS about this
murh-nceded crusade are strong-
er now than at any time since
I was immobilized by "The Ten
Commandments" and thought I
Irecognized the voice of Douglas
MacArthur as the voice of God.
(For days my spiritual life was
disturbed because 1 had a con-
fused mental image of General
MacArthur hearing, or rather, ig-
noring. my prayers ) "The Nun's
Story" is the cause of my pres-
ent troubles, a movie which my
posterior assures me must have
endured for 9 hours and 58 min
utes.
As one who helped launch
the controversy over the book
why call It a biography, I
quaintly asked, when some of
It Just ain't true I rrallte
that berating this film is a
most unpopular pastime. Sev-
eral Catholic reviewers have al-
lowed for duffers like me by
wistfully hoping that misguided
carpers will not be "paro-
chial" in their approach to this
epir.
So, I'm parochial 1 think "The
Nun's Story" is a thorough bore
jand, despite all the fancy ad-
jectives Irotted out, a fairly lousy
j n ovie. Furthermore, I don't
! think Audrey Hepburn would
have stayed in that convent over-
night I nave been a fan of Au-
d’ey s for years and I know that
even though she likes to suffer |
from time to time, she has a gay i
heart and just wouldn't dig that!
dull, dreary life.
SOME REVIEWERS have com-1
plained that "The Nun'a Story"
will not attract any girl* to the
convent, a criticism which, while
true, i* very much beside the
point. The producers, I am sure,
had no intention of helping re-
cruit potenUal nun* nor should
that have been their intention.
And yet, as 1 suffered through
this drab epic I realized that,
despite their intentions, the pro-
ducers have turned out a type
of recruiting film Instead of a
successful movie.
That Is one of the many
things wrong with the picture.
In tbelr efforts to obtain super-
ficial accuracy, they have gone
overboard on externals and
completely neglected the spirit
of convent life. Instead of dra-
ma and conflict, there Is a
series of carefully staged and
beautifully photographed tab-
leaus, all of which add up to
much less than meets the eye.
I would also object, on artis-
tic grounds, to the complete ab-
sence of human spirit in the
film. The nuns as presented
might well be robots for all the
human nature that is allowed to
shine through. It ii inconceiv-
able to me that any group could
act that way very long. I must
admit I have never been beyond
a convent waiting room witk
Its traditionally uncomfortable
chair*, but If “The Nun'a Story”
accurately present* convent life
I'd prefer San Quentin.
My point i* that unless there
is some indication of the human
and spiritual satisfactions and
compensations of convent life,
the movie doesn't make sens*.
There isn't, and it doesn't.
FROM THE DAYS of Mai la
Monk, and probably even going
back to the days when nuns be-
Can, laymen have had a deep
interest in this mysterious life.
There is probably more confusion
and misinformation about nuns
than about any other group in
the Church. "The Nun's Story”
certainly isn't going to help the
situation any. In Its own dull
vay it has added to the confu-
sion created by cute cartoonists,
bigots and bitter ex-nuns.
But. worst of all, "Tha Nun’s
Story" is long, long, long and life
is short, short, short.
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LINCOLN
Hotel Supply Cos., Inc.
Serving Catholic Institutions, (schools, camps,
hospitals, convents, etc.) •
The finest prime cut* of meat*, poultry, porh, lamb, veal
and dairy product* for 25 year*.
We deliver anywhere in N. J. in our own
refrigerated truck*
CALI OR WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
WEbster 3-1500
* ouU 17 Woodridge, N. J.
BANQUETS • BANQUETS • BANQUETS
One of New Jertey'* Finest Country Club*
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Situated on the Hamburg Tpk., Wayne
Moderate Priced luncheons and Dinners
Camplatoly Air Conditioned
• Banquets
• Dinners
• OeH Tournaments
CATHING TO
• Testimonials
® Wadding Receptions
* Bowling Tournaments, etc
Banquet booking! now open:
For details phone AR 4-8500
Wayne Country Club
HAMBURG TPK.
'
WAY
Your savings grow
faster at 3 % interest
V«at to-watrli your money blossom into ■ titrable savings account?
J“** about the most dependable and quirkett way to do that it through
■ taring* account at FIRST NATIONAL, where our customer* earn a
big 3% interest on accounts from 910 to $25,000. And to make thing*
easier, you can make your deposits at any one of FIRST NATIONAL'S
eight banking offices throughout Hudson County. If you'd like to enjoy
that pleasant money-in-the-hank feeling, itop in and open an aceosuit
today . and keep it growing!
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH 000
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
ky mi
W»l Akk»y
VttaliM PtrM Aw§. 19-31
PUom mmkm rmrrcNM »—V.
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DIRECTOR Of RITVf ATI
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1959 FRANCISCAN PILGRIMAGES
in honor of Our Blessed Mother
to these Shrines in Canada
In Montreal
SHRINE OF THE SACRED HEART
BR. ANDRE'S SHRINE TO ST. JOSEPH
NOTRE DAME CHURCH
THE SEAMEN'S CHURCH
In Cap do la Madeleine
OUR LADY OF THE CAPE
In Beaupre
SHRINE OF ST. ANNE DE BEAUPRE
6 FULL DAYS
leave RETURN I
S«pt. 14 Sept. 19 ( jqaa
21 Sept. 26 1
Price Indudeti 13 meals, 5 nights lodging, transporta-
tion In do luxe Air-Conditioned, Air Suspension buses.
WASHINGTON. D.C. WEEK ENDS
Highlight.. Our notion i capital - Holy lond Monastery _ now Shrine
to tho Immaculate Conception Ml. Vernon, etc.
Friday 6:30 p.m. to Sunday 9 p.m.
Price includes 5 meals, 2 nights, in Ist class hotel, trans-
buses, and all taxes.
CALIFORNIA II FULL DAYS - SJJO 00. OCT. 14-NOV. IS
Highlight. - Soyitawn - One Week on Coait - San Francieco -
Filh.rman i Wharf lot Angelei - Knoll Sorry Form Franciecan
Minion. Grand Canyon Price Include! Transportation, lodging In Plr.l
A Franciecan Prieel is Chaplain on ell Pilgrimage.
Pilgrimage! leave from the Franclicon Pilgrimage Office
Street, N T. C
All praceedi Far the benefit of our Franciscan Seminary,
| Collicaon, New York,
Far folder with full details wrltei
F» ARNOLD F IROWN. OP.M.. FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCU
lIS Wool Slit Street, N. Y. C.
TO INSTALL
A GAS MAIN
Why Is a diver entering the water
to install a Gas main? It's all part
of the job when extending Gas
service across a body of water!
This is only one example of
the specialized skills and equip-
ment that go into making your
Gas service so dependable!
PVBLIC(ffi)BEHyiCB
Back to School and to New Advocate Club Contest
By June Dwyer
There i*n't any getting away
from it—that school bell is
going to ring next week and
millions of boys and girls
throughout the country will be
picking up new pencil boxes
and pads and marching back
to school. Marching along with
the rest of the students will
be thousands of Young Advo-
cate Club members who will
be trading sun-tans for new
ideas, baseball scores for
multiplication tables, and vaca-
lion trips for geography les-
sons.
Thoughts of meeting old and
new friends brighten the pic-
ture. The idea of anew chance
to do well isn't hard to take
either. The week coming up is
exciting for the "D" student
as well as for the "A.” Every-
body is getting anew slate
to learn new ideas and to do
new things.
THE YOUNG Advocate Club
is going back to work too. This
is contest week with new idea*
for club members, new checks
offered to winners and anew
theme for the month. We're
painting Addie's wings red,
white and blue and waving the
49-star flag for all to see' In
fact we’re even calling our con~
test after this great land of
ours—America.
The reason is plain. Young
Advocates With Columbus Day
and Thanksgiving coming up
on the calendar, with our
President touring Europe to
spread our ideas and to dis
cuss peace, with our schools
opening in the land that allows
us to teach religion, we feel
i''s time to stand proudly and
salute our country. It's time
to think again of the job we
have in keeping our country
great and free under God
Ol'R COUNTRY likes to re
member holidays. It is also a
land where we try to help
others. The Senior Young Ad
vocates are asked to combine
these two ideas in their con-
test. Each Senior (boy or girl
from the fifth through the
eighth grades) is asked to de-
aign. and make if possible, a
favor for one of our holidays.
Do you know what a favor
I*’ It is an object used at
parties or around holidays to
remind us of the holiday Fa-
vors are also made to cheer
up persons who are in hospitals
or qrphanages or for service-
men who are away from their
homes. Favors are also used
for birthday parties or even
class parties.
We want the senior club
members to be original in
their ideas. If we can, we
would like to print directions
for making the winning favors
so all of the club members
can enjoy the victory. Any
ideas? Try them right away.
It might bring you that S5
first prize check—or a *3 check
or a $2 check. It might also
bring Joy to others.
THE JUNIOR club members
are asked to honor the discov-
ery of America. All boys and
girls from the kindergarten
through the fourth grade can
enter this contest. They may
draw the ships that sailed to
America, or Columbus landing,
or the first pilgrims.
This is a "fun contest,"
Young Advocates, to help you
start off the school year with
a smile. Why not all try your
luck now while you still have
some of that summer energy.
We'll be looking forward to
hearing from you.
65 Charity Postulants
Represent 37 Towns
CONVENT STATION Sixty-
five postulants from 37 communi-
ty* entered the Sisters of Charity
here in August. Nine young wom-
en from Newark, seven from Jer-
sey City and five from Elizabeth
were included in the group.
The new postulants are, from
Newark, Lucille Galante, Ann
Balevicz. Marilyn Kettle, Joan
Me Elroy. Barbara Walsh. Mar i
garet Kirby. Rita Maggio. Bar
bara Keefe and Gloria O'Brien; |
from Jersey City. BcrnadeGei
Burke, Louise Linda Nist, Ellen
Kelly, Diane Dillon, Janice Mam,]
Mary Ellen Healy and Janet Fla-
herty, from Elizabeth. Wanda {
Glejzman, Joyce Sampson. Patri- |
cia Daly, Bernadette Fox and
Regina Feehan.
OTHER new postulants are:
Marie Russo, Maureen Rush and
Susan McNamara, Clifton; Eileen
O'Brien, Veronica Lake and Ger-
aldine Sarinelli, Morristown;
Maureen McCudden and Ellen
Cornell, East Orange; Carol Ho-
ban and Marilyn Laino. Saddle
Brook; Joan Frost and Anne Sel-
lers. Ridgewood, Maureen Mc-
Donough and Theresa McGlinc-
ho), Harrison; Patricia Culleton
and Marie Francis, Roxbury,
Mass ; Barbara Strong and Mar-
tha Moran, West Orange.
Maureen McEvoy, Bergenfield;
Bernardine McHugh, Fair Lawn,
Patricia Mulderry, Albany. N. Y.;
Carol Ann Quinn. Rahway; I>ou-
ise Kuharirh, Secaucus, Rita
Krol. Nutloy; Anne Cretello, West
Long Branch; Marianne Swartz,
Newfoundland; Judith Ann Mertz,
Summit; Beatrice Guider. Hobo-
ken; Marie Fitzgerald. Whartor;
CECILIA Flanagan, Bloomfield,
Elizabeth Cahill, Wcchawken;
Elizabeth Komar. Roselle; Kath-
leen Wendling, East Brunswick;
Ellen Marie Walsh, Plainfield;
Maureen Matthews. Hawthorne;
Nancy Ann Doom, Bloomingdale;
Maureen Shaughnessy, Mays
Landing; Eileen Linden, Cress
kill; Karol Krizan, Maywood;
Edith Dougharty. Hawthorne;
Mary Ellen King, Middlebury,
Conn ; Joan Brady, New Bruns-
wick; Carol Kiley, Dorchester,
Mass.; and Margaret Primavera,
Long Branch.
Choir Boys Meet
Meet in Italy
CATANIA, Italy (NO Some
1.000 choristers from Italy will
gather here the second week of
September for the first national
convention of the National Fedor
ation of Choir Boys The chons
ters will provide music for the
National Italian Eucharistic Con
gross, which is to be held here at
the same time
Those boys who pass Rome,
will be received by Pope John
XXIII
FAREWELL: Billy School
of Paterson, the last of
over 700 retreatants to
leave Camp Savio, West
Milford, said goodbye to
Brother Jim, camp director
recently. The camp com-
bines a week-long retreat
with recreational activities
for members of the St.
Dominic Savio Club on its
64-acre site. Roys from
eight states attended this
ninth camp season.
Real Mission Role for Actress
DUBLIN (R.NS) Dublin-born!
film ind stage actress Nora;
O'Mahony. on vacation here from
Hollywood, announced she will go
to Kenya, British Fast Africa.]
next month lo work as a lay
mlssloner
Miss O'Mahony, a member of
i well known Irish theatrical fam
by. has turned down all film
and television offers and hopes
to devote the remainder of her
life to work in the mission field.
“AT THE beginning." the ac-
tress said. "I will teach English,
but later on I hope to be in a
position to produce documentary
films with the assistance of a
cameraman, also a lay mission-
ary
Miss O'Mahony said she Is look-
ing forward to her missionary
career which she always thought
was “something really worth
while" and has no regrets about
giving up the stage.
Miss O'Mahony, who is In her
4t>'s. has the role of the barmaid
in ‘ Darby O'Gill and the Little
People," the Walt Disney pro-
duction, and also appears in "Hol-
iday for Lovers." Both films are
current.
Newark PTA
Opens Season
NEWARK The Parents and
Teachers Association of St
Caslmir's will meet Sept ft at
7 30 p m in the lower school au
ditorium Rev Raymond Tru-
chan, PTA moderator, will be
the speaker
Mrs Joseph A I-o hod a will be
Installed at the meeting for her
fifth term Other incoming of-
ficers are Mrs Edward Kamin
skas, Mrs. Walter J. Loboda Mrs
John Gruszkos and Mrs. Joseph
Falkowski.
Convent Calls for 20%
Of Holy Rosary Class
UNION CITY Eight of the 43 members of Holy Rosary
Academy's current graduating class plan to enter the religious
life. The candidates, seven of whom will join the Sisters of
the Catholic Apostolate (Pallotlne) who staff Holy Rosary, in-
clude the class valedictorian and the salutatorian
Entering St. Joseph s Novitiate of the Sisters of the Cath-
olic Apostolate at Harriman, N Y , will be
Barbara Rrandrs (the valedictorian) of Union City; Ria
Illy (salutatorian) of Jersey City, Joan Costello. Cliffside Park;
Lynne Madigan, Hoboken. Gall Wagenhoffcr, Mary Ellen Bock
and Karen Magnus, all North Bergen.
Madeline Sywilok of Bergenfield will enter St. Michael's
Novitiate of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Newark In Englewood.
UNBLOODY SACRIFICE: The Mohawk Indians, descendants of the Mohawks who
tomahawked the martyr saints of North America, are shown receiving Communion
at Auriesville, N. Y., the martyrs’ shrine. The Indians will make their annual pil-
grimage to the shrine Sept. 6 when they will sing the noon High Mass in their own
Iroquois language, a privilege they have enjoyed for over 300 years. The Mohawks
live on a reservation nine miles from Montreal and at Hogansburg on the Canadian
border.
NEW HEADDRESS: For the first time since the order was established over 75
years ago, the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother of the Third Order of St Francis
have made a change in habit The Sisters have simplified the headdress in accord-
ance with a suggestion of Pope Pius XII. The new veil (right) eliminates the stiff
strip, providing greater comfort and maneuverability. The Sisters operate St.
Clare’s Hospital, St. Francis Health Resort and St. Mary's School, all in Denville.
Lives of the Saints
Mary s Friend
There have been many trib-
utes to Mary through the ages.
One tribute was made by
Blessed Victoria who lived in
Genoa around the time the
first settlements were being
made in America.
Victoria thought she had a
vocation hut decided to marry
Angelo Strata when she was 17
ller husband was a good man
who joined his wife in her
charitable works He was a
good husband and father too
Angelo and Victoria had six
children, four boys and two
girls. Life was going smoothly
until Angelo died after only
nine years of marriage
Victoria was lost without her
husband. She did not know
what to do with herself or for
her children. She thought she
might marry a nobleman who
had asked her, in order to pro-
tect her children, but she could
not make up her mind.
ONE NIGHT, as Victoria
was praying, her doubts were
taken away Our Lady appear-
ed in a vision and said "My
child Victoria, be brave and
confident, for it is my wish to
take both the mother and the
children under my protection;
I will care for your household.
Live quietly and without wor-
rying All I ask is that you
will trust yourself to me and
henceforth devote yourself to
the love of God above all
things
"
Victoria did as Our Lady
asked. She lived quietly, giv-
ing her life to her family and
to helping the poor When the
children were grown and on
their own, Victoria went to the
Archbishop of Genoa and asked
if she could start a religious
order dedicated to Our Lady
The Archbishop was afraid
to allow Victoria to found her
order, but the loyal follower
of Mary would not be stopped.
She prayed to Mary for help
In a few days a rich friend
came forward and offered to
buy a building to house the
holy women. The Archbishop
was satisfied that the women
would have enough money and
told Victoria to go ahead with
her plans.
IN 1601 Victoria and 10 oth-
er women became the first
Blue Nuns of Genoa The nuns
honored Our Lady in her hid-
Rimed Victoria n portrayed
by (latrt Rotbermund of St.
Mtchael’t, Elizabeth, Rlened
Victoria't feait day n Sept. 12.
den life and always pravrd to
Mary to guide their order
Blessed Victoria's life is a
proof to us that May will pro
tect us if we have faith in
her and if we do her will
Pray that Blessed Victoria
may one day become a saint
It you pray to help Mary's
friend surely Our Lady will
not forget you
Blessed Victoria
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Convent Station. New Jersey
Secondary School for girl* 94»h y V4 r
Resident and Day. (xceptionel record
for college preparation. Vocatienel
couriei. Muiic, Art, Dancing. DramoHep
Sports and Activity program.
Information! Jtfferson ? I*oo
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Young Advocate Club
America Contest
Senior Division: Design or make a favor that could be used for
a holiday party, for yourselves, for servicemen, for a hospital or an
orphanage.
Junior Division: Draw a picture of the discovery of America
Na me Grade
Address
City
School
Teacher
I am a member □ I would like to join □
Rules: Entries should be sent to: June V. Dwyer, Young Ad-
vocate Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2, N. J. Your entry makes you
a member.
Entries must be in the Young Advocate office by Wednesday,
Oct. 14. 1953
All entries must be accompanied by the attached coupon, or
by a copy of it.
earn more
... i*0
DIVIDEND
2 YOU*SAVINGS
ACCOUNTS INSURED UP TO $lO,OOO
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
244 CHESTNUT STREET NUTIEY, N. J.
Your most important
food purchase is
BEEAO
Be sure you get the BEST.. always ask for
BUTTERCUP
Buttercup is i delicious loaf
that everyone in the family
will love. It's nutritious, too | v
—each pound contains the
non-fat milk solids of 7
ounces tl milk. That's why
housewives everywhere say,
&
Mad• with 100 %
fur* Vegetable Shortening
it uiu Hiti * vuiiom ooa atv mu (mumi t but hi hi* emau
LEARN TO READ
LEARN TO READ BETTER
LEARN HOW TO STUDY
Seton Hall University
J
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
151 ELLISON STREET
PATERSON 1, N. J.
ANNOUNCES
REMEDIAL READING INSTRUCTION
FALL SEMESTER
students aged 8 16 will be accepted for
remedial instruction or reading improvement.
TESTING NOW IN PROGRESS
Enrollment Limited
Fee $5O
.
For your application write to:
Mrs Margaret G Murphy, Director
Remedial Reading Program
Seton +lall University
151 Elliston Street
Paterson 2, New Jersey
Or taUphone: LAmbart 5-342S
DOLLY MOUNT
NURSING HOME
Under IM* licence
Am eitokliiKed Horn# tket it quiet,
reatfvl and luavrlaut. located an
tpaciaut ground*. Far the a god.
chronically ill* ond canvaletcent*.
S4 Have Hurting Staff
SYLVIA NOU BOLSTER, R.N.
Dlfaalrata
Talaphaaa LAmberl 1-7477
>• VALUV lOAO. ClinON. N J
FILM DEVELOPED
Black and Whit* Servico
• Kipoture 101 l JO
King Sl«0 Clotty Reprint* Hi
COLOR FILM PROCESSING
Kodacolor I Kipoture 101 l
developed and enlarged J 75
Reprint* J3
I mm 101 l Developed 130
•mm Mag. Developed 100
35mm Developed
30 Exposure 130
Write for mailing envelopei
RYAN FOTO
BOX 24. CHATHAM. N. J.
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacitt "Says"
m
NEWARK
tern proof.Oeoree Merlortne.
Lift' FHAIMACY
EatablDhrd over lO rear*
Four Registered Pharmacist*
Fraa Delivery Open Every Day
From B am to 11 pm
7t4 Mt Prof pact Avenue car.
Mantcleir Avenue
HU 1-470 Newark. N J.
JERSEY^CITY
~
PALMIRA PHARMACY
Arthur I. Palmare. Ph O.
Proscription Pharmacist*
Biological Sick Room Buppllee
Cosmetic*
Preecriptlon* Called for
and Delivered
7FI lereen Avenue
Jereer City. N. J. HI t-4421
JERSEY’CITY
VALINTI 4 PHARMACY
Valanll. It« Fhtr.
Pr..<-rli>(lnn. - n«b» Nead-
Photo D»pt _ r,„ D.U..
711 Wail 4lda Ava . npp
Jaraar Ci*». *T j.
Phana Dl 1 1414
•U.arY
Palrvlaa
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Michael J. Cermele. Reg Phar.
Preecriptlon* Carefully
Compounded
Drue* Perfume* _ Cosmetic
Strk Room Supplies
414 Central Ave_ Wlstfield S-141
NUTIEY
•AY ORUO CO.
Jamoe Rlccle. Reo Pher.
Haby Need*
Pre*crtp(ion* Promptly Filled
Cut Rate Drue* and Coamettrs
11* Franklin Ave., Nutley t 3t#9
ORANGE
FORD* ORUO 4TOR*
Rial Denial. Ph 0.
Praarriptiona Called lor
and DaUvarod
Tr
"o^ r V t.
nm
LUGGAGE/ SHOP
.’OO WASHINGTON si MrARM
GEORGMN COURT
COlllGl
Conducted by fbe Silton of Moray
FOUR-YEAR count! tIAOINO TO
■ A. and 1.1. OEOREEt
Well-Integrated program In liberal
Arti, Fine Arli, Science. Malic. Homo
Econotnici, lullneii Adminiitrotien.
Teacher Training for Elomonlory ond
Secondary Schooli. Folly Accredited
Addron. SISTER SECRETARY
Ooorgion Co.rt Collogo
lekeweed. Nora Jertey
NO-
HDMBO
WO
(boot
this
insurance!
All-utr take* the rod tape and
hi ah cost nut of insurance.
Claim* are nettled “on the
spot' m many ease*, without
hnme-otfire red tape And sav-
ing* of 20 - are common
* Auto • Fir* • Li f •
* Personal liability
* Accidents • Sickness
Richard J. Stanton
Oldfield 6-3400
UN 6-9266 GE 8-2599
«0«l 00<l MOM
CALDWIU, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A B. and B.S. Degree*
College of Saint Elizabeth
Founded In 1899 by the Sittert of Charity
Convent Station, New Jersey
take twe family out poo
FREE PARKING
All CONDITIONED
Ipeiialiilng le HOM| MACS
Ravioli Cavatelli
• Manicotti
Unde* Perional Super*!,len
PITH lIVINTO
925-31 West Side Ave
Jersey City. HE 3-8945
a
4RESfe
As You'll like j
It lor
Your Pleasure
,
JOHN J. MUIPHY. Met*
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Room* Available for
All Occationt * Open Daily
Cherry t W O.end IN llilebe*. N. J.
AULISE’S
ONI OP NIWARK I lISIAUIANTt
lIIVINO THI UITIMATI U ltel*«
teed,. All teed* leeked per erde*.
• AltO PIZZIttA #
located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Ave*., Newark
One Sloel from Sorted Heart Cathedral
mi oetoiNAt e ist. ten e opin oaiiy
IHI ORIOINAI • HI. |*tt • OPIN OAllt
SWISS CHALET Banquet and
restaurant ..... „ „ Wedding
RAMSEY, N. J. Iredit Chile feQ£|J|^jgJ
COCKTAIt tOUNOI
THREE CROWNS RESTAURANT
► SMORGASBORD
LUNCHEONS
. . . DINNERS
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY
'^O<>O«6v,vy*',',VrV,vy,V>v>'>'J',vy><y>',v,*/OOOOOer.
DOROTHY DENNIS
(An
Attractive Rettauranf Serving Deliciout Meal*
Elizabeth 3-9872
414 NORTH BROAD STREET, ELIZABETH, N. J.
THE ROUSDI :.KS RESTAURANT
ln>itc* you io enjoy it* tuperb
Prime Ribs of Beef
Po* letervotlant Coll COttee Midi - Rauf 17, Potomut, N, J,
COMPARING NOTES: The success of the regional Junior CDA convention was in
the hands of the local people shown above talking over last minute arrangements
with Archbishop Boland. Left to right are: Anna Russo, area junior CDA chair-
man; Catherine Norton, state junior CDA chairman; Archbishop Boland, Msgr.
Joseph A. Costello, state junior CDA chaplain, and Mary C. Kanane, state CDA
regent and a national director.
NATIONAL LEADERS: National officers of the Junior
CDA were on hand for the eastern regional meeting.
Archbishop Boland greeted them on behalf of the
Archdiocese They are, left to right: Louise Collins
of Concord, N. H., president; Mrs John V. Rallard of
Milton. Mass, secretary; Archbishop Boland, and
Margaret J. Buckley of Chevy Chase, Md., vice su-
preme regent.
46 Religious Advance in Mendham
MEN DU AM Thirty-five members of the Sisters of
C hristiaft C harity advanced in the order recently at cere-
monies conducted by Rishop McNulty. Final profession
was also made by 11 Sisters at ceremonies conducted bv
Rev Rennet Kelley. CP. i
Thirteen young women received
the habit and anew name in
It ligion They are Marilyn Herd
man, Pompton Plains. Sister M
Amabilis; Patricia McUughlin,
Rudd Lake, Sister M DeChantal;
7ana Elias. Elizabeth. Sister M.
Victoria; Julia Missigman. Wil-
liamsport. Ta . Sister Mary Paul; I
Rosemary Spohrer. Pittston, Pa , |
Sister Mary Edward;
From New York City: Patricia
l ynch, now Sister Mary Patrick,
and Marilyn McCusker. now Sis-
ter Mary Alma, from McSher
rtsiown. Pa Anna Smith, now
Sister Mary Mark, and Dorothy
Staub. now Sister Mary Elise,
From Philadelphia Constance
O'Rnen, now Sister M, Cordelia.
Frances Ripp, now Sister Mary
Gemma; Patricia Buskirk, now
Sister Mary Damien; and Mary
Ecerlck. now Sister M. Peter.
NOV ICES pronouncing first
vows were; Sisters Mary There
«a Preiss, Jersey City. M. Ro-
land Kllsiewrcz, Madison. M.
Mark Dawson and M. Philo-
mena Gottschall. Williamsport;
Mary Paula Marx. Scranton; M.
Theresa Joseph I.azer, Hazelton.
Pa ; M Anne Doherty. Brooklyn;
Sisters M. l.oyola Rogers, Long
Island. Mary Grace McGinty
New York City; Marie James
Conrey, Mary Anthony Cheney
and Miriam Charles Dietz of Har
risburg, Pa ; M. Aloysius Klitsch.
Jim Thorpe. Pa; Maria Concel-
ta Nicholson, McSherrvstown;
Sisters Angela Marie Abbruz
use, M. Patrick Herron, M.
Pauletta Schmiedrcken, and M.
Alberline Senske of Philadelphia;
M DeLourdes 1-esher, M Jacinta
Kane. M Raymond Impink and
M. Xavier Plank, Reading, Pa.
NEWLY professed Sislers are:
Sisters M. Beatrice Kellet. M.
t nrmelita Smith, James Mane I
Bell, M. Jane Frances Eiswerth.
Y Llewelyn Bloom, Maria As-|
sumpta Shurer. Mary Catherine!
Slattery, Miriam Adams, M. !
Nicholas Campasano. M There-
sita Seitler, and M. Vera Lesisko.
54 Earn Diplomas
At St. Vincent s
MONTCLAIR Archbishop Bo-
land will a (id re n the students and
award diplomas Sept. 13 in Im
maculate Conception Church at
the double graduation of St. Vin-
cent's Hospital School of Prac-
tical Nursing and School of In
fant Care Technicians Msgr
Thomas II Powers. Immaculate
Conception pastor, will present
the graduates at the 4 p m cere-
mony.
Twenty students, the llth grad
uating class of the School of
Practical Nursing, will be pre
sented by Sister Roata Marie,
principal Mrs Kathleen Sey
mour. supervisor of infant care
technicians, will present 34 can
didates The class is the 60th in
the hospital s history
Mrs Frederick R Shulver will
accompany the Immaculate Con
ception girls' choir on thr organ
St. Vincent’s Staff
Is Enlarged by 3 Nuns
MONTCLAIR The staff of St. Vincent's Hospital
as been enlarged with the recent appointment of three
Sisters of Charity. They are Sisters Catherine Anne, Fran-
cis Aavier and Anne Teresa.
Sister Catherine Anne of Rahway and New Rrunswick
assumed her position as admin-
istrative assistant to Sister Clare
j Dolores during the summer. Sis
iter Catherine Anne received an
R N. from St. Peter's, New
Brunswick, a B S. from St. Eliza-
beth's College and has done work
at Albertus Magnus College. New
Haven, and Catholic University,
Washington.
Previously Sister Catherine
Anne was xupervuor of the medi-
cal-surgical department in St Ra
phael s Hospital, New Haven,
Conn . where she taught a nurs-
ing aid course She also worked
a year in the New Jersey
Department of Health and Child
Hygiene.
SISTKR Francia Xavier will
serve as superior of the convent.
A graduate of St. Elizabeth'* Col-
lege, she has served as principal
and supervisor in Long Branch,
West Orange and Newark previ-
ous to this assignment.
Sister Anne Teresa will work
as student technician in the X-ray
department. Originally from Jer-
sey City, she has taught in Jersey
City and New Haven, being sta-
tioned most recently in the ac-
counting department at St Eliza-
beth's Hospital, Elizabeth, for
five years.
With North Jersey Women
Curtain Time
By June Dwyer
With Labor Day almost here,
North Jersey women are get-
ting ready to raise the curtain
on another season of activity.
Production crews, in this case
the officers, are busily putting
finishing touches on plans. An
early peek at the program
shows that we are in for a
dramatic year filled with out-
standing performances, good
box office receipts, and we
hope a bang up closing curtain.
First Act
Getting into the act early is
the Women's Auxiliary of the
Sisters of the Good Shepherd.
The women will hold a lunch-
eon bridge Sept. 9 about noon
at B. Altman A Cos., Short
Hills. Mrs. Robert Donaldson
of Morristown and Mrs. Rich-
ard J Connors Jr of South
Orange are the “stage mana-
gers
''
Mother Mary Joseph,
superior of Our Lady of Grace
Training School, Morristown,
will address the group . . .
The Auxiliary of the Utile
Sisters of thr Poor is also get-
ting ready for an early cur-
tain. The group will hold a des-
sert bridge for the Newark
home Oct. 3 at 369 Park Ave.,
Orange, at 1 30 p m Mrs. Dan-
iel F. Burns is ''producing" it
with the assistance of Mrs.
Charles Moore, auxiliary presi-
dent. Reservations will close
Sept. 23 . . .
Specialties
In the special group act we
f'ad the Rosaries are already
•'onstage.’’ Rosarians of st.
Theresa's. Kenilworth, will hold
a luncheon in the school cafe-
teria Sept. B at noon. Mr*.
Charles L. Kern la chairman
. . . Mrs Mane Boarman will
he Installed as the "star"
ipresident to all non thespians)
of St. Mary's Rosary, Plain-
field, Sept. S at 8 p m . in the
church. Other new officers are.
Eileen Gannon and Mrs. Alice
Walters A meeting will follow
installation to plan for the
year .
Sept. 14 and 21 are red letter
days for Rosanans of St.
John’s, Bergenfield The wom-
en will hold a business meeting
the 14th in the church hall fol-
lowing the novena. On the 21st
they will sponsor a member-
ship party under the "direc-
tion" of Mrs Roger Kay and
Mrs. Robert Burghardl.
Junior CDA Convention
Youth Leaders Urged to Instill Responsibility
NEWARK Leader* of the
Junior Catholic Daughter* of
America were urged to five
their charge* a sense of respon-
sibility in one of the key talk*
at their aectional Leaderihip
Institute and Workshop here.
More than 175 state regents
of the Catholic Daughter* of
America, and state, diocesan,
area and local chairmen from
the New England and Middle
Atlantic area attended the four-
day sessions.
THE ADVICE on responsibil-
ity wa* given by Archbishop
Boland. He commended the
senior organization for the
guidance they were giving to
juniors and reminded them that
the real purpose of the junior
program was to give the young
girls the training they need to
play their proper role In so-
ciety in the years to come.
To this end. he noted that
••youth are willing to sacrifice"
and he told their leaders that
if the youth are allowed to ac-
cept responsibility "it will
make them stronger” for the
tasks they fsce. For junior
members, he stressed a three-
fold obedience to God, to the
Blessed Mother and to St. Jos-
eph, whom he called "the saint
of obedience.” He urged them
to model themselves after St.
Bernadette, "the girl of the
year who was faithful to her
mission and strong in adver-
sity and in her suffering.”
IN A REPORT at the open-
ing dinner, Louise Collins of
Concord, N.H.. national junior
director, revealed that 339
courts in 33 states are now
sponsoring junior groups and
that total junior membership
is in excess of 32,000.
The Junior Catholic Daugh-
ters were founded 33 years ago
and are dedicated to the Sacred
Heart and the Child Jesus.
AUXILIARY Bishop Stanton,
state CDA chaplain, officiated
at a Holy Hour on the opening
day and offered a Solemn Pon-
tifical Mass at Sacred Heart
Cathedral during the meeting.
Theme for the institute was
"All for and Through His Sa-
cred Heart.”
The annual dedication of
counselors look place at a
Mass offered at St John's
Church here, celebrated by
Msgr. Joseph A Costello of
Newark, state junior chaplain.
Earlier, Msgr. Costello had
stressed the importance of the
apostolate to youth. Other
speakers included Rev. John B.
McQuaid, national junior chap-
lain. who urged a program
which would stress participa-
tion in the Mass, and Rev.
George McKinney, who out-
lined methods of spiritualizing
the junior program. He is New
York State CDA chaplain and
the chaplain at Sing Sing Pri-
son
Mrs. Albert Gerolstein and
her daughter, Janet, hosted the
recreational workshop In
place of Mrs Paul Tag who
was unable to attend. Mrs.
Gerolstein is an instructor at
Mt. St. Mary's Academy, North
Plainfield.
SOCIAL feature of the meet-
ing was a tnp to Echo Lake,
Mounftnside, where the Rosary
was recited, followed by dinner
aerved at Benedictine Aca-
demy, Elizabeth. Members of
the Junior CDA of Rahway en-
tertained the regional delegates
at the academy. Caroline Goeh-
rtng, junior leader of Court Vic-
tory directed the program
Morris Plains Girl
Takes First Vows
PHILADELPHIA - Elizabeth
M. Dacey of Mom* Plains be-
came Sister James Michael in
the Grey Nuns of the Sacred
Heart at ceremonies held in St
James Church, Elkina Park. Pa ,
recently. Twenty-one novices pro-
nounced first vow* at that time
and eight Sisters made perpetual
vows
Religious Teachers Filippini
Advance 39 Candidates
MORRISTOWN Thirty-nine religious advanced in
the Religious Teachers Filippini at ceremonies Aug. 30
presided over bv Archbishop Boland Twenty-four postu-
lants received the novice’s habit and 15 novices professed
vows.
The new novices piclurcd In
bridal gowns above, are from
left; firat row
Anncliese Grimm, Jeraey City,
Elaine Salvatore. Pequannock;
Immaculate Mary Jacobeno,
Carbondale, Pa . Rosemarie Fa
cendo, Perth Amboy; Pauline
Riccio, Hartford. Conn ; Antoi
nette Scotella. East Hartford;
Regina Arena, Springfield, Mass ;
Annette Kenelle, Jersey City; and
Frances Lauretti. Brulol, Conn
Middle row: Catherine Amico.
Trenton; Rose Maria Di Orio,
River Edge; Mary Ann Gecina.
Ell wood City, Pa ; and Roscann
Fernandez, Newark.
Third row Virginia Johnson,
Newark; Florence Landwehrle,
North Bergen,; Josephine Pal
meri, Pitlslon, Pa ; Marguerite
D'Esposilo, Jersey City; Mary
Dougherty, Maplewood, Barbara
Paci, New Rritain, Conn ; Maria
Chiara, Jamesburg; Julia Hea-
ley, Jersey City, Jo Anne Wiech,
I'nion City; Lillian Harrington,
Bloomfield, and Mary Josephine I
Mulligan, Somerville.
THE PROFESSED Sisters In
the lower photo are from left:
first row; Sisters Lucille Car-
done, Dunmore, Pa ; Anita Can-'
ale Watertown. N. Y ; Jean La
Bruno, Bayonne: Mother Carolina
lonata. provincial. Archbishop
Boland; Vanda Emiliani, mis-
tress of novices; Carmela Fal
cone, Waterbury, Conn ; Mary
Ann Gardner. Trenton; and Es-
ther Balles, Schenectady;
Second row: Sisters Ann Ro
mano. New York. Lillian Ernest,
Jersey City ; Margaret Mary Ilea
ley, Jersey City, Beatrice Ena,
Baltimore: Geraldine Romano,
Schenectady: Mary Gintella,
Belleville, Anne Gervasio, Tren-
ton; Clotilda Buscaglia, Balti-
more; and Adele lhncn, Palisade
Park.
Msgr. William Furlong of Seton
Hall was preacher at the Mass
which was celebrated by Arch
bishop Boland Rev, Joseph Fer
reerhia, order chaplain, was
master of ceremonies.
FILIPPINI SISTERS: Twenty-four postulantswho re-
ceived the habit of the Religious Teachers Filippini
Aug. 30 are shown in the top picture. Newly professed
Filippini Sisters are shown with Archbishop Boland.
Ceramics Class
To Start Sept. 9
PATERSON The Aula Regis
ceramic ttudlo classes in cera-
mics conducted by the Missionary
Sisters of the Immaculate Con
ceptlon for lay persons will start
Sept. » in the New St studio
here
Classes are under direction of
Sister M. Emmanuel Ku, of Wei
llai Wei, Shantung, China, who
received her M A. in fine arts
from the Catholic University of
America. Sister Emmanuel is art
instructor at Tombrock Junior
College here which is conducted
by the order for the Sisters of
the community.
Registration for afternoon or
evening sessions may be made by
calling the Missionary Sisters of
the Immaculate Conception.
Women
around the
World
New habits have been adopted
by the Sisters of Charity of the
Blessed Virgin Mary whose
motherhouse is in Dubuque,
lowa. Anew headdress replaces
the hood and quilled border
which has distinguished the order
for 125 years since its foundings
by Mother Mary Frances Clarke
it. Philadelphia.
•
St. Bridget’s birthplace will be
j marked in Kinsta, Sweden, with
a cross to be dedicated in the
near future. Sweden's only can-
onized saint will be remembered
thanks to the donation from the
Brigittine Order of the Most Holy
Saviour, founded by St. Bridget
in 1344.
Essex to Hold
Devotions Sept. 4
WEST ORANGE The Subur-
ban Essex District Council of
Catholic Women will hold first
'Friday adoration at St. Josephs
'Church here at i pm. Sept 14.
I The council will also hold a
card party at the Immaculate
Heart of Mary parish hall, Maple-
wood, Oct. 8. Mrs. William Don-
nelly of Orange is chairman.
Haskell Rosary
Holds Outing
HASKELL A group of 42
members of the Rosary Altar So
ciety of St. Francis of Haskell
attended the Meadowhrook Din
ner Theater Aug. 18 Mrs Joan
Mulroy, new Rosary president,
made arrangements
Cloistered Life Is Cheered
LONDON (RNS) An estimated 4 million television
viewers were given » rare treat when, by special Vatican
permission, the British Broadcasting Corporation took
its cameras Inside a cloistered Carmelite convent at Presteign.
Radnorshire, North Wales.
Critics in the London press were unanimously impressed
with the program, citing in particular the gaiety and enthu-
siasm of the nuns, whose lives are not normally seen at
all hv outsiders.
The Mother Prioress explained the meaning of Carmelite
life and the reasons for the nuns' enclosure to a BBC inter-
viewer. Asked about the rule of silence, she replied. "Imagine
if a lot of women living togethrr were allowed to gossip.
They could create quite a little hell, couldn't they?”
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CATERERS
184 WIST 54th STREET
(oH Blvd ) BAYONNE, N. J.
FACILITIES FOR
* Wedding* * Shower*
* Banquet*
* Communion Breakfast*
• Office ond Plant
Luncheons
AT OUR OWN
FREE HALLS
ANY HALL YOU CHOOSE
- ★ -
DINNERS
. . . from $1.75
at
HI-HAT
HE 6-2187 - FE 9-1671
FREE PARKING
PERSONALITIES
ON CANVAS
Pr*m LIP| «r PHOTO . . tilt.
ARDEN STEELE
CEntar 9-0820
Ladies Catholic Benevolent Ass'n
l*gal Reserve life insurance for fhe Whole Family
Ma»a OHum MS W.it Si.tk Straat. Irw, fa.
MISS KATHERINE STANTON.
MRS. REGINA BREMSETH
204 Pronklm Str*t(
tloemfieU. N. J.
Supreme President
MRS. SARAH J. FELLER
Supreme TruitM
126 South 9th S'> v«t
Nework. N. J.
Good News!!!
He's Coming Back
World Famous Missionary - Lecturer - Author
REV. NARCISO ISRALA, S.J.
Aetfcer of wHiMhuil Iml Seller - ''Achieving Peace el Heart'*
Available far lectures
Sept. 15th to Dec. Ist. 1959
Aar orMuutiee or Pane* group tale reeled In having Hue Great Lee-
turer for talk*. Led urea. Dare of Recollection. Retreat*, etc . rati
TED LANGAN
*** s«»w»e erf. s»«* ox«|i, n. j. so s-sm
susjicts or uctusis
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Trappi&ts have been famous for
their home made bread for cen-
turies . . . Monks' Bread brings
back a long lost satisfaction
the simple joy of eating sub-
stantial, hearty bread. Rich In-
gredients, skillful kneading,
and great care in baking give
this bread its rare, superb
flavor. Monks' Bread, fall and
slender, firm in texture, brings
an exciting new discovery in
honest good eating to your
family table.
St. Joseph's, St. Bridget's Cop
Archdiocesan Baseball Honors
NEWARK Joe Mendes capped a week of good news
as he pitched St. Joseph’s Spanish, Newark, to the Newark
Archdiocesan CYO intermediate baseball championship on
Sunday.
The youngster, who was informed earlier that his CYO
exploits had earned him a schol-
arship to Fairleigh Dickinson
University, pitched a brilliant
two-hitter to edge Ed Jones of
Si Joseph's, Roselle, 2-0, in the
championship contest, at Newark
Schools Stadium.
Another Newark entry, St.
Francis Xavier, wasn't as for-
tunate in the junior contest, los-
ing its first of the year to St.
Bridget's, Jersey City, 3-2.
MENDES AND Jones hooked
up in a classic duel in the rain-
interrupted intermediate contest.
Both had given up a single hit
through the first six innings. In
the top of the seventh. Tom Ward
led off with a booming triple for
St. Joseph's.
After John Golba struck out for
the third time, Mendes got the
one run he needed for bis 36th
victory in CYO play as he laid
down a perfect squeeze bunt
along the first base line on the
first pitch. Mendes eventually
scored an Insurance tally as
shortstop Mike Kozzl successive-
ly bobblcd two ordinary infield
chances off the bats of Frank
Kovacs and Pat Clark.
Mendes, however, still had to
fzee his biggest test. And he did
it reassuringly, fanning the side
after Tom Farrell rifled one of
h's fast balls into right center
foi a triple to open the bottom
half of the inning.
JONES WAS also credited with
a two-hitter, and like Mendes he
struck out 14 men. Had he been
given top support St. Joseph’s,
too. would have had an oppor-
tunity to squeeze in a run and
continue the tie.
The only other hits of the game
were singles by Stan Wanat for
Roselle in the third and by Ward
for the Newarkers in the fourth.
Wanat reached third but died
there. The victory was the eighth
against one loss for the Newark-
ers.
The winning blow in the junior
contest proved to be Frank Fal-
to's inside-the-park homer for St.
Bridget's in the fourth frame off
losing pitcher Pat Piegari. It
was the fourth of five hits given
up by Piegari and the first of
two to Falco, who provided the
heroics for St. Bridget's.
NOT ONLY did his homer off-
set a seventh-inning shot into the
stands by Lou Prosperi of St.
Francis, but he came in to get
the last three outs of the game
after winning pitcher Ronnie
Knowski gave up a single to
pinch-hitter John Biondi. Falco's
stuff was so tricky that two balls
got away from his catcher and
Biondi got to third with the ty
ing run. St. Francis, which had
six hits, couldn't bring him
home, however. •
St. Bridget's broke the scoring
icc in the second frame with a
pair of runs on singles by Basil
B.ancamano and Lou Scerbo, a
walk to Falco and three errors,
two of them on a play on which
Falco scored.
St. Francis got one back in the
fourth when Lou Venturi, who
had doubled and moved to third
on a passed ball, scored on Ralph
Ciccone's infield grounder on
which St. Bridget's tried to cut
off the run at the plate. Venturi
and Bob Failla had two hit’ for
St. Francis.
Grid Preview
Begins Sept. 10
NEWARK Starting with
the issue of Sept. 10, The Ad-
vocate will present its preview
•f the I»S» football season, both
collegiate and scholastic.
The issue of Sept. 10 will
have the complete schedule for
North Jersey Catholic high
school teams as well as the
schedules of leading Catholic
college teams such as Notre
Dame, Holy Cross, Villanova,
etc. There will also be a story
ea the various North Jersey
athletes playing with these col-
leges.
On Sept. 17 will begin the se-
ries of three articles preview-
ing the IISS scholastic season.
The story in that issue will deal
with the six independent Cath-
eUe “A” teams. On Sept. 24,
the six Catholic “B” teams will
he dealt with, while on Oct. l,
the members of the Tri-County
Catholic "A” Conference will
he scrutinized.
Paterson Teams
In Fall Tourney
PATERSON The fourth an-
nul! Paterson Catholic High
School Fall Baseball Tournament
will open on Sept. 20. with St.
Bonavcnture attempting to pick
up ita third leg on the Michael
DeVita Trophy.
Victor in 1956 and 1958, the
Bonnies will draw a first round
bye and meet St. Mary's in a
semi-final game at Pennington
Park on Sept. 23. St. John's opens
play against Don Bosco Tech on
Sept. 20, with the winner meeting
St. Joseph's in the other semi-
final on the 23rd at Totowa Oval
Final game is set for Sept. 27.
the site depending on which
teams play for the title, Bill
Kehoe of Don Bosco Tech is
tournament director.
Seton Hall, Bees
Resume Rivalry
SOUTH ORANGE —Only one.
hut a very important, addition
has been made to the Seton Hall
football schedule for 1959, that
being the game with St. Bene-
dict's on Nov. 22 at Newark
Schools Stadium.
This will be the first meeting of
the pair since both were prep
school powers in the days prior
to World War 11. Seton Hall adopt-
ed high school rules more than a
decade ago and the Bees have
now followed suit, though not yet
a member of the NJSIAA.
Otherwise, Seton Hall will play
its usual mixture of Catholic and
public school rivals, including
Bloomfield, Trenton Catholic and
St. Michael's.
S»P< *. Bloomfield: Or I J. s mr|
K*«t Side. 10. rrrnton Catholic. 11. Rt.
MlchaH'a. 23. Ba>onne. Nov. 1. Pcpo Plus.
I. Immaculate* Conception! 14. Nov ark
Central. 22. St Benedict a.
Delbarton Lists
Seven Games
I MORRISTOWN
_ Delbarton
J School, undefeated in its last 27
'football games, lists seven con-
tests for the 1959 season, with an
open date Sept 26 to be filled
The Green Wave will play the
Isame seven schools it defeated on
the way to a perfect record last
Fall, five of them Ivy League
opponents, plus Blair Academy
and Hun School.
Co-captaini of the squad this
year will be Dennis Russell, sec-
end high scorer with 42 points
last season, and tackle Mike
Minnig.
s«pt J«. oprn; Orl S. Nawark
Academy. IS. C.rter.t School. *3. Mont-
cl*lr Academy. .11. Oratory School: No*
7. Blair Academy: 13. Morrlatown
School, away: 20. Hun School.
Szeigis Pitches
Yanks To Title
JERSEY CITY Led by Holy
Cross pitcher Jack Szeigis, the
Jersey City Yanks ran through
North Bergen in • three itraiglit
games to capture the Hudson
County Build Better Boys Sandlot
Association title.
Szeigis struck out 25 batters in
14 innings and collected five hits
in 10 tripa to the plate as he
hurled the Yanks to a 4 3 vic-
tory in the opening game, then
come back to finish off the best-
of-five series with e 9-1 triumph.
In the second game, former St.
Paul i CYO ace Pete DeLisa.
with an assist from Jeff Scheuer,
hurled the Yanks to a 7-3 deci-
aion. Szeigis played first base in
this game, taking part in three
double plays and collecting two
h<ta.
Other leading aluggeri for the
champions were Frank Machuga
of St. Peter's College with five
hits, Jack Gavin of St. Peter's
College with a perfect 3-for-3, in-
cluding a bases-loaded triple in
the final game and Joey Perrotta,
ex-Mt. Carmel CYO alar, who al-
so had five hits.
The Yanks completely domina-
ted the league batting statistics,
with DeLisa topping the loop at
.400, followed by Machuga at
.367, Szeigis at .364, Larry Hre-
biniak of St. Peter's at .346 and
Perrotta at .333. Szeigis lost the
pitching title to a former Little
ileague teammate, Jim Hensle of
' the Jersey City Giants, but
chalked up the most strikeouts,
52 in 37 Innings.
Field Day Set
At Hospital
LYONS The Catholic War
Veterans end Auxiliaries of New
Jersey will hold their 10th annual
Labor Day sports festival for
hospitalized veterans at the VA
hospital here on Sept. 7 at 1
p m. on the hospital grounds.
Some 500 patients are expect-
ed to take part in the games,
with prizes being awarded to in-
dividual winners. Highlight of the
festival will be a tug-of-war elim-
ination between patients of vari-
ous wards.
Arrangements are being made
by Paul V. Caffrey of Elizabeth,
state CWV executive hospital
chairman, and Ann F. Svoboda
of Roeelle, hospital chairman for
the auxiliary.
X-Country Meets
Set for Newark
NEWARK A series of nine
junior end senior cross-country
development races will be held
•t Branch Brook Park, starting
on Sept. 6, sponsored by the Cen-
tral Jersey Track Club.
Junior races, limited to ath-
letes 19 or under, will be from
2-3 to 3.7 miles, while the sen-
ior races will cover distances
from 3.7 to 6.3 miles. Entry fee u
23 cents and high school athletes
must hive written permission of
their coaches to participate.
Win Softball Crown
JERSEY CITY - The Alme-
gans of St. Paul's, Greenville,
defeated St. John's, 13-3, to win
the Hudson County Senior CYO
softball title with a perfect 9-0
record.
Press Box Paragraphs
An End to Boxing?
By Ed Grant
Aj if the summer isn't hot
enough —with the new tem-
perature-humidity index to re-
mind us how uncomfortable we
are the "sport" of boxing
has stirred up enough heat on
the sport pages to defrost Low-
er Slobbovia.
Now there is some reason
for debate on whether boxing is
really a sport and certainly
plenty of room for argument
as to its morality. Not the
morality of the denizens which
infest it; of that, unhappily,
there is little doubt. But the
simple fact of whether boxing,
at least professional boxing, is
itself immoral
Many theologians feel It is,
but there is no wish here to
drag them into the present dis-
cussion. Heaven knows, they
have enough trouble ahead of
them, trying to convince Amer-
ican courts that there is such
a thing as free will and that
criminals arc responsible for
their own actions.
THE PRESENT controversy
over arrangements for the first
Palterson-Johansson fight is
just another in a long scries of
exposures as to how thorough-
ly rotten the fight game is.
Patterson and Johansson seem
decent enough fellows them-
selves. but the chicanery which
swirled about them —that's
another story.
Followers of the fight game
have an aggravating habit of
sneering at other sports as
"kid's games" and claiming
that theirs is the only true
"man's game.” What man-
liness there is about characters
like Frankie Carbo and Blinky
Palermo to name two of box-
ing's so-called underworld
czars somehow escapes us.
Actually, there is something
quite childish about the way the
boxing business is run. No one
has any real control of the
situation. It's something like a
kid's game where, when one of
the players doesn't like the
way things are going, he picks
up his marbles and runs home.
THE BASIC FAULT of box
Ing lies in the very structure
cf the sport There is nothing
else quite like it. A champion
is allowed to set the time and
site of his title defense and
also pick his opponent. Box-
ing commissions may chew
their nails, issue edicts and
threaten suspensions But. un-
less the champion actually re-
tires. there's not much they
ran do about his reluctance to
fight. Witness the recent case
of Ray Robinson.
In any other sport, a cham-
pion holds his title for precise-
ly one year When the next sea
son rolls around, he starts from
scratch. Only in tennis, where
the Davis Cup champion plays
the survivor of a world wide
tournament, docs anything like
the boxing situation prevail
And let the Australians try to
duck out of the matches with
the United States next year on
the plea that the conditions at
Melbourne don't meet their ap-
proval.
OF COL'RSE, boxing has al-
ways been like this, since the
time Jim Figg was crowned
champion in England almost
250 years ago. A champion is
champion until beaten, and
some referees seem to have
added, under their breath, "un-
til he is knocked out ” That is,
of course unless he is open to
a healthy bribe and agrees to
go for a swim the evening of
the fight But, even in these
cases, the titles change hands
however dirty the hands are
In the ring Itself
Now this is a noble senti-
ment something like being
against sin —but it doesn’t
mean much when you look at
how i’s been mangled. If "a
champion is champion until
beaten" is to mean anything,
he must be ready to fight any
respectable challenger with suf-
ficient notice. And the control
of the flght's arrangement
must not be in the hands of his
manager, or of some shady
underworld figures
ONE ARGUMENT that has
been used to delay fights in the
past has been that boxers need
a great deal of time in which
to train. They must go off into
the mountains, commune with
nature and live a Spartan exist-
ence for several months. These
things can't be arranged on an
overnight basis.
That theory was exploded in
cards when Ingo leveled his
right hand —a hand he hadn't
even used in training camp
on Patterson's cranium.
Nothing quite like Ingo's train
ing methods had ever been
seen in this country. We don't
pretend to endorse his every
move as ideal for athletic train-
ing purposes, but he did win
the fight, didn't he’
This victory may have been
the best thing that ever hap-
pened to boxing. Let the heavy-
weight title stay out of the
United States lor as long as it
has b<?en here In the interval
two things might happen: (1)
boxing might be cleaned up
with the big money gates no
longer tempting the mob; (2)
boxing might just wither away.
We prefer the second alterna-
tive
OR. THERE could be another
end to boxing. That amazing
man, Archie Moore, might be
persuaded to extend his secret
dieting regimes to the limit,
train down to flyweight size,
then work up the scale annex-
ing all eight of the world titles
on the way. including Ingo's.
When Moore is then the
champion of champions, it
could surely be possible to per-
suade the adventurous old gent
to become one of the first
passengers to Mars. He could
take the eight boxing titles
with him and let the Martians
worry about bow to handle this
shoddy sport.
Irish to Play
Two Night Gaines
NORTH ARLINGTON Queen
of Peace hat added St. Cecilia’s
to its 1959 football schedule tu
complete Its list of rivals in the
Tri-County Catholic ‘'A'’ Confer-
ence.
The Irish have dropped St
Peter's (New Brunswick) snd
Pascack Valley and, at present,
have just eight games listed. In-
dependent rivals include Harri
son, St. Luke's and Our Lady of
the Valley.
There will he two night games
on tne schedule, one to open the
season at Harrison on Sept. 25,
the other with St. Cecilia's at
Harrison on Oct. 9.
S»pl 3. Harmon, away im, Oct 4.
Immarulata. away. Ocl I. SI tacllla'a
<N>; U. W. Joseph*!, away. ». M |.u*a'a.
•W, T* So*. l. Don Boaco. away. I. Our
Ladjr oi tt>« Valley, away. 24. Pope Plus
Ernst, Smith
In Star Roles
JERSEY CITY - With Vinnle
Ernst of St. Aloysius and Bill
Smith of St. Peter's College in
leading roles, Jersey City proved
a poor host by walking off with
the Department of Parks Stale
Outdoor Basketball Tournament
title, defeating Cliffsid* Park, 64-
53, on Aug 27.
Ernst starred as playmaker
and was named to the tourney’s
all-star squad along with team-
mates Bob McLoughlin, former
St. Joseph's star, and Doug (doe
of North Carolina. Smith contrib-
uted a doien points to the win
nlng margin
Others named to the all star
squad included Bill Raftery of
St. Cecilia's, who played for
Kearny, and John Crotty, former
St. Peter’s Prep ace, who starred
for a Bayonne squad.
Eileen Hastic Wins
State Archery Title
PHILLIPSBURG
- Eileen
Untie followed in her (liter
Carol'* footitepi is ahe won the
New Jeraey junior girls field
archery title here on Aug. 30
with a score of Ml.
Now competing in tha women's
division, lft-year-old Carol placed
third behind world champion
Mra. Ann Corby with a tally of
•to. Leon Greff, eousin of the
two Haatie girla, placed second
in the Junior boya’ division with
704.
College Grants
To All-Stars
JERSEY CITY - Four Cath
clic high school players have re-
ceived scholarship offers or
grants as a result of their par-
ticipation in the Hudson Countv
Essex County Scholarship Bowl
Game on Aug. 20.
Bob Modarelli of St. Peter's
was awarded a full scholarship
at V M 1., George Tyson of Im-
maculate Conception received a
full scholarship at Delaware State
and Charlie O'Connell of Seton
Hall earned a four-year grant at
Kings Point Merchant Marine
Academy.
In addition. Al Reinoso of St
Benedict's received a 11.000
grant as the outstanding player
on the Essex squad, lie will use
this to enroll at Villanova.
Couch Returns
To St. Joseph's
WEST NEW YORK - A re
sumption of rivalry with St. Mi-
chael's (UC) on Nov. 22 will fea-
ture the 1959 St. Joseph's football
schedule, which also sees the
school debut in the Tri-County
Catholic "A" Conference.
Bergen Catholic is the other
newcomer to the nine-game list,
filling out the conference sched-
ule. There will be independent
games with Demarest, Kerris
and Immaculate Conception in
addition to the league contests
After a year's absence, Art
CoucirsyiU return to coach at the
school with Brother Gabriel,
K.S.C., serving as football mod-
erator.
s#ec r. s«i« CsUwUci Oct. ». r«*«
Smm *i7*Vm i is* |
rum. nv; a at rwilu's, is, I—-
mist* Cm sett ml a. SL ■sßeßb
Lakers Enter
Soccer Loop
SPARTA Our Lady of the
Lake will be among the four en*
tries in the soccer league which
will open activity for the newly
formed Northwest Jersey Confer-
ence thia Fall.
Sussex. Blair Academy J. V
and Blairstown are the other en
tries m the circuit, with Morris
Catholic and Hamburg not field
ing teams. Ken Slattery, athletic
director at Our Lady of the Lake,
will also aerva as coach of the
soccer team.
Slattery also announced last
week that the Lakers will prob
ably have a wrestling team this
winter with tentative matches
row scheduled with Morris Hills
Regional, Hackettstown and the
J-V. Mike Perona will coach
the matmen.
Auto Racing
Is Criticized
BERU.N (RNS) - Catholic
and Protestant churchmen and
publications here voiced sharp
criticism of automobile races
which they said "no longer have
anything to do with sports or
technical progress but only cater
to the greed for sensationalism."
They placed part of the blame
on the public, who by attendance
support this "frenzied, high speed
driving which endangers both
drivers and spectators."
The criticisms followed a num-
ber of acidents in a recent sports
car race in West Berlin during
which oos driver was lulled and
several others injured.
Fielding Fails as Bayway
Is Halted in Legion Bid
BRISTOL, Conn. In throe wild games, the Bayway
Post of Elizabeth bowed out of the Mid-AtlanticAmerican
Legion Junior Baseball tournament held here Aug. 21-23.
Buzzy Fox’s boys dropped an opening game to West
Hartford, 8-6, took a second round contest from Albany,
®-7, but then were eliminated by
Rhode Island, 6-5, in an 11-in-
ning affair.
All three games were strictly
hitting parties, with none of the'
starting pitchers able to go the
route. Bayway ace Bill Henry was
was bombed out of the opening
game in a six-run fifth inning,!
but it was Mike Gaines who took
the loss after the Elizabeth boys
tied it up again in their next
turn at bat.
ALBANY LF.D Bayway, fi t. aft
er three and a half innings of the
second round game, but Jim Man
hardt singled and homcrcd to
lead two rallies which pulled out
the victory for relief pitcher
Vince Kazalonis, also the hitting
hero of the series with six hits in
14 trips to the plate.
Gaines started the final nit.
followed to the mound by John
ny Cop, Kazalonis and Henry
Bayway outhit the Rhode Island
team, 11-8, in this one. and also
had six walks, but threw the
game away with 12 errors Des
pite the poor fielding, the game
was deadlocked, 55. until Bob
Johnson of Central Kails rounded
the bases on a hit down the left
field line which, got lost In tha
trees.
“ '
”
Figures released last week re-
seated that Billy Murray. Bay-
way’s star second baseman had
won the Union County American
legion Junior League batting ti-
tle with a .444 average and 16
hits and 14 runs scored in 36
at bats. Adam Florczak of Bay-
way placed fourth at .359 and
Gene O'Sullivan, a Holy Trinity
student playing for Westfield, was
sixth at .340.
Bonnies Add
4 to Schedule
ST BONAVENTURE, \ Y -
St. Bonavcnture University \v:ll
play (our new opponents in has
ketball this season, it has been
announced Newcomers include
Texas Southern, Poriland, Sarta
Clara and Marquette, all to ho
met in home games
The Bonnies are also scheduled
to play in the eighth annual lto'i-
dav Festival in New York, Dee,
26-30. It will mark their first ap
pearance in the tournament
Coach Eddie Donovan of Eliza-
beth will have his work cut out
for him this season. He loses
four key men.
McDonough Wins
National Honor
UTICA, N Y. Dick McDon
otigh of Seton Hall Prep captur-
ed the national junior AAU 100-
yard free style title at the New
York State swimming champion-
ships on Aug 31.
The Pony Pirate star, who en
ters senior year at the South
Orange school this month, was
timed in 52.9 as he edged Dick
Williams of Indianapolis by a
tenth of a second.
St. Benedict's
To Play Pirates
NEWARK—A resumption of its
rivalry with Seton Hall after a
gap of more than 20 years high-
lights the St. Benedict's football
schedule for 1959, a schedule
which still has two dates to fill.
Coach Joe Kasbergcr has open
dates on the weekends of Sept.
26 27 and Nov. 14-15. Either high
school or prep teams would be
welcome as opponents.
In addition to Seton Hall, New
York Military Academy has been
added to the 1959 schedule and
will be played in the opening
came on Oct. 3 The date with
the Pony Pirates is for Nov. 22.
evt 3. New Vftfk Military Academy. f,
\alls-y. »vx ar (Ni, 17. Peddle. ZS. Mt M.
Michael t Ji. nM I . Nov. 7. Newarfc
Central; 23. Ke4o« Hall
[?]rish to Close
With St. Joseph
UNION CITY—A change of end-
of season opponents from St Ben-
edict s to St Joseph's marks the
only alteration in the St. Mi-
chael's football schedule for 1959.
The Irish will again be playing
in the Hudson County Intcrschol-
astir Athletic Association and will
preview their campaign in that
loop's jamboree on Sept 20 Den-
nis Papa and Dan Kane will eo-
captain the club, which started
training at Camp Carrig Kenny,
on Sept 1.
Sepc 23. I ninn Hill, .w.y rs>. Or! *.
IVmarrsi 11. Flmrraon. it. Srton l!al| v
• 25. Memorial, away. ji. Dicklnao*.
* Maaa ». away. 11.
I hillipahurt. away «N)j 22. fit Joseph a.
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RECEIVES GRANT - Maria DelBuono, St. Francis
Xavier, Newark, CYO member receives a health schol-
the Essex County Chapter of the National Foundation,
arship award from James J. McMahon, chairman of
Maria was one of four Essex County students so hon-
ored and will use her grant to study physical therapy.
‘Miss Universe1 Sponsors
To Heed Clergy Criticism
LONG BEACH, Calif. (N(?) Sponsors of the “Miss
Universe contest have announced plans for anew beauty
pageant in which contestants will appear in attire other
than bathing suits.
They said they were acting as a result of “objections
. . . from various religious
groups
"
The new competition would be
t'tled the International Beauty
Congress." They said they de-
cided on anew name because
they refused to pay a swimming
suit company, which owns the ti-
tle "Miss Universe," for con-
tinued use of the name.
The 1959 Miss Universe contest
be ca me a center of controversy
when a Catholic girl from the
Santa Fe Archdiocese said she
would participate despite a warn-
ing from Archbishop Edwin V.
Byrne that she and her family
would be denied the Sacraments
if she did However, the girl lat-
er withdrew from the contest.
Catholic girls from the Omaha
Archdiocese and the Lafayette
Diocese also withdrew from
beauty contests this summer aft-
et Church officials in their Secs
opposed the competitions on the
gmunds that they offended mod
esty.
| In New Orleans, Archbishop
Joseph K Rummel issued a
I statement in July on the eve of
a beauty pageant there, express-
ing unqualified disapproval to all
such contests. He stated that
"beauty contests certainly come
within the classification of dem-
onstrations which violate correct
standards of Christian virtue.”
Award Winner
To Enter Convent
MILTON, Mass. (RNS) Peg
gy Nichols, winner of last year's
Outstanding Catholic Youth of
America award, will enter the
Sisters of St. Joseph in Framing-
ham, Mass., Sept. 8.
Peggy is known to thousands
of teenagers in the Boston area
through her column in "The Pi-
lot,” weekly newspaper of the
archdiocese. She ha* been writ-
ing her "Youth Speaks" column
for five years.
Peacock Freshmen
Start on Sept. 8
i JERSEY CITY - St Peter's
College will welcome its incoming
freshman class on Sept 8 9 with
registration, followed by a five-
day orientation period, Sept. 10
15
I Classes begin on Sept. 18.
1 Upperclassmen will register
Sept. 10 11, with first classes
scheduled for Sept. 17. The Mass
of the Holy Spirit will be offered
Sept. 18 at St. Aedan’s.
Act—Don't Just Talk—Bishop McNulty Tells NFCCS Delegates
ST. LOUIS The necessity
for the Catholic intellectual to
translate his knowledge into his
personal Hfe provided the
theme of Bishop McNulty's
■address to the 18th annual
convention of the National
Federation of Catholic College
Students here on Aug. 31.
The Bishop, who sewes as
episcopal moderator of the or-
ganization, charged the dele-
gates with the responsibility of
using their Catholic education
as “a leaven and active force
of Christianity in American
life.”
The Biblical incident of the
Pharisee who correctly quoted
thq law of love (Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God with all
thy heart, etc.) to Our Lord
was cited by Bishop McNulty
as a prime example of an in-
tellectual who did not follow up
his words with action.
"THE LAW of God was not
in his (the Pharisee's) heart.
He faulted on his approach to
Our Lord. Then 'seeking to Jus-
tify himself,’ as the Evangelist
records, he began to talk soma
more. That is typical. When
one is reluctant to act, he
loves to talk.
“Our Blessed Savior went
along with him. He illustrated
this law of love: the law of
fraternal charity by the par-
able of, the Good Samaritan
and having concluded His les-
son He said to the lawyer:
‘Go and do likewise'; go and
do. not Just go and talk.’;
Pointing out the sacrifices
which the delegates had made
to attend the convention. Bishop
McNulty added: "It must be
a worthy objective that would
justify such sacrifice
.
. . Our
purpose is to breathe life into
(our) splendid constitution, to
create standards of excellence
for the various commissions on
the campus, to infuse the spirit
of love, the Spirit of Christ
into the souls of our students.
"AMERICA our beloved
America needs so badly to-
day Our Beloved Christ. When
Our Savior is known and lov-
ed, virtue and peace flourish.
When Our Lord is not known
and therefore not loved,/ all
manner of evil, prejudice and
injustice burden the minds of
men, even gifted minds whose
education has been neither
moral nor. religious."
Bishop McNulty reminded the
delegates that Pope Pius XII
had counseled Americans that
"Radical-remedies are urgent-
ly needed in human society but
few of them are as urgent as
diffusion of religious
And Pope John XXIII "exhorts
us to excel in virtue that we
may be more capable defenders
of the Church and of our coun-
try.”
The warnings against atheis-
tic communism given by Car-
dinal Cushing and Bishop Sheen
at the recent World Congress
of Sodalities, held at Seton Hall,
were also cited by Bishop Me-
"Nulty to point up the spiritual
dangers of our day. He then
added:
“AMONG THE distinguished
visitors (at the Congress) were
exiles from the captive nations.
Some had been in the United
States before. From what they
read and from what they see,
they detect a sickness of the
spirit in America. They find
increasing signs of godlessness,
similar to the conditions in their
homelands before the violent
assaults of communism.
“The signs of the virus of
communism are a listlessness
of spirit; a stupid compla-
cency; an impatient or an
angry refusal to be hot hired
by trouble; an allergy for
hard work; a recession from
Christian principles of life.
The progress of communism
is measured by the recession
from Christianity."
As an antidote to this virus,
the Bishop asked the delegates
to "bring Christ the Savior of
men, to Americans.” He cited
three paths by which this might
be done:
• Prove in your own sacra-
mental life a deep personal love
for God;
• Create a definite Christian
Influence among your fellow
students and associates and do
not fall into step with pagan
attitudes;
• Teach religion to children
in grammar schools and to
high school students.
“TOUR EDUCATION In a
Catholic college is not an ac-
cumulation of ideas distantly
related," the Bishop continued.
"Together with the completely
accredited crrricula of secular
subjects in a Catholic college,
we have the assimilation of
ideas whereby we grow and
develop personality.
"To say of’a Catholic col-
lege student or graduate that
hr is and acts just like every-
one else Is a sad insult and
a mark of his failure. It
describe* Ut failure In hit
faith.
“The Catholic intellectual
reads clearly God's lesson in
life and breathes deeply the
Spirit of God. The Spirit of God
is never weak nor listless nor
vacillating. Such a thought
would be blasphemous."
AS A FINAL thought. Bishop
McNulty urged the students not
to divorce themselves from pa-
rochial and civic works:
“The Iron Curtain and th*
Bamboo Curtain are devices of
hatred and fear, the agents of
cruelty.
“A sheepskin curtain is a Uc
vice of cruelty. It is cruel for
a Catholic intellectual to iso-
late himself from his parish
and from his civic community
when he has so many values
desperately needed today.
“May your Intellectual gift*
find their noblest expressions,
not in the wizardry of words
but in the Way of Love Lova
of God and Love of Neighbor.”
The Time of Your Life
Remember Your Dad
By Rev. Gabriel W. Hafford
Labor Day has become an important day
to Catholic fathers since the Holy Father has
seen fit to have it celebrated as a second
Feast day of St. Joseph the Worker. It is just
the right time to give a lot of thought to the
work that the father of the family does week
after week all through the
year. And it is just the right
time to pray to St. Joseph for
our fathers. Most men have
to admit that they actually
did not appreciate all their
fathers did until they became
the main breadwinner them-
selves. Even though you may
not be able to appreciate
what your father is doing for
you now, at least pray that
St. Joseph will help him do his duty.
No Rivalry
Mans hostility to man is the least human
quality about us. because we are supposed to
think and live like the children of God that
we are. There is no reason for any one of us
to hold in suspicion the motives of others. We
ought to live like members of a family who are
going to be reunited for eternity. If we cannot
get along with others on earth, how can we
expect to live in eternity with them'’
On* Hundred Years
On Aug. 28, 1859, the first oil well was drilled
successfully in Pennsylvania. We have done a
lot with oil these past hundred years, and ought
to thank God for putting the stuff in the ground
for us. At the same time we ought to make up
our minds that we shall not waste any of tha
natural resources that God has provided us with.
We do have responsibilities in this regard.
Hopeful Sign
One of the fact gathering agencies just came
out with a report on young people. One statistic
pleased me. Four ouKof five young ladies state
that they would like to own sewing machines.
They did not mention that they would like to
put their mothers to work stitching things up for
themselves, so it looks pretty good. Just from
reading the ads I have come to the conclusion
that it would save a lot of money if a girl could
sew her own clothes. Kind out about such things
before you get thinking seriously about the fu-
ture, men. It also helps to know that the
liir young thing has had her appendix out.
Guns and Guifors
To a visitor in America it must seem that
we have become a nation of guitar mountain
music and western pictures. During the past two
weeks I have listened to so much••Glory” music
in the South that I nave come to the conclusion
that many people down there think semi-reli-
gious music fed them through their radio sta-
tions is all that is necessary for them as far as
religion goes. They think they have enough reli-
gion because they hear “Glory” stuff all through
the day. TV westerns are another matter that
shows a poverty in expression. Gun play and
brawls are taken so much for granted that one
begins to wonder if television could exist with-
out them. It may be a case of economy, since
the horses don’t ask for a raise and television
advertising is expensive, but something has to
give. Many persons who are fed up with such
entertainment have switched to hi-fi and stereo,
and seem to be doing right well. Is that going
to be the answer?
Decent Disks and Suitable Songs
Who's Sorry Now - Blueberry Hill (Victor)
Rockin' Strings; Gonna Have Myself a Ball -
Bermuda - Kin-NI-Ki-Nlc (Victor) The Crew-
Cuts; Joey’s Song . Ooh Look-a-There, Ain’t She
Pretty (Dccca) Bill Haley; Oo La La La ■ A
Little Girl Cried (Victor) Barbara Evans; The
Big Operation - The Shake (Capitol) Van Alex-
ander; Whisper Whisper - Should I (Liberty)
Patience and Prudence.
Angeltown—Carlssima (Victor) Bob Thomp-
son; Yalaloo Watusl Wedding (Victor) Hugo
and Luigi; Trail Blaxer Scraunchy (Victor)
Buddy Morrow; Django’s Castle 800 800
Stick Beat (Victor) Chet Atkins.
Bast News Yet
Here is good news for record buyers who
don’t want to spend their record money foolish-
ly. The Young Peoples Club of St. Nicholas
parish, Milwaukee, has gone to the trouble
of listing all the records that appeared in De-
cent Disks and Suitable Songs for the past year,
and they have published the list. It Is yours
for a dollar, and you send for it by addressing
your request to St. Nicholas Young Peoples Club,
5353 N. Green Bay Ave., Milwaukee, 9. Wis.
Please, don't send requests to me. Send them
directly to the address above.
Essex Bowlers
To Organize
NEWARK An organizational
i meeting of the Essex County CYO
I Senior Co-Ed Bowling League .will
[be held Sept. 8 at Blessed Sacra-
ment, starting at 8 p m.
Joseph Lyons of Newark will
again direct league operations,
due to begin in October. He will
also direct the CYO development
leagues for boys and girls, start-
ing in January.
Rev. Vincent F. Affanoso, coun-
ty CYO director, announced that
only parishes affiliated with the
Essex County Council of Catholic
Youth will be eligible to enter.
Last year, 22 teams competed,
with St. Casimir’s, Newark, win-
ning for the third year in a row.
Young adults, 19-26, who are
registered CYO members in their
own parish, will be eligible to
roll in the senior circuit.
Bayley Opens Sept. 8
MADISON Incoming fresh-
men will report to Bayley Ellarif
High School on Sept. 8 at 1 p.m.,
while upperclassmen are due to
return on Sept. 9 at 8:20 a m.
Full sessions will begin Sept. 9
Philly Corps Cops Title
In Senior Dream Contest
JERSEY CITY In one of the closest finishes in
years, the Reilly Raiders of Philadelphia retained their
senior title at the National Dream Contest for drum and
bugle corps, held Aug. 30 at Roosevelt Stadium before
26,000.
The Philly corps posted an 89 00
acore, edging Out the Hawthorne
Caballeros, who tallied 88.45, and
Archer-Eppler of Upper Darby,
Pa., which had 88.40.
In the junior division, St. Kev-
in's of Boston outscored the Sel-
den Cadets, the Audubon AU-Glrl
Bon-Bons and the Paterson Ca-
dets. St. Vincent’s Cadets of
Bayonne, as host corps, restrict-
ed themselves to an exhibition.
HOWEVER, St. Vincent s post-
ed a close victory over St. Kevin’s
in a contest sponsored by St.
Vincent's of Madison on Aug. 29.
The Bayonne corps tallied 88.15
in this affair to 85.85 for St. Kev-
in's and 84.85 for Selden. St.
Lucy's of Newark placed sixth
Blessed Sacrament's Golden
Knights had the weekend off fol-
lowing their successful defense
of the American Legion national
title at Minneapolis, but will be
back on the turf on Sept. 5. com-
peting in the Veterans Centennial
Competition in Emmaus, Pa. St.
James of BalUmore will provide
the chief opposition there.
Next clash of St. Vincent’s and
the Golden Knights will be at the
American Legion atate champion-
ships on Sept. 12 at Wildwood.
Since distance prevented the
Knights from attending the
V.F.W. national tournament on
the West Coast this season, vic-
tory in this affair would complete
a three-way “Little Slam" as they
have already won the state
V.F.W. crown, as well as national
Legion honors.
Enrollment Peak
At Don Bosco
RAMSEY Don Bosco High
School begins Its 44th year Sept.
15 with 700 students, its largest
enrollment, announced Very Rev.
Chester A. Wisniewski. S.D.B.
director. Four days of orien-
tation, one each for the various
classes on Sept. 9, 10, 11 and
14, precede the opening date
Two classrooms have been add-
ed to accommodate the increased
numbers. Expanded library facil-
ities and anew press box and
broadcasting booth for the foot-
ball field are among improve-
ments at the school.
An important addition to the
academic program is the new
diagnostic center for speech and
reading improvement. An extra
year of modern language and new
courses in mathematics and phy-
sical sciences complete the “new
look" at Don Bosco.
Eight more teachers bring the
faculty up to 30 religious and
lay members.
Holy Spirit Mats
Opens Gael's Year
RUTHERFORD The ichool
year at St. Mary's High School
will begin Sept. 10 with a Mass
of the Holy Spirit. Registration
was held the morning of Sept. 2.
Uniforms for the twiriers and
color guard were distributed on
'Sept. L
Youth Group Raps
Khrushchev Visit
DETROIT (NC) - A resolution
which expressed “great appre-
hension” over the coming visit
of Soviet Premier Khrushchev to
this country was adopted at the
46th national Knights of Lithuania
convention here and forwarded
to President Eisenhower.
The Knights of Lithuania Is an
organization for young people ol
Lithuanian descent In the United
States and Canada.
The resolution said that Khrush-
chev's sctions regarding the Ber-
lin situation, the Geneva Confer-
ence and the observance In this
country of Captive Nations Week
“has demonstrated that he con-
tinues to frustrate the hopes for
peace the world has."
PROMOTE MISSIONS: Delegates from the East, including Newark, were among
student representatives from 31 major seminaries affiliated with Catholic Stu-
dents’ Mission Crusade who met in Cincinnati to expand programs of voluntary
study and vocation promotion. Seated from left are Daniel Maloney, Robert Strot-
man and James Coffey of Maryknoll; standing, Francis Walker, Atonement Fa-
thers' Seminary, Saranac Lake; John T. Catoir, Immaculate Conception Seminary,
Darlington; Gerard E. Hammond and Edward Whelan of Maryknoll.
Tax-Aided School
Orders Catholics
To AttendChapel
PITTSFIELD, Me. (NO All
students of Maine Central Insti-
tute here, Catholics included, will
be required to attend chapel
services at the high school. Prin-
cipal Edward A Stanley has or
dered.
This is the school where 13
Catholic students stayed away
from baccalaureate services last
June and consequently were bar
red from commencement exer
cises. They received their diplo-
mas later by calling at the pnn
cipal's office.
The non-sectarian institute is
the only high school here. It has
many boarding students High
schoolers who reside in Pittsfield
also attend and their tuition is
paid with tax funds. The nearest
Catholic high school is in Bangor,
about 35 miles away
Local Protestant clergy offi-
ciate at the institute's chapel
services, held three or four times
a month. Mr. Stanley said that
Rev. Samuel Dougan. pasor of
St. Agnes Catholic church here,
has declined invitations to par-
ticipate.
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Marylawn
of the Oranges
South Orange
Day School for Girl*, Col-
lego Preparatory, Special
course* in Art, Music,
Drama, Driver Education.
Athletic Progrom.
for information coll
SO 2-9222
THE FRANCISCAN FATHERS
Third Order Regular of St. Franeit
Offer to Young Men and Boy* special opportunities
to itudy for the Priesthood, lack of funds no obstacle.
For further Information, write to
DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONS
Franciscan Preparatory Seminary
P. O. Box 219, Hollldaysburg 6, Penna.
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THE
TBINITAHIAN FATHEHS
offer an opportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order, lack of funds no Impediment.
Write toi
.VOCATION DIRECTOR. O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore 8, Maryland
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SAVE FOR THE FUTURE
With Safety and Dividends!
Divtdened wot July 1.1959 3*^%
Compounded Quarterly
• Each saver is Insured up to f 10,000
• Legal for trust funds
• Savings up to Sept. 15th earn
dividends from Sept. Ist.
,
• Mall accounts Invited
GgawQßiMowvHbfr AND LOWgTTH
221 Wai
WN« aoltwite WiWaMPI
rvuye ScuHngA l]
4 T» I/lAN ASSOCIATION * | I
11 athlngten St. at Book St., Newark
Across from Bamberger's • MA 3-7090
OHN MON. t MiPX. t to 4 P.
M
Dedicate your life to Christ
and His Blessed Mother In
helping teen-age girls with
problems . . . become a
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTivmesi
SmI«I Wtrk. THChlna.
Hurting, Cltrlul WMk. •*+.
rw rurlh.r InfunuUcn wrtU Sm
moths* sureeioe
Ctnvtnt •* tftt OmS t>n>ilS
iAu—u*
H. i.
Marylawn
of the Oranges
South Orange
Elementary ichool for
glrli. French taught from
gradei 1 to 8, alio Art,
Muilc and Athletic pro-
gram.
for Information call
SO 2-9222
SPE^K
WtftSfcff
Attend a FREE
DEMONSTRATION
•f Ih*
DALE CARNEGIE
COURSE
NEWARK
Thwrt. S«pt. 10 0:00 P.M
Tims. S*pt. 15 0:00 P.M.
ESSEX HOUSE
prtMitled kjr
UIKISIIP & SUES
TIJIININB INSTITUTE OF N.I.
JE 8-6651
“OVER THE HILLS
AND FAR AWAY
"
or the equivalent. It the "hymn" tunc by the people of Chrk-
ktltl. (Trlchur) at they path their way through the denar for-
ett on the way to thr pariah Churrh.
Thlt It anew tillage which haa
tprung up In the depthi of the for-
eat In recent years. The entire vll-
—
**** U Catholic but they have not
£«. keen able to build a pariah Church
because they were too busy trying
to keep alive and safe from the wild
animals which surround them on all
aides. This month they managed It
elear enough land and they bate bo-
gun to gather materials. They art
ready to begin to erect their own
Church. Can you help them? The
cost will be $4,M4. Perhaps you would like to offer this Church
aa a birthday present to Our Lady (Feast September •>.
St S>,.
Tit Ha/y Father) Maim AjJ
far the Onmul Chtmh
HAVE YOU THOUGHT OF YOURSELF RECENTLY? OUR
SUSPENSE PLAN FOR GREGORIAN MASSES WILL HELP
YOU WHEN YOU CAN NOT AND OTHERS MAY NOT PRAT
FOR YOUR ETERNAL HAPPINESSI ASK ABOUT IT.
LONELY SACRIFICE AND QUIET PRAYER It a good de-
'arrlption of thr life of a missionary priest. JAMES and ABRA-
HAM know this full well because
they hare lived among missionaries all
their lives. They have seen them In ac-
tion . . . they know their loneliness and
hardship. They wish to follow them be-
cause they feel Christ is calling them to
be mlsaionaries among their own people.
They are ready to make the sacrifice
. . . there Is one thing lacking. Each boy
must have a sponsor who will pay $lOO
a year for necessary expenses during the six year period of I
Inary training. WtU yow help?
LABOR DAY MEANS THE END OF THE SUMMER AND THR
BEGINNING OF SERIOUS PROBLEMS FOR MONSIGNOR
RYAN . . . YOU CAN HELP HIM BY SENDING A REFUGEE
CHILD TO SCHOOL FOR A TERM ... $23 WILL DO IT.
SISTER ODETTE and SISTER CELESTINE wish to )otn the
ranks of the heroic women who serve the poor and outcast In
the holy city of Jerusalem. Each girl has left
her home, friends and family and now la
ready to follow the call of Christ. There la
bwt one. thing lacking—a sponsor who win
be able to pay her necessary ripe uses of s!s•
a year during the two year period of novi-
tiate training. Perhaps you are the answer
“to a nun's prayer."
SEASONS COME AND GO BUT A CHILD'S APPETITE GOES
ON FOREVER... REFUGEE CHILDREN ARE NO EXCEPTION.
$lO WILL STILL TEED A REFUGEE FAMILY FOR A WEEK.
(CHILDREN INCLUDED!)
A NEW SEASON
... A FRESH START . . . before you be-
come too Involved ha the problems of the Fall perhaps yew
aalght give soma thought to the MISSION CLUBS. The dues are
$1 a month and a prayer a day for the particular work af the
Club. Yew can loin far your own Intention or Is memory af a
loved one.
MARY*B BANK... for tho PALACE OF GOLD ... far
support af novices. the aging.
ORPHAN’S BREAD ... for BASILIANS ... for echoed
abandoned children. CHRYSOSTOMS ... far sem-
MONICA GUILD . a . I# far- laarliat.
nUh chapels.
DAMIEN LEPER FUND ... to ease the pain of the entrant.
GIVE TO WIN THE WORLD FOR CHRJSTI
tast(Dissionsf^i
FRANCIS CARDINAL I SPCUMAN, President #
Mawr. Peter P.Toehy, MWI Ses'y'
Send eR asawneakedane tw
CATHOUCiMAIiKASTiWfIFAM ASSOCIATION. •
4<o LwxingtonAww.of 46tfi St. NwwYwrk'l7,N.Y*
St. Margaret’s Campaigns to Get
Public School Students in CCD
JfTJLK FERRY-St. Margar-
TW*„
C ° nf ?t * niit Jr of ChriitianDoctrine ii conducting a cam-
P*i«n with letter*. po*ter*. a bul-
letin and *pecial sermons to
2*“ obligation of public
classes
,tuden,i 10 * t,end religion
RegUtration for the CCD high
•cnool of religion will be Sept. 9
M 5 p m. v |
In a letter to parents of public
*ch»l teenagers. Rev. Charles i
G. Stengel. CCD director, stress-1
™the importance of parental!
cooperation in bringing youth to
Christ. .
Sermons at all Masses Sunday
will discuss the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine, and a bul-
letin to be distributed at all
Masses will urge relatives and
neighbors to encourage parents
to see that their teenagers attend
classes.
The school term will open with
a rally at which Father Stengel
and John Dublin, chairman of
teachers, will speak. Last year's
enrollment was 158.
Pray for Them
Sister Raymond Was Caldwell's First Dean
CALDWELL Sister Mary Raymond. OP, the first
dean of Caldwell College for Women, died early Aug. 31
at Mt. St. Dominic. Sister Raymond, 83. had served also
as principal of the three academies operated by the Sisters
of St. Dominic of Caldwell in the Newark Archdiocese.
Born May 6. 1878. in Ellenberg.
N. Y., Sister Raymond waa the
daughter of the late Benjamin
and Ellen Burma Sandiford. After
being graduated from Massachu-
setts State Normal School and
studying French in Quebec, she
taught in the Lawrence, Mass.,
public school system.
She entered the convent of tH*
Sisters of St. Dominic, then lo-
cated in Jersey City, on Sept. 8,
1904. and was professed July 16.
1906. She began her career as a
school administrator almost im-
mediately after her entrance,
serving as principal of St. Dom-
inic Academy, Jersey City, while
she was still a novice. *
SISTER RAYMOND was prin-
cipal of St. Dominic's from 1904
to 1916; principal of Mt. St.
Dominic Academy, Caldwell,
1918-22, and principal of Lacor-
daire .School, Upper Montclair,
1922-39.
In 1939, when the Sisters of St.
Dominic founded Caldwell Col-
lege, Sister Raymond became its
first dean, a post she held until
1952. In 1952 she took up the
duties of dean of_ women until
illness forced her retirement two
years ago. At various times she
taught Latin, French and English
at the college.
Sister Raymond held the A B.
and M.A. degrees from Catholic
University of America, and the
Ph D. from Fordham University.
She had also received an honor-
ary doctor of laws degree from
Seton Hall University.
She had written two books.
“Under the Shadow of the Cross.”
a short story, and “Little Moth-
ers," a collection of poetry.
A High Mass of Requiem was
t< be celebrated Sept. 3 at 10
a m by Rev. Robert F. Grady,
assisted by Rev. J. Francis Fee-
nan and Rev. William McCann.
Interment was to be in Gethsem-
ane Cemetery on the grounds
of the motherhouse.
Sister Raymond is survived by
| c brother, Owen Sandiford of
| Watertown, Mass , and four sis-
ters, Misses Alice of Sylvania,
1 Ohio, and Irene of Santa Barbara,
! Calif., Mrs. Nellie Duffy of De-
J troit, and Mrs. Kathleen Saint of
Santa Barbara.
I Sister Stanislaus
j ELIZABETH—A High Requiem
Mass was offered in the Benedic-
| tine Motherhouse here Aug. 28
'for Sister M. Stanislaus, 0.5.8.,
86, a member of the Benedictine
I community for 67 years. Sister
]Stanislaus, who was professed as
a nun longer than any other mem-
ber of the order, died of a heart
attack at the motherhouse Aug.
25
Born in New York, Sister Stan-
islaus. the former Antonia Spil-
ker, entered the order when she
was 16 and took her final vows
In 1890 after three years She
taught at Massillon, Ohio, for 30
years and then topk up succes-
sive assignments at St Michael’s,
Cranford; Sacred Heart, Blessed
Sacrament and Bender Memorial
Academy, all Elizabeth
In 19-16 Sister Stanislaus was
assigned to the motherhouse here.
She is survived by a brother,
William Spilker, of Milwaukee.
Burial was in the Benedictine plot
in St. Gertrude Cemetery, Wood
bridge.
Mrs. Emma Pathe
SADDLE RIV'ER A Requiem
Mass was offered in St. Gabriel s
Church here Aug 31 for Mrs
Emma Langworthy Pathe. 79,
mother of Rev David J. Pathe,
chaplain at Villa Marie Claire,
Saddle River Mrs. Pathe died at
the villa Aug 28
Mrs. Pathe was born in Liver-
pool, England, and came to this
country at the age of 12 with
her parents She lived in Bloom
field until seven years ago when
she came to the villa.
Eduard F. Dunne
MORRISTOWN Edward F
Dunne. 71. of 44 Hill St , father
of Mother Mary Augustine of Holy
Child Convent. Rosemont. Pa
died at his home Aug 29 after
a short illness. A Requiem Mass
was offered at Assumption
Church here Sept 1.
Mr. Dunne was the son of the
former Governor of Illinois pf the
same name. He moved here from
Chicago 39 years ago and was the
retired vice president of Stapling
Machines Cos., Rockaway, and a
former member of the board of
directors of All Souls Hospital
here.
Also surviving are his wife,
four sons, three other daughters,
four brothers and four sisters.
Mr*. Mary Vallis
MORRIS PLAINS A Requiem
Maas was offered at St Virgil’s
Church here Sept 2 for Mrs
Mary Vallis, 72. of 9 Sunset Rd ,
who died Aug 30 at All Souls
Hospital. Morristown, after a long
illness.
A member of the Rosary So
ciety at St Virgil’s, she is sur-
vived by a son. five daughters,
two brothers and three sisters,
including Sister Hyacinth, Of,'
of Wharton and Sister Marguerite
0.P., of Caldwell.
Tcofil Ruklatl
ELIZABETH Rev. John 0
Buklad of Our Lady of Czesto-
chowa Church, Jersey City, sang
a funeral Mats at St. Hedwig's
Church here Aug. 25 for his fa-
there, Teofil Buklad. Mr. Buklad.
70, died Aug. 21 at the home of
another son, Dr. Henry Buklad
of Passaic.
A native of Poland, Mr. Buk-
Ud came to this country at 14
and formerly lived in Clark Town-
ship. Other survivors include
hi', wife and three daughters.
John W. Mooney Jr.
EAST ORANGE A Requiem
Mass for John W. Mooney Jr. was
offered Aug. 26 in Our Lady of
All Souls Church here. He died
Aug. 22.
Celebrant of the Mass was Rev
Albert P. Mooney, pastor, St.
Catharine s, Glen Rock, brother
of the deceased. Also surviving
are a son, three other brothers,
a sister and two grandchildren.
Richard McCandlcss 1
NEWARK Requiem Mass
was said at Sacred Heart
Church, Vailsburg. Aug. 31 for
Richard H. McCandlcss, 76, of to
St. Paul Ave. Mr. McCandlcss
died at home Aug. 27 after a
brief illness.
A life-long resident of Newark
who attended daily Mass, he is
survived by three daughters, a
sister, eight grandchildren and a
niece. Sister M Rosina, OP . of
St. Dominic Academy, Jersey
City.
St. Cecilia's Presents
John Redmond
ROCKAWAY An Evening
with John Redmond." songwrit-
er and singer, will be presented
at 8 p m., Sept 15. in St. Ce
cilia's Auditorium here.
Calls the World Congress
To Attention bf Congress
WASHINGTON The second
quinquiennial World Congress of
the Sodalities of Our Lady, held
at Seton Hall University. Aug. 20
to 23. was brought to the atten-
tion of the U. S. Senate by Sen
Harrison A. Williams of New Jer-|
sry.
In an extension of remarks car-
ried in the Aug. 20 Congressional
Record, Senator Williams said:
"Mr. President. Aug. 20 marks
an occasion of great significance
to those of the Catholic Faipi
and indeed the entire world This
is the date of the opening of the
I Quinquiennial World Congress of
'Sodalities in the Archdiocese of
Newark. N.J It is only the see
ond time in history that such a
congress has been held an I
I for the first time outside of
Rome
"1 think New Jersey has been
particularly honored to be select
ed for this second world gather-
ing of what promises to be one
of the most important and im-
pressive gatherings of Catholie
clergy and laymen in history.
More than 50,000 persons rep-
resenting 40 countries are ex-
pected to take some part. In thn
meetings and workshops to bo
held on the campus of Seton Hall
University in South Orange dur-
ing the four day conference. Toe
deliberations will concern them-
selves with the role of the soda!-
tst in a world torn by crisis and
unrest
' The world will he watching
these proeeedings dedicated tJ
the interest of mankind and hu-
manity with great interest. And
on behalf of all of the ritiiens
of New Jersey, I would like to
extend a note of welcome and
sincere good wishes for the suc-
cess of this congress."
14 the advocate September 3,1959
ALBERT H. HOPPER. Inc.
MONUMINT* • MAUSOLIUM
*»-M1 RIDCI ROAD NO. ARLINOTOM. N. J.
U1
Holy Cron Commiery
BrV^" 0E DPSGTo 0 p U T,0 arAUsEn CLST0MCRa ®AVINO or
RARRl BUILD MONUMINT*
InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0514
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525
- 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue,
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Roy Womlak,
Director*
ESiex 3-0606
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ES*ex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
BERNARD A. KANE
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eatt Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MULUN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY t OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-3400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
GOOEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
MOntclalr 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR k SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ES*ex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFIIY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEb.ter 2-0098
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
274 Market Street
Eait Paterson
SW 6-0068
SW 7-9877
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATla* 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY ft SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gl Ibert 4-7650
HUDSON COUNTY
PATRICK J. CONTE
FUNERAL HOME
36 Tuer* Ave., Jersey City
(rear St. Aedan's Church)
HE 5-6451
DE 3-9259
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLfield 9-1455
Olfield 9-1456
LAWRENCE G. FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 9-0579
James a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNion 7-0373
UNION COUNTY
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
OROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD ft SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
MIUER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN, N. J.
HUnter 6-4119
PASSAIC COUNTY
OORMIIY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
For listing In tfcb section call The Advocate, MArket 44)700
If AD*NG FUNfIAt DIRECTORS
tfCOMMfND ’Hf
NATONAIIY ADVERTISED
TV* krit bur.tl v«ul» to k.v* If.
*4«ort<v*f cl*-o«* *<(*pf*H by
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
magazine
I* tK. SATURDAY
EVENING POST. UFF. FARM
JOURNAL LADifcS HOME JOURNAL,
EXTENSION MAGAZINE. *ncl
Christian hemid.
M*Awf*ctur*d ••(K.wvVy lo to* S'*«t«r
N*« J*r«*y i M b/
MEAD-SUYDAM
COMPANY
O*of*. N. J.
N** J*r»•/'| .ld.it *n<J l* r3*.t
»«**uf*ctw*r» of cwa*t* vJh.
CLASSIFIED
Deadline for Classified Ads Monday 12 Noon
HELP WANTED
JlouMkwpfr Experienced Sleep In
Beautiful Montclair Home T V Own
Room. Bath. No Children. 1150 per
month. Call PI 4-0391
Resident Nurae muat be R.N. for Boys
Boarding School. JEfferaon *3231
Retired Couple to snare home *tth
elderly couple. Free Room and Board
in exchange for nursing car# and
companionship Address Box 224. The
Advocate. 31 Clinton St. Newark. NJ.
Cook. Respectable woman for convent.
References required. Address Box 222.
The Advocate. 31 Clinton St. # Newark.
_N__A
Secretary To Purchasing Agent
Light steno. Opportunity to learn book
and magazine production. Right begin
ner will be encouraged and carefully
trained Personnel. JUdson 3 1300
Ladies earn 23'V Commission for self,
sodality, or church Silk vinal missal
covers designed and Introduced at So
dallty Congress. Seton Hall. Easily
sold. SI Call eves. OR 4 A622
Experienced cook-manager, small Cath-
olic girl's school. To live in. Send re
sume and references to National Food
Management .Service. 43-31 Court
Square. Long Island City. New York
Couple for home and office of 2 male
bachelors. Wife to do cleaning, some
laundry, no cooking Husband to con
tinue in regular job Live on prem-
ises 3 room unfurnished apt rent
free. Monthly salary Address Box 223.
The Advocate. 31 Clinton St . Newark
GIRL 21-33 Sleep in. Light housework
Care for small children. Catholic Instl
tution CH 3-2092
POSITION WANTED
Woman, colored, experienced cook and
houseekeper. for rectory or convent
Live in with son. 9; some salary Ex-
cellent references tVanhoe 3 9037
MUSICAL
-
INSTRUCTIONS
Sax. Clarinet. Flute Instruction In your
home or at my Studio BS . MA.
Columbia I'nlversity PI *-3403
REALTORS
If you are thinking of buying or selling
cal]
HOWELL S COGAN
Realtor-Insurer
203 Broad Bt.. Bloomfield. N. J.
Pilgrim *2734
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR
TRADE-IN PLAN
W'e will list your house for sale, or
consider buying It. If you purchase an
other house through our office Let
us know your requirement#. Evenings
and Holidays call Mrs Kelly WE 9 3922.
Mr. Gallagher NU 3 3*79
STANLEY JOHNSON
Realtor
23 High Street NUtler 3*ooo
Residential Rales Specialists
McCANN - WEBBE
In The Pink Brick Ranch
90* E. Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood. N. J
OLiver 2-0883
OPEN W'EEXENDi
FREE!
BOOKLETI
ON THE TAYLOR
HOME TRADE-IN
PLAN
A Complvt* Individual Plan for
The Home-Owner. If You're Bur-
Ind A HOME or Relink A Home.
Thle Great Plan Will Do Both
Jobs For You
Phone or write for free booket
fRANK H. TAYLOR A SON
(Kotm Pi ret Namei
Trade-In Dep'L
13 80. lIARRISONN RT.
BAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORANGE 3 0100
RIDGEWOOD
OUT-OF TOWNER*
oven 900 MULTIPLE LISTING-**
BITHENR REAL ESTATE GI 3 4000
13* Franklin Av* Ride*wood
_
OPEN 7 PAYI AND EVEN INOS
BERGEN COUNTY
ORAPELL AND VIC INITY -TMOU
SANDS OF CONTENTED HOME OWN
ERS ARE OUR GREATEST ASSET
Alexander Summer Cos.
COlfeg 1-910#
7# Klnrierkamark Road. Oradall. N. J
ORADELL BRANCH
Open Evening a and Week enda.
~
roasALi r
Ruaa never uaed oxl2 030. oxl3 033
Othera G E Vacuum 020 Elertrnlui
033 Wool Hooked Ruga—Fulton 0 302#
RELIGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
THE MIRACLE SHOP
SI4 Rids* Road. I.yndhurat
■opp. Rlts Thi.tr*>
Daily I I.S-lUI
WEbaUr 3-4345
RELIGIOUS GOODS
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
114 Bmdwaj. PiUnon. N. J.
IfUltMiT* 4*414
Domestic imported
Books of 411 CathoUe Publisher*
• Hummel Originals
B Greeting Cords
# Hart* Oearr # Bo Serf Cleary
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
~
BLOOMFIELD
ST. THOMAS PARISH
1 BLOCK BROOKDALE PARK
In apple pie order, authentic Colonial
dinini room, modern science kitchen
spacious living
room. TV room, full
to delight the hauafrau. nook, powder
room. J large bedrooms with ample
closet space Tiled modern hath, stall
shower, automatic heal, nice lawn 2
car garage. 2 blocks buses N Y . Pater
son. Newark Most important of all.
liberal financing available for evecu
live Price *22 100 Tases only *4*o
BERNARD WERBEI, REALTOR
142 Rlfd A\e . Bloomfield PI .1 ISLIg
CRANFORD
IT'S A PLEASURE
TO OFFER THIS
GLEAMING WHITE CAPE COD
for your Inspection 4 bedroom*. 2
complete batha. convenient to buses,
trains, shopping and school
A ftPOTLEM HOME
that'* ready for anew owner lo‘ mmr
in Finest construction. delightful
grounds
G. E. HOWLAND BR 6 5900
1.1 EASTMAN STREET. CRANFORD
MAHWAH
Executive Estate
A m.fnlDr.nl r.t.t. typ. hnm*. ht.h
in lh« Cr.tm.r. P»rk .wtlon of M.h
** h l i n ,r** "”t«l tor It. Dn. r.rn
enial School system From road to road
J car * with a breathtaking view
of Rsmapo Mountains complete formal
ll'tng floor with sweeping staircase to
4 bedroom* and .1 baths Third fl has
l rooms and hath Separate 3 car ga
rage Thla la a home designed for grs>
clous entertaining, a home that will be
aaset to an eaeeuttte with a large
family
THE DATA AGENCY
WESTFIELD
FREE BOOKLETS
Pictorial aiea brochure also
homes for sale booklet
on reoueet
Barrett & Crain
Realtors
TWO COLONIAL OFF It EA
• HTTinJ) MOI'NT A INSIDE
4! Elm Si 3 N.w Prnvld.nr. Rd
ad i inon ad i moo
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
n TOOT I.AKE FRONT
4 bedroom year round ranch 3 rear*
«ld l.iMng room fireplace, full cellar,
hot water oil heal, need* some re
pair. Owner mu*( sell. 112-300
MARGARET MERNER
JXROW 7 3401 K>r. OX ROW 7«T01
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ST MARYS PARISH
rifit time offered i Redrooma. I li%
In* rooma Large dining room prop
#rt». romplUelv fenced In for rhil
dren. walking diatanre to nation Of-
fered at way below replacement own
»r lea> In* atata Prira M 7 VW Prtnn
pala only MAnhaurl 714 V)
APARTMENT WANTED
Adulta 3 deair* modern 4 rooma
Rutherford. Wondrtd«e, Haahrourk
Hetjhti Convenient 101 bua WE »OiM
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPLIANCES
REPAIRS
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
And All Houeehold Electrical
Applianrea at lav Pricaa
AMHERST
APPLIANCE A SUPPLY CO
US CKJfTRAL * VCNIfR
ORinit 3-7t.lt EAR! ORANOK
SAKS
NEW AND USED SAFES
ALL TYPE
*
Vault* nought. Sold and Repaired
•a/o Intartora mad* lo apeciftcationa.
All kinda of fireproof equipment for
Inatituttona. Induatry Realdenr#
MArriYTI KEY SHOP teat. I9lo>
11T1 K Grand it.. El is* both. N. J.
CL 1 l»OJ
EXTERMINATOR
CUWHR6HXH ERtUIWATINd
A Guor.nlood r»« Control Sorilro
Nowtrt. N, J. Hom 4 Mil
PLUMBING—HKATINO
stefaneLli Brothers
STEAMriTTING AND OIL BURNERS
Plumbing Heating and Electrical roa-
trartora. 42i Orange it . Newark. NJ.
HU HIM
UICHabl T BAaBBSBWR BrtT
PLUMBING AND HEATtNQ
1«1 WUXI AM ST . NEWARK 1
MA 3 7407
EIGHT-MILLION DOLLAR .SALES ORGANIZATION
IS EXPANDING
• Our racantty avtharliad pra-
• ram parmltc an appartunlty
*ar 1 man with callaaa aaulva
lant and a aalllna backaraund.
• Aaaa II fa 11, aafabllabad Irataa-
araaram which practically
awarantaaa a Mlavra Incama
by tha Ird vaar.
• Wall ltr*#t Krm eaiMndlne
inf# Hudi«n md ItryM Ctwfl
tIM.
• All »r«wp lM »«mi«n Mmlili.
Very definitely « Mki imm»*>
mint •eHrtuiiilv. CmiMnti-
lien. •wbatentUl Mliry
tMf.
MR. T. P. BRADY
Phont REctor 2-6171
HOME & SUPPLY MART
WESTINGHOUSE
NEW VACUUM CLEANER
ON WHEELS
GCARAWTU
99
TERMS
ALSO ON SALE (ALL NEWI-
ORIfi.
49”
TWO-BRISH
FLOOR
POLISHER
VITH 6 ATTACHMENTS
$2850
Hoover Constellation—(Current No. i4)
O I Swivel Top
lewyt Oriq 19 93
Regino Floor Polisher (Free Gift)
White Sewing Mochme-Orin |9 93
"Fabulous" Kingston No 4421
Heavy Duty "Cycle” Floor Machine
*47 30
79 99
39 99
31 SI
13 33
149 93
339 9S
Hurry! Hurry!!!
C ALL NOW • CALL COLLECT
24 HOURS A DAY EVERY DAY
Ml 2-7960
FREE HOME TRIAL • Let ut bring tins machine
to jrour home to tee «nd try. No cott, no obligation.
Free delivery anywhere within 60 milea.
VACUUM 226 Springfield
STORM, lac Ave., NewarkCEM
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
ESTABLISHED lflj
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
EOS CHECHES. SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
AD Typ. Building.
MS NEW POINT ROAD
El >-1700 ELIZABETH. N. J
CRAFT
DECORATORS
INC.
CUSTOM DRAPERY
MANUFACTURERS
lor It..
HOME - COMMERCIAL -
INSTITUTION
UN 4-6020
S.'ving All No'lli l.n.y
FRFE ESTIMATES
ROOFING & SIDING
«»♦#»*. ItAflffft K W,„ 4 r, Alum
o»m Window* Odom A Je»ov»*M
Hackensack Roofing Cos
I WAIN it Mu , )a) ,
Ate WORK GUARANTIED
MARKET
MAINTENANCE CO.,
INC.
Exterminating Contractors
Window Cloaning
Floor Waxing
Complete Janitorial Service
CHURCHES SCHOOLS
HOSPITALS INDUSTRIAL
IST P relln»huy*en Av. Mwk 12. NJ
Prank Batco Janitarlal Snamaar
Offlcai SI i mi N*h»i ■■ 1-SSJI
JosephH. Browne
Company
1904 - OUR 33»h YEAR - 193?
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ASH CANS • MATS • SOAP
POLISH • BROOMS • BRUSHES
wax a sponges a pails
• TOILET PAPEB
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPEB • PAPEB TOWELS • CUPS
*278 Wayna Streat
Jersey City, N. J.
H1.R.i... 1-8478
e
PetrD
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
rfcEET
READY FOR BUSINESS: Lost minute inspection of the
main bonking room of the new Fidelity Union Trust
Company building, in the center of downtown Newark,
which officially opened Aug. 31. From left to right are
Roy F. Duke, Fidelity president, John Goldham, vice-presi-
dent and treasurer, in charge of the new building pro-
gram; and John Howie, partner in Robert A. Howie, Jr.
Sons, Newark contractors.
Design Plays Important
Role in Longview Sales
HARRINGTON PARK (PFS)
—Design diversification is play-1
ing an important role tn the sales
picture at the luxury Longview
housing community here.
The 113-house community on
Lafayette Ave. off Schraalen-
burgh and Knickerbocker Roads
is being developed as , another
Harmer project by Harold Kram-
er and Vincent Cucchiara. Sales
are under the direction of Beir-
Higgint Realty Associates, Sad-
dle River
“Prospective purchasers have
lan opportunity here at l.ong\iew
to view all types of construction.'’
points out Jack Levin of Beir-
i Higgins.
“This gives them a chance
to compare one plan against
another before they make their
final selection.’’
Offered at l-ongvicw are ranch,
split-level, two-story and mezza-
nine ranch models priced from
$29,990 A Cape Cod plan is also
available.
I Longview homes are offered on
I fully-landscaped plots 100 by 125
feet and larger.
On display at Longview is the
two-story Longview, the split-
level Burlington, the mezzanine
cncvi Longview, the San Ker-
anado ranch, and the two story,
Georgian models.
Predicts Sales
Of $1,000,000
i CULVKR LAKE (f'FS) - Sales
pl homesites at Crandon Lakes
will zoom past the $1,000,000
mark by I.abor Day at the cur-
rent rate, according to John H.
Crandon, vice president of the
company developing the 1.200-foot
high summer colony on Route
521, west of here
To date, more than 500 per-
sons have purchased sites in the
800-acre vacation community.
According to Mr Crandon,
August set anew record for buy-
ing activity He attributes this
sharp upsurge in land sales to
the desire of many purchasers
to buy now in preparation for
home construction early next
Spring.
Latest building figures reveal
Crandon Lakes property
owners have already placed 60
orders for homes to be started
I next Spring
Sales Reach Hallway Hark
BRICK TOWNSHIP (PKS)
Sales have passed the halfway
mark at the 1,200 home Baywood-
on-Barnegat Bay lagoon-seashore
community now under develop-
ment here by American Land
Investment Corp of North Plain-
field.
More than 700 plots have been
sold and homes erected on al-
most half the acreage. The de-
velopers offer lagoon-front home-
sites ready for building priced
f'om $l,BOO, as well as shells and
completed homes from $3,900.
Ranch and split-level homes an
priced from $8,950, excluding
land.
September 3, 1959 THE ADVOCATE 15have you seen...
Forest Lakes
Route 206. Andover.
Unspoiled Natural Beauty
Formerly a private estate, available for
those who want the best for present
or future investment.
• Water Mains • Boardwalk
• Paved Roads • 4 Beaches
Near St. Paul's Abbey
Limited Numberof y4 -Acre Plots
Reasonably Priced s
ROUTE 206. ANDOVER
LjAump/t ax/&,>///
PllMenabl* suburban living find* P«r#oc» lurtiion •» Igygly Longvitw H.r.* * ****** *" charming Harrington Park, la thg ultimaig | n .nv"ro£
man* Mid canvanlanca dammdrd by tha dficaming hania awnar Nurh. -I -•**'•***' •'* Ny wgrghlp. shopping ctntgrs. imirt country ctubi and xZ• ln«»« cemmvtlne te New Tart li available via kua direct tram the preaertr.*
**’
"THE LEXINGTON" COLONIAL
Authentic colonial design with 7 large rooms . . . 2't baths
foyer entrance . . . large finished family room ... 3 twin sue bed-
rooms . . . 2 car garage . . . plaster walls poured concrete foundation
hot water hest
. . , complete UJhlnfpoot Kitchens with
cabinets and appliance, created b, UMpwi Signora.
i'r.ced at 129,991.
Chaise af ♦ Other Distinctive Celenlel and Ceatemperor, |,| lt i. yi |
• •"<h
.. . Cepe Cad . . and 3-tlary Medeli
priced from >29,990 TO >38,500
Our lady of Victories Catholic Church and School nearby
Co-Operating Builder
With Klslalt Trade-in
Plan
REALTY ASSOCIATES. INC.
Seles Consultants
Clateter 5 5293
er DArts 7 5600
CDimgmew
AT HARRINGTON PARK, N. J.
IN THE COUNTRY CLUB SECTION OE BERGEN CO
'* IIL*J1IL *J <*• MINUTIS OSIVINO T IMS iraoM TMi eioaei washinoton aaiooa
5 EXHIBIT HOMES OPEN DAILY t WEEKENDS
C*l«r Schama, and Furmithlng, byi
GREENRAUM BROS., PATERSON, N J
Wn* 1/J-'ON,: .. M,r,h . •" »< Which hammer wartime
teellrnta Inte Schreelenburah ad. which be La-*•*#**• «d.e continuo on Lof«r«tt« Ad. lobb fhan W mil* toFurnlihod Model Homo,.
W
A Completely Different
4 MILE
Waterfront
Community y
Lakeforest
RESERVATION
at UPPER HOPATCONG
/ INVEST FOR
/ FUTURE PROFIT .. .
A friendly, club community with
year 'round facilities where the
the family can enjoy the utmost in
outdoor Using, boating, bathing, fish-
ing. sailing and skiing.
Over U
Individually '
Designed Homes /
IIOMESITES front $1575
Easy Budget terms
See Our
1-a test Founders e/ Ulm iitkawk
Sample Home jf DLOtme Cbmpom|
4 miss North of Dover m N. J. Rot
Office On
Premises, Open
Dally 'TUI Dark
ut* IS
fWATERFRONT HOME SITES
« TMf I
V SN°*rS UOOON PA«AD»SI
mmm
k
YOUR BOAT
IN YOUR BACKYARD
DIRECTIONS: Garden State Pkway.
to EXIT tl; PROCEED STRAIGHT
AHEAD; Follow Rt. I4t and il«ni to
Rad Lion Tavern. Turn LIFT te Gay-
wood, Otborneville. Brick Tewnthle,
ON BARNEGAT
2 SALTWATER POOLS
PRIVATE SANDT BEACH
CHOICE LAGOON
BUILDING LOTS
slBOO
• BOATING
• SWIMMING
• FISHING
• CRABBING
• MARINE BASIN
Sm Modal Hoorn
Own Dill, 1* A M. til Dark
T#l»phone
TWinbrook 2*5100
WHEN VISITING THESE HOMES TELL THE SELLER YOU
SAW IT* ADVERTISED IN
THE ADVOCATE
WONDERFUL YE/AR 'ROUND LIVING
In lh« Hurt' of Ibo North Jrrtor lakt >hn
SPACIOUS SPLIT LEVELS
7 room* • IU Bath*
1 Bcdroomi • 2* ft. "Playroom
ino Amp F.lertrlc Servtra
All-Electric Kitchen
Prictd at
*17,500 COMPLETE - NO EXTRAS
30 YEAR
MODEL HOME OPEN
DAILY
10 A M »• 430 P M
OT* down v. a
V A 4 FH A MORTGAGES
DIRICTIONS: From Newark west on Rt
10 to Rt 53. then north on Rt 53. l»i
mile* to Station Rd . turn left to Parka
Rd. and Model.
Waakandi 11 A M to
dwsk
Phono: Oak wood 7-t7§4
<>R From Clifton Ptuair Area, writ on
Rt 46 to Denvtlle. then aooth on Rt 53.
1 mile to .Station Rd . then right to Parka
Rd and Model
laUt
AfOfttt:
PASPORD, LTD.
17-04 Iroodway,
fnlr lawn. N. J.
SWarfhmore 1-1414
ADAMS VILLAGE
.
PARKS ROAD, RENVILLE. NJ.
H*r% It a w*ll planned. carefully deaicned community »hma
distinctive tfppcaranr« ij controlled by local ordinances
LOCATED IN SAINT JAMES' PARISH, RED BANK.
ONE OF THE FEW PARISHES WITH ITS OWN
PAROCHIAL GRAMMAR AND HIGH SCHOOL
DEL BRIER ESTATES
*•1 In tba serenity of exclusive New Shrewsbury. just minutea
from Red Ranh, the new Itamberfer a shopping renter and only
*0 minutes from Newark.
7 DIFFERENT MODELS
MINIMUM HALF-ACRE PLOTS
from
$21,990
20% Down 25-Y#ar Mortgage*
Ranches, spilt levels, colonial*. Sand 4 bedrooma. 2 and Jv.%
batha. *aa fired hot water heat, full dining rooms, renter hall
entrances, flreplare. etc.
SYCAMORE AVE., NEW SHREWSBURY
Gard«a It.to F.rk».r lo Kill 100. loft to ll.nr. A.. . rtkhl
on ll.nr. lo krr.mor. Av« . Ihrn rI.M to modoli. Op«n »r«r»
d.r. 10 A M. lo d.rk. 11l I MU.
SUNRISE BEACH
BARNEGAT BAT
Invites
yoif
To Enjoy the Fieth Soil Tong of
If* Optn Sea . . . The Scenl of
fine ... A Vocation Home for
Happy Sommer Activities such at
Sooting, Swimming. Fishing and
a Haven for Eventual Year-Round
or Retirement living.
75 FT. WIDI WATERFRONT
LAGOON LOTS
LARGE WOODLAND LOTS
$l3O DOWN $l3 MO.
t 2 and 3 BEDROOM
C- RANCH HOMIS
Finished Horn.>
SOLID YBAR-ROUND CONSTRUCTION
Summer Rentals Available
SHELLS from *2,645 Open 8 ’Til Dark
it".f, f.O. Roi 1711*rlMd Rhror, N. J. HT.MWI
DIRECTIONS Ctrßtn Suit Pitary. to Forhed Ri.tr Ciil No. 74.
turn l«f| U *nd oT tilt »nd |o 2 oxlw lo blmktr it Rt I. turn
toft, m Rt >. p H onto to Sunni* Botch. OR: From Tom
tmor, South oo RL *, p JH onto* to Suiutoo Botch.
A Horn* or lot It Dock
on t*autHul
BARNECAT Ray
Silver “Point
M*
™ M.W lra.Mr.rat
Utrirtii, N. i.
• City Wot»f WrlW Hr I
Iy3u33®”r“
FOR VACATION & YEAR 'ROUND HOMESITES
All On Or Near The Lake
OJEUtWBU
■ ML MMBP Hampton Township,
Noar Nawton, N. J.
so
4 ROOMS Custom-Built
Rpnrh typt 4 room ond both. Indudm car-
port, plumbing and aloctrical fiitvrw, olumi-
"«■ iliding window! Mpdarn kilcbpn, bulH-ln
wo11cobinati. Complaitly cuitom built. Not o
".ball 'or -pro tab RUUD NOW OR lATIRI
PULL PRICR
*2995
RASY TRIMS
’lon olo>
REFERENCES
THIS COUPON choia
$5OComm WORTHI* C« . Cl>lO wiiMiwloko
• Private Sand Beaches • Places of Worship
• Shopping, Theatres • Year 'Round Sports
• Growing, Planned Community
• Wooded Wonderland
• Healthful! 1200 Ft. Above Sea Level
HOW TO GET THERE
OUR LAOY QUIIN
PI AC I CHURCH
only 1 minulsi away
FROM NEWARK
10
nlraj At
I>o*
n*ht to Rte i:
thru Kpsrta into An
«usta P»»i tha Idea
(ivier nerr Farms
then follow alcna t<
Clear View
OPEN DAILY A
WEEKENDS • TO I
FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE
Clear View Lake
2117 toulavard, Jarsay City, N. 4,
Hindanon 11100
Rleai# send mu yovr br<*h.,re with r.«fl«*
irnd map of Clear Ve* take. I undarsfrW that
A.s pv's mu under no Ob' gi'isn af arty lud.
••
,
EVERY HOME
A CASTLE!
BUY
NOW!
ONLY 8
3 or 4 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVELSLEFT
Alr-Condltlonsd*>S novations To Chooso From
• 0
*18,900 1
V Uttar* Half
V Acr* or mora .. , Jw*
V U Calor Shinglor \VS
V iwauth. VC
V Full loMmnti ,/in
V Fully Inwloltf
V WuotHur Stripping
V MHa Wall Ovmw fvJT
|f Countor-Top long*
V Whit* Ath Kitdian CokWi
i Opan ftakonjti ,
V lock Entranca ir/^1
U(MU.fi Nt. Jtn,) ■ 1u1..l Oita. V.
{** ll ***‘ l • tn H Mimiu
*'•« *• Ow • J..t )S l n, A
a*M •M M kf,m 1.._ Nn V„4_ S
USY TERMS
WaAing «M*m* »• <r»gm«i Inad Traia
tint* An* b Mi»»t at Nnr Yak.
m
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SHERWOOD FOREST
MOOttl OrW DAILY AND WtIKiNDI
i
Mm f—,s% || |do Um «*rf M M
•OUAUTT COttYIOUJD COMSTtUCJION"
16 TBS ADVOCATE September 3,1953
OpenThnrs. ft Fri. 'til 9:30 P.M.
Saturday9:30 A. M. to 6 P. M.
CLOSED SUNPAYS
CLOSED MON., LABOR DAY
L Open Tue«., & Wed. ji
'til 5:30 P.M.
Packard's Garden Spaciall
Merion KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS
199 Regularly $3.23
Enough to cover 750 square feet Guarantees
a rich, velvety lawn you’ll be proud of. Limit
2 packages per customer.
Main at Temple, Hackensack, N. J. ° ard «" »*>*>. Outride - North tldg.BBMM warme mmwwwwm
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GROCERIES
B ***?£? i “ 31‘
i-!i SECTIONS i» ~njp J» an MAc
Priced
VVslchads
Sacramento
frozen foodshK
Bird* Eye
Reg. or
crinkle cut
Libby’*
Pink or reflular
Grapefruit
grape drink
Tomato JUICE
MriedPOTATOES
lINIONADE
Chicken DINNER
Turkey DINNER
BOSCO
Salted PEANUTS
Gulden's MUSTARD
Canada Dry SODAS
FACIAL TISSUE
SCOTTISSUE
Barbecue SAUCE
liqui
'XT
1
Also 24 ox. !*“•
planted*
Cocktail
Oranfl*
Root *••
C,.om. Orop«
•»
Chor rf
Packard'*
Pure
white
(300 two-ply
White or
paste* color*
2
a 18-oxcans
2- pk9S
6-oz. 10
£..-95'
3V
19‘
■
*r \y
6 Sfc.3s'W FLU* o.roftT
%» *3
Open Pit
Unit
6c o« VS flo' <
29e
•»10‘
quart ■ Q
3e
o«iobe»»W
■ - -
Coupon!
WoNHAISt
HELLMANNs**'
quart ftfO
WITH THIS
COUPON-
**
73c value 9>
Coupon 0
(A re «°'° wi'neidaV
ood thru
Weon"* ... .ojV
thru ' Wed"T^°S.pt#^rb#s' h
rss.’S-S-'- *-
9th
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TOP QUALITY MEATS - s^N
27 years famous in North Jersey for the finest meats lowest price*.
Whole, split, quartered or cut-up
Maine White Rock
i
Patrick Cudahy Sweet Applo Wood Smoked
'LICED BACON
rmour Star Skinless
ALL MEAT FRANKS
BROILERS
& FRYERS
.29'
59lb.
lb.
Royal Crown Sliced
###.
§##«
flfl
#§#♦
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DANISH BOILED HAM% 49
Shop Packard's Choice Seafood Selections for: mussels,
shrimp, lobster, soft shell crabs, langostinos, chowder,
steamer and little neck clams, smoked whitefish, lobster
tails, fishstkks and a hast of others.
Si SS
gjj Specially Selected
J* Tk&S
Quality Produce
FRESH-PICKED
Golden Bantam
CORN
10“ 39c
Selected, boiling six*
Long Island POTATOES 10 &g 29‘
Wo carry a full line of produce specialties including: garlic buds,
French shallots, artichoke*, white radishes, basil, mint, coconuts,
imported Italian onions, Italian parsley, Persian melons,
Swiss chard, kholrabi, butternut, acorn, zuccini squash,
celery cabbage, fresh leek, plum tomatoes, cellafd
greens, okra, black-eye peas, red bananas
and a host of othersl
Oven-Fresh **£££
{Qfi *ade with the
finest P u
A.-.
POUND
CAKE
49
o\d-fa»hioned
URGE COOKIES
jdty&CremEiWSJO1
Yihite Mountain
ROU.>
34 yarletie*
0 f it. deliciou*
rich
fresh longer-
doz.
ea.
We. also carry
dietetic cake*
made with
sucaryH
lift
iiii
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FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS
Only the finest quality the lowest possible prices
U. S. Gov't. Graded 93 score
LAND O' LAKES
AA" BUTTER
* 69'
(V* lb. prints in cartons)
Well-aged, sharp flavor genuine Imported
HOLLAND GOUDA CHEESE
Rindless, so there's no waste Imported
AUSTRIAN SWISS SLICES
Truly delicious, with satin-smooth texture
Wine-Cured CHEDDAR CHEESE
Italian-Style Piccolo SALAMI (b .
Imported, Sliced BOILED HAM u,
Sliced Roast Beef or Corned Beef i b .
(German Wursts of all kindsl) M# * *#
xs $5:
